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FOREWORD
The work described in this document covers phase ! of an ongoing effort to examine and evaluate thebenefits derived from t e application f advanced teclmologies to small, short-haul transports. T
primary emphasis of phase 1 is the reduction of airplane initial (manufacturing) costs through the use of
O advanced bonded-aluminum structure. Additional activities are recommended which would emphasizethe reduction of airplane initial and operating costs through ',he use of advanced systems. Additional
aerodynamic trades, mission analysis, and configuration optio:_s should also be investigated to enable an
optimized small transport to be selected and matched to specific market requirements.
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O 1.0 SUMMARY
This report presents the results of phase I of an ongoing study to examine and evaluate the benefits
O derived from the of advanced sm',dl, short-haul Thisapplication technologies
to transports. study
em,_hasizes a 50-passenger baseline aircraft shown in figure A for application of advanced materials
and structures, flight controls, airfoils and propulsion. The 50-passenfer aircraft was selected because:
O • Past NASA/Boeing and Boeing funded _tudies indicated this size to be attractive fnr future local
service markets.
O • The design problems were scopable to obtain reahs' . cost.
O • De_¢lopmental hardware could be manufactured at very low risk and low capital investment.
Emphasis during phase I was placed on providing an in-depth evaluatiop of bonded aluminum honey-
comb structure. Also conducted were preliminary evaluations of "all-electric" system_, aerodynamic
O improvements, and turboprops.
Results indicate several cost savings :tre po_sibk, through the application of advanced technology to
CTOL _hort-haul
tran._ports.
The use of bonded aluminum primary structure pro_ides a manufacturing cost savings of 40_ resulting
O in a total airplane manufacturing cost redt,ction of 16'; a major cost reduction. This cost reduction isachieved through lower labor and material requirements and is illustrated in figure B. These lower
requirements are achieved through ;he reduction in part count (figure C)and design simplification as
O illustrated in figure D. Airplane structural components definitions are described in section 6.2.
Potential for significant cost savings in the area of electrical systems exists. Breakthroughs are occur-
_ _ ring in micro-electronics and the application of rare-earth metals for powerful sm',dl motors. These
new technologies could make an "'all-electric" airplane f_asiblc (similar to that outlined in table I),
thereby making possible elimination of the costly installation and maintence associated with the con-
- O ventionai hydraulic and control cable 5ytems.
0
0
@ -
0
Figure A Sm#l Short.H#ul TrBmlm_ BNeline Akc_ft0 ,
¢t
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An ¢\ampl¢ t)l' tile ptqcxlt;,01 ben,cl'lls tel all-,:Icctric tcclmolog.,, ',.xM¢ill', 1', the ¢!¢,.+tr_cl+t)x,er hlltl,g¢
' +l,,.'ttl_tOr+ol,'l,.'t'I+(.IH ,+.t)11|l-;ist| + Ct+ll,xenllltHl,llh.xdr,n'.l]IC'+y'q_.'msthut |rall,,,,ItH| pov, cr 111h,xdrauh,, hlw,,
I'I(+II,I enl/Ill,t+' ll,l,Otltl,ted l+t£mp,,. Ill,+",lll-elcctrlC ,,.XM+,'II,I,tlses electrlua] l+OV+'er.eelteraicd at the .+.'ll,_lllt '+, ,IIl,d
Irdl,l",llllts IIIc l+t+x_,CrI'% X_.nrc It) Clt'_,'|rlC Ill,tell)F,,th,lt dee darc,'tl_ c,'nnected It+ *.tltl_.'ttil+¢,llld t'h+,_'h,tCOl3-
trol s.x_,tenns, l'otetltn.d l+;.,ll,ctlts ol the.,¢ s.xstenus ,ire' enh,,mued r¢ll,iblhtX, x,,etght reductttm, ea,k'r+
+ lll,+lllltt.'l,l_lltt,-'. ,ll,ld redtleed tr.lll',,llll+,,",lOll,nc It+,,,,..-'_I,,o.electric i'+ov+ered hlll,g¢lln¢ ;l_+'tLl,llt)l+'+II,.I_,¢the
. + dd'+,'+in,tdg,.• of allt)x+,ll1_reluoX,ll ol J tlll,ll troll,l, th,' ,It|el,tel,.' I+_.Mlu'.:nl,,+t+l',Ill ¢I¢¢1rI.',iI tltll+.+'k-+,J_s_+'t+nll¢¢t.
-: thwrvb.x _+'+i111,111,i|III,_ the l'_n+blems ol h.xdratIlnc ,,>,,ten, l, ++'t)tttdl,llll1,Itlt)lldlid t]tlld It+,,,, ,+It'+It+ le,lk;.l_e
++:°+:. frolll hvdr,luhc. ,.'teLllq tnt+,,.
+
Other advanced t¢chmolt+_,+ ntelms that q;t+v+ed slgIl,ificatlt gdm., re'ere the ad,,'aneed tu,rbt)prol+ (bh_.'k
fuel rcdl,l,¢tioll hV 15 t+.+30,. d¢|_¢ndlng oll l,tllgC). _.ollltgtlrallon re,.Is:ons, sUCh;i+a x,'ee-tail t'mP¢ll-
I1_1_1.'(¢111|'_enlld_' Co_,l redtl¢llon ol "+'+" dnld [t'adm_ ¢dgc llap adtlltlOll (dlrplal,le weigh[ redtl¢llon ol
++ 25Orl Ib) Heft+re th,us¢ re+l_l_)n+s,.'anl,be mcorl+,)rated into the b.l.,elme dlrplal,le, adthtnol, al trade._ wdl
+'. be r¢guircd It+ ddtt'l'll,l,lllt' the iml'_.l_'t o11 other s.xsit'Ill'S" lll,dlll,|¢lldllt:e dll,d t'_+el';.itlllg qt+,_,l+' ,:",+,C_,,",_lell'l.
+' + Thl2 F)i'illl,dr%+ objcctn+e ot thl,, ..tudv v,a_ It) rcdu¢¢ the initial or pr.+t _on co,.t,+ x+'hllemalntalr_mg
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O Several advanced technology items with the potential lbr significantly reducing the initial and/or oper-ating cost were identified but were not included in the baseline airplane because of the limited scope
of phase !. These items (li_ted belowl .should be included m more in-depth future studies to determine
_ O it the_ should be incorporat-'d into the baseline de,,Jgn:
_'::i • Ad_anced composite primary structure
_/:' O • Fly-by-wire digital control system
4_"!10 • Advanced integrated axionlc_ _ ,th digital data ,ystems and propulsion controls
_i • Natural laminar flow wing and tad ,url'a_es
_ "" • Wing-tip dexlces
i_!! i • Ad, anced turboprop'_, (prop-fans I
)_"J @ • Vee-tail empennageJ
:i @
_I
_l _ REOOCT,O.OUE/ TOUSEO_00NOEOi
HONEYCOMI_
I / STRUCTURE
O WING, FUSELAGE. EMPENNAGEAND FINAL ASSEMBLY
/
_) / 40% OFSTRUCTURE/ COST OR 16%
OF TOTAL COST
(}
• "°'" N
O
!
- 0 Figure B Manufacturing 3 Cost Comparison
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SYSTEM (_
SYSTEM _'
SYSTEM
.TRUCTURE STRUCTURE STRUCTURE
CONVENTIONAL LOW-COST LOW-COST "7
DESIGNAND DESIGNAND DESIGNAND (._) "STRUCTURE CONVENTIONAL BONDEDALUMINUM - _ :;
(WICHITAMDT) STRUCTURE HONEYCOMBSTRUCTURE , • :,767-774C) (767-774B)
Figure C Part-Count Comparison _ "4
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CONVENTIONALSTRUCTURE BONDEDALUMINUM HONEYCOMBSTRUCTURE
@
FigureO ConventionalandAluminumHoneycombStructure
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
O
The regional and commuter airlines in the United States are currently served by aging propeller air-
_ planes for which there is no similar size modern replacement of U.S. manufacture. A need for anj efficient, reliable, small, short-haul transport airplane exists, but, to date, no single airplane design has
been able to resolve the diverse and exacting performance requirements at acceptable economic levels.
) Any new transport for this market must have very low initial cost or the operator cannot afford it,
but it also must be a modern pressurized design capable of operating from the short high-altitude fields
_il characterizing the regional airline routes in the Western United States.
_ (i_ These critical economic requirements, with overpowering emphasis on low cost, performance, and
._ operating requirements, provide a real challenge to the aircraft designer. NASA has studied the small
_ (30 to 80 passenger), short-haul 150 to 1000 mile) CTOL transport many times in order to better
understand the small community market and its transport requirements. To appeal to the traveling
public and the community, the aircraft must offer excellent noise characteristics, passengeraccomoda-
tions, and ride comfort when operating from community airports and over route structures involvinglow-altitu e operations consistent with short-range lengths.
_ In the past, technology has been employed pri,narily to meet demanding performance goals, which
_! _ usually results in increased costs. The question for the small short-haul transport then is, "Can new de-
veloping technology be exploited primarily to reduce costs and still maintain acceptable performance?"
: _ Based upon these demanding performance requirements, this study accepted the challenge by investi-
gating the possibility of exploiting various technological advancements for the primary purpose of
providi_'g a modern, high performing, small, short-haul transport at very low manufacturing and
t_ ope._ating costs.
._,_ _ The study consisted of three tasks:
• Task l--Selection of design mission requirements and a current-technology baseline airplane
configuration.
The design mission requirements were based on operational and economic characteristics of the
commuter and local service airlines serving the short-haul market. To reserve maximum" effort for
O the task 11 technology study, previous Boeing-sponsored, low-cost, short-haul studies were usedto select the baseline configuration.
O • Task ll-Examine advanced technologies as they appear individually or in combinations to meetthe technical, economic, and performance objectives lbr the mission and airplane configuration
selected during task I.
V,,thin the scope of this study, all technological
advancements could not be examined in depth.
Therefore, only the most promising cost savers were selected for detail design, with others receiv-
ing superficial examiniation or being postponed for more detail study later. The impact of the
technological advancements was investigated using trade studies, which measured potentialimprovements through comparison with the task 1 current-technology baseline configuration.
7
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• Task !!1 -Incorporate into an advanced short-haul configuration only those technological advance-
ments that had Iow-_:ost features and also had significant perfomlance improvements. [
Only those advancements which had creditable cost assessments were incorporated into the base-
line at this time. This configuration was perlbrmance-sized to meet the baseline-design mission (
requirements and tile technological and economic perfomlance was ,:ompared to ttle current- "_-
technology baseline to evaluate potential improvements.
Abbreviations and symbols are listed in section 3.0, the design mission and candidate configurations
a
are discussed in section 4.0, the conventional-technology baseline airplane is defined in section 5.0, l
and the advanced-technology trade studies are summarized in section 0.0. Section 7.0 contains the ( i
;4 advanced short-haul transport definition and evaluation results of the comparison to the conventional- X,_ t _
baseline airplane. Recommendations for future research and technology comprise [.._technology
( i-section 8.0. ) /_,
Q) i! , 4
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O 3.0 SYMBOLSANDABBREVIATIONS
_'_[ii :l _ A/C air conditioningJg:_ ' i PR utomatic power reserve
_._ -. APU auxiliary power unit
._ ,_ _} AR aspect ratiolb2/Sw )
_ "_i ASK available sea [ kilo|neter_
ARv aspect ratio of the vertical
i_ _; ASM available seat miles
_ b wingspan
?_ _ BL buttock line
_ _ BLKF block fuel
O BPR bypass ratio
_ BS body station
" _ c chord
c' low-speed airfoil total chord with Fowler motion
CAB Civil Aeronautics Boardc'/c ratio of airfoil chord with total Fowler motion to basic airfoil chord
CD dragcoefficientc'F istanc rom airfoil rearspar to trai'.ingedge. including Fowler motion
CDL drag coefficient due to lift
parasite drag coefficientCDPM!N
CL lift coefficient
CLMAXI G maximum lift coefficient to maintain level flight
CLMAXi N maximum lift coefficient in ground effect
- CLMAXouT__ maximum lift coefficient out of ground effect
- CLMAXwT maximum lift coefficient from wind tunnel
CLgFA R FAR stall lift coefficient
CL! initial cruise liR coefficient
CLR lift coefficient at initial cruise altitude capability to lift coefficientfor maximum L/D
can centimeter
¢
@
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cn yawing moment coefficient
CTOL conventional takeoff and landing
DA drooped ailerons
DHC de Havilland Corporation )
DIA diameter
DOC direct operating cost _.. :
EPNdB effective perceived noise measured in decibels
ESkW equivalent shaft kilowatts _'
ESHP/ft 2 propeller disk loading in equivalent horsepower per square foot
ESKW/m 2 propeller disk loading in equivalent kilowatts per meter squared ( )
FAR Federal Air Regulation --
FCS flight control system
_] Fn engine net thrust _ ._.-"
FS front spar
/' \
,_i_i_ FWD forward _j ..)
• GS glide slope _
H/C honeycomb (. _)HQSAS handling qualities stability augmentation system _ -
lAP integrated actuator package
ICAC initial cruise altitude capability _ ._)
__ lEG internal engine generator
ILS instrument landing system
' INBD inboard
IR&D independent research and development /_;_ f
,,,_ _'eas knots equivalent airspeed 1
_'-: kg/m 2 kilograms per square meter _'-_
- km kilometer
kN kilonewton {_
I
1 kt knot
kTAS knots true airspeed _:_
kVA kilovolt ampere
lbf pound force _L/D lift.to-drag ratio •
LE leading edge
1978014131-021
I II left hand
nl nlct_r
M Math numberMAC mean aerodynamic chord
Mc maximum operating Math number
O MDD McDonnell Douglas
MDT medium-density transport
O MLG main landing gear
MLW maximum landing weight
O mm millimeterN newton
O nam nautical :'.itmileNC umerical control
ND! nondestructi_,e inspection
O NLF natural laminar flow
N/m2 newton per square meter
O nmi nautical mile
OEW operational empty weight
O OVBD overboardpcf pounds per cubic foot
psf pounds per square footRCS ride control system
RH right hand
RMS root mean square
i R/T research and technologyI
SAR still air range
see secondI
I
SFC specific fuel consumption
Shp shaft horsepower
SkW _haft kilowatts
SHX secondary heat exchanser
SL sea level
SLST sea level static thrust
SNP stability neutral point
SOB side of body
II
i I
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SRE F reference area
S/S skin and stringer
SSC skin and stringer construction
-!
:_ Sw wing area
_I TAI thermal anti-icing ( _
"'_ TBO time between overhauls ,., .
-_*_i t/e thickness to chord ratio ( ) :' "
-_ TE trailing edge
¢*_ TOFL takeoff field length ( , ;.
*_!_ TOGW takeoff gross weight "-- :
'M i,
*_"_* TSFC thrust effective fuel consumption
,_"_! TSO Technical Standard Order • .i
.=! T/W thrust to weight ratio [:.t
.i: VApP approach speed ' i!
-. Vc maximum operating cruise speed
....i _H horizontal tail coefficient (--_!"
": V-N velocity load
i VROT rot ation speed (.i)
VS stall speed
a_
VTAS velocity true airspeed (_t
Vv vertkal tail volume coefficient
W/S wing loading f'%
1/ distance to semi-span ratio
O_z rms vertical acceleration ,_=-.::'i'
a W wing angle of attack
_F flap deflection
_Fc flap angle
_DGEAR landing gear drag coefficient O
_D&r drag due to rudder deflection i
&WF incremental in fuel weight I
AE/4 sweep of quarter chord
°C degree Celsius
OF degree Fahrenheit
ti O .....
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4.0 MISSION AND CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS DEFINITION
O 4.1 SUMMARY
O This section discusses the to the selection of mission, it
investigation leading an airplane design
includes a synopsis of a recent route and marketing analysis, and the definition of two reference air-
plane configurations used to select specific design features for the baseline airplane.
-O The design mission was selected to be 50 passengers over 1400 km (750 nmi) at cruise speeds up to
:_ Mach 0.70 with emphasis on reducing airplane operating costs for short-haul (under 500 kin) opera-
tions. The relatively high design cruise speed is in recognition of a potential demand for longer stagelength applications. The basic design objective is to produce competitive operating costs and block
_l _ times for short and medium range stage lengths.
1U 4.2 SHORT-HAUL MISSION DESCRIPTIONO The basic mission for the advanced small short-haul transport is to provide economical scheduledpassenger service in markets that are too small, by level of traffic, to su p rt 737 or DC-9 type airline
service. Potential routes are those now being served by the regional airlines with old CV-580, FG-227,
_ and M-404 equipment and the denser commuter airline markets. Regulatory reform and the service-to-
Y small-community proceedings could have a dramatic impact on how these markets are served and the
- future composition of required airplane fleets.
Figure 1 is a 1980 Boeing projection of domestic onboard passengers, distributed by range and market
density for all city pairs of the certificated air carriers. Most small community markets are contained
O in the 3.2% segment of 50 passengers per day and 465 km 1250 nmi): the exceptions are those marketsserved through-stop with higher number of onboard passengers. The basic domestic scheduled passen-
ger mission for the small short-haul transport falls within the market segment with routes under 930
O km (500 nmi) and carrying fewer than 150 passengers per ,lay-approximately 1 i% of the onboardpassengers. Depending upon its relative economics, passenger frequency-of-service demand, and com-
petitive service requirements, the study airplane also could penetrate the more dense and longer range
markets (shaded area).
Table 2 lists the number of nonstop city pairs within each market density category and the percentage
of total city pairs receiving nonstop service (including commuter airl;.t¢ service). While not addressing
O the of the of total service is observed toquality
nonstop service, percent city pairs receiving nonstop
be dropping in all market sectors listed. Particularly dramatic is the decline, from 8 i% to 39%, in the
500- to 1300-passenger per day segment of the 5004o-1300 km distance markets. One-stop or multi-
O operations in the under 500 km market inordinately adds to travel time. The availabil-stop
passenger
ity of a suitable small airplane could improve the quality of air service in the shorter ranges and
stimulate air travel.
®
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(CERTIFICATED ROUTEAIR CARRIERS, _.__ ) ,
1 I I----A_I .-.. _ _oo ,IG,
! •'" () _.
KM 0 460 1400 1850 2320 \;
(NMI),- . . ,
o _ _ ,so ,ooo,_o _L,) ::RANGE
Figure I 1980 Onboard PassengerPercentageDistribution, by Rangeand Density
Table2 City Pairand Percent Nonsto_ Service - _
Historical Distribution by Market Size and Dimnce
MARKET SIZE (PASSENGERS PER DAY)
DISTANCE UNDER 500 KM (300 STATUTE MI) 500 TO 1300 KM (300 TO 800 STATUTE MI) _
PA,qSENGERS 20 -- 49 50 - 9_ 100 -- 199 20 -- 49 50 -- 9e 100-- 199YEAR * NO. *" % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. %
1968 196 86 128 96 123 100 47 29 66 81 106 97 @
1970 190 72 129 87 96 96 63 16 _3 48 118 88
1972 203 76 118 88 110 97 rl0 13 86 42 116 81
1974 108 76 124 84 104 94 42 10 (10 33 123 80
1916 186 74 136 I 83 96 91 37 9 84 39 124 01 @ i_
• NUMBER OF NONSTOP CITY PAIRS ** PERCENT OF TOTAL CiTY PAIRS '_.
NOTE: • Sq)WnberORE n_mopmrvi_data @
• Mm'k_ all_ do_krNIdasOltO plus inllauftlnt_ _-
:4 Illk__ .q'l (It _l_ll 0
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O 4.3 ,_.ARKET ANALYSIS
O 4.3.1 DESIGN MISSION APPLICATION
In 1975 the domestic scheduled passenger market for small short-haul airplanes was stud_ed in deF,th
by the Mcl)onnell I)ouglas ('(_mp:my under a NASA contract ¢rel_'rence i1 and by tile Boeing ('om-
mercial Airplane Company. Thes: studies attempted to project ._mall airplane requiremems as an
extrapolation of the current environment for scheduled passenger service. Table 3 sun;marizes the
O market projections developed through these stt,,lies.
Several different factors that m_:.vinfluence the perceived operating environment for small, shoiq-baul
O transports have surfaced since the 1075 studies. The mlpact of the oil crisis on the long-lena demandfor short-haul air transportation, possible change_ in domestic airline Federal operating regulatior's and
the small-comnumity air service proposal of the ('(vii Aeronautics Board t('AB) could influence both
O design requirements anti the marketplace for the small short-haul airplane. However. the IO75 studiesdo provide a reasonable, though uncertain, scope fi_wviewing the market needs. Further study of
market requirements developed for an extended t_mc frame will be v,arranted following the enactment.
O or rejection, of the rer_ding regulator_ reform legi,dation. ,=
4.3.2 OTHER AIRPLANE APPLICATIONS
Although this study was emphasized satisl'_ing the needs of domestic scheduled pas:_engerservice in
the shorter ranges, it is recognized that the airplane or its modifications must meet the competitive
market requirements for other application_ to increase the total market for the airplane in order toattain desirable production levels. table 4 lists alternative applications lb: the small short-haul trans- I
port and the basic mission for which the airpbne now is designed. Even if competitive airplanes are
Q available, the market potential of a _uitable small short-haul airplane for other applica;ions could be +....• considerable. As an example, figure 2 suggests a I084 potential market requirement of approximately :
_,_| 3.000 aircraft of the 20-to-bO passenger capacity to ..,atisfy tile western-world scheduled air service
O needs now being served by larger propeller airplanes. In addition, the recent extensions of sovereigntyover the world's coastlines have created a sizeable requirement for military and fisherie_ surveillance
airplanes. Available production airplanes, from small single-engine models to large turbofan equipment
with modifications, have I',een proposed to satisfy thi._ requirement. With appropriate modification,
O small short-haul could fulfill of these missions. Assessing thethe advanced-technology airplane
_om_
full market potential for a small short-haul, advanced-technology airplane for these applications will
require extensive research that is beyond the _.'ope of this project.
O 4.3.3 STUDIES DISCUSSION
O McDonnell Douglas (with the assistance of representative airlines under subcontract) conducted anin-depth, 9-month study of the market requirements for small t30.to-80 passenger) short-haul air- !
planes under NASA contract treference I). The results were published in March 1975. Predicted pas- l,
O s"nlger traffic within a specifically tailored traffic network (representative of a certificated regional !
_'-- carrier) and a mission computer model were used to evaluate airplane requirements and to analyze
the airplane economic characteristics. The study also evaluated the impact of increased fuel cost on
airplane operations. 'r.I
15 _
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Table 3 Market Requirements for 30-60 Seat, Short-Haul Turbofan Air_lanes-
• J U.S. Scheduled Passenger Service
tl
ii:l 1965 REQUIREMENT FOR 30-80 PASSENGERAIRPLANES ................ 103/
'_t. (
_ • BoeingCommercialAirplaneCompany
!!i_I MARKET EVALUATION, 1975
t
_ 1980 MARKET POTENTIAL FOR 50-PASSENGERAIRPLANES. _ -
i! CURRENT SERVICE PROJECTIONS.......................................... 190-239 ( ,Table 4 Market Applications for Small, Short-Haul Airplamos ( t
_ • CIVIL TRANS_RT MARKET APPLICATIONS
_,_,_ • DOMESTICAND INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS l
_ • PASSENGER,CARGO AND PASSENGER/CARGOCOMBIN_TIONS
_ • _ECIAL REVENU'JSERVICE
• HIGH-VALUE CARGO (
• CHARTER MARKET
• VACATION
' • BUSINESSTOURS | )
• EOUI_ENT TRAN_RT
• PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
• BUSINESSTRANSPORr ( i!
• CARGO TRANSPORT
_RVEY AND IN_ECTION
J t
• MOBILE SHOWROOMIFAClLITY _,_J *_:,
• GOVERNMENT USE-- CIVIL AND MILITARY _._
• TRANSJ_)RT ( , _)A EA _RVEIL_E _
• .ARC.,_oR_uE !:
• SYSTE_ T:_I_ AND PROVING I i
• TRAINING __--. li!i
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Figure 2 Pot_dal Sl_rt-Haul Transport Market (20 - 60 PassengerSize),
_:a 0 WesternWorldScheduledService
During 1975, the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company analyzed the operations of the U.S. regional ="
__ airlines to determine the market potential for a small short-haul airplane. Current traffic systems wereprojected to 1980 and the study airplane's market potential was evaluated under three separate sce-
O narios: equipment requirements with and without study airplane availability, and for an all-jet fleet
operation. The study airplane's application to the projected market was predicated on ,_ccommodating
,affic demand at minimum cost while considering the influence of increasing frequency of service
il_ the less dense travel markets.
II
Small-airplane operating costs, relative to 737/DC-9 type airplanes, had a prime influence on the fore-
O casts made in these studies. Even though this work was developed from baseline airplanes differentfrom the advanced technology airplane presented in this document, they do provide a spectrum of
potential market requirements as projected from the 1975 operating environment.
O 4.3.4 SYSTEM AND ECONOMICCHANGES
O Recent abrupt system and economic changes have increased market projection uncertainties fordomes ic scheduled passenger service.
The energy crisis and subsequent increases ip fuel prices have influenced the demand for air transporta-tion in the short-haul markets. As fuel prices covtinue to rise, further diversion from the automobile r
to the airplane for short trips may occur. The commuter airlines have been developing joint-fare agree-
O ments with the certificated carriers and are striving for legislated joint-fare participation as part oftheir program to become a more recognized part of the U.S. air transport system. Convenient joint-
fare flights feeding the long-distance carriers also are drawing passengers away from automobile travel
O for short distances.
17
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\The projected influence of regulatory reform on short-haul airplane requirements is uncertain at this
tin,.'. However. tile service-to-small-conununity proposal, which has the support of the CAB, may
increase the demand for small airplanes to serve these markets. The subsidy now being proposed is _ ,)
based on the cost for 15-passenger. twin-turboprop operation of at least two flights per day to com-
munities boarding 40 or fewer passengers per day. These flights would provide transportation to the
nearest, most convenient large airport. The final fonn of small-community air service legislation, and _ )
resolutions concerning through-stop service to these communities, may increase the reqttirement for
the small short-haul airplane considered in this study.
( )
More precise estimates of passenger demand for a partictdar flight could allow the airlines to match air- _"
plane site closely with a particular market. Advanced booking and group charter programs are improv-
ing this correlation. Increased economic pressures, as well as regulatory action, could increase demand ( '
/
for smaller airplanes• -"
"c_ Fundamental to the study of advanced technologies tbr small short-haul airplanes is the effort to l_]
:_ reduce their seat-mile operating costs relative to the larger urbofan equipment. As noted, market
x_.j'
J requirements for the study airplane are sensitive to its relative economics• Therefore, as a follow-on to
"- advanced technology application studies, market projections based on airplane price and the resulting 1'_
economics should be pursued. Such studies, in addition to project.ing current operations, should inves-
ts, tigate potential economic changes and their influence on demand.
4.4 BASELINE MISSION CHARACTERISTICS (-_)
Evaluating short-haul route systems and markets led to the preliminary definition of design mission f _
requirements used for this study. Table 5 lists these requirements, and table 6 shows mission defini- k,/
tions selected to comply with all requirements and compliment earlier short-haul studies.
/--.,
The relatively high cruise speed was selected with the knowledge that even though the basic scheduled U
passenger mission for this airplane is in the very short-range category, the airplane also could serve in
the longer-range thin markets as a function of the attainable relative economics. As flight ranges /'_
increase, the optimum cruise speed increases relative to both minimum cost and competitive flight _
times.
(,34.5 REFERENCE AIRPLANE DEFINITIONS
The mission requirements and design criteria established for the present study closely match the air- E-_\
plane configuration resulting from previous Boeing short-haul transport analyses (ref. 2). The first
- reference airplane, the Wichita medium density transport (MDT), was considered as a possible current-
°i,_ technology baseline. However, this aircraft was analyzed under different ground rules from the present t-:_.
_ study and it is presented here as a reference airplane for information purposes only.
4.5.1 WICHITA MEDIUM-DENSITY TRANSPORT
The MDT study used existing short-haul routes and computer marketing analyses to select the opti-
mum payload size and cruise speed for the given routes. It also used extensive Class I parametric trades _
select the optimum wing planform for a defined airplane size and design cruise speed. Using selected _._to
data from the MDT to establish the current-technology baseline airplane for this study enabled the _
current study to emphasize advanced technology, the area in which large payoffs should be found. !
is !
@
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Table 5 Airplane Design Mission Requirements - Preliminary Definition
O RANGE 1100-1300 KILOMETERS (700-800 STATUTE MILES) IS REASONABLE, 90% OF THESTAGE LENGTHS ARE EXPECTED TO BE UNDER 500 KILOMETERS (300 MILES).
RANGE REQUIREMENTS ARE BASED ON THROUGH-STOP OPERATIONS,
O SPEED DESIGN SPEED SHOULD BE OPTIMIZED FOR BEST AIRPLANE ECONOMICS WHILEPROVIDING OPERATIONAL BLOCK TIMES WITHIN 10 MINUTES OF A M0.75
AIRPLANE AT 240 KILOMETERS (150 STATUTE MILES),
Q AIRFIELD FULL PAYLOAD TO 500 KILOMETERS (300 STATUTE MILES) OF A 1220-METERPERFORMANCE {4000-FOOT) FIELD IS ADEQUATE. REASONABLE HOT-DAY/HIGH-ELEVATION
AIRPORT PERFORMANCE IS REQUIRED.
Q PASSENGER A MODERN, QUIET INTERIOR IS REQUIRED. DUE TO THE SHORT TRIP TIME,COMFORT ONLY MINIMAL INTERIOR FEATURES ARE NECESSARY. DENSE SEATING WITH
NONRECLINING SEATS WILL BE CONSIDERED. PRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED.
Q SAFETY AND THE MEET REGULATORY STANDARDS.
AIRPLANE MUST ANTICIPATED
ENVIRONMENT
SIZE PASSENGER CAPACITIES OF 30 TO 60 SHOULD BE CONSIDERED. FINAL SIZE
Q OR SIZES WILL BE A FUNCTION OF ATTAINABLE ADVANCFD AIRPLANE
ECONOMICS, INDEPTH MARKET STUDIES, AND INDUSTRY RESPONSE.
OPERATING A GOAL FOR A 30-60 SEAT AIRPLANE OF 1/2 TO 2/3 THE COST PER MILE OF
(_) A MODERN 56 165-KILOGRAM (115 000-POUND) TOGW TURBOFAN AIRPLANE(737-200) IS REASONABLE. MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE MILE COSTS ARE 2/3 TO 3/4THAT OF THE LARGER AIRPLANE.
Table 6 Small Short-Haul Transport Baseline Mission Definition
PAYLOAD30 PASSENGERS 50 PASSENGERS
i i m . i
(_ RANGE 1100KM(800NM_) 137SKM(750NMI)
SPEED UP TO 0.70 MACH UP TO 0.70 MACH
( ALTITUDE > 76OOM(>2S0OOFT)> 9_50 (>30 00FT)
- FIELD LENGTHS
) SL, 32°C (90°F) 1370 M (4500 FT) 1370 M (4500 FT)1830 M (6000 FT), 32°C (90°F) REASONABLE REASONABLE
) VApP, MLW, 32°C (90°F) 205 KM/HR (110 KTS) 205 KM/HR (110 KTS)
O RESULTING APPROXIMATE _IRPLANE DESIGN CRITERIA
W/S - 340-490 KG/M 2 (70-100 PSF)
O T/W = 0.34-0.38•J¢ = 0.12-0.16 (0 RAD, 00 SWEEP)
II III I I I ..... i i i .i i
0 "
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jFigure 3 shows the Wichita MD'I" configuration: its prinicpal features are listed in table 7. The fuselage {"--') i . ,i.,.
_:l cross-section is shown in figure 4. the inboard profile in figure 5, and the passenger or freight interior . :
arrangements in figure 6. Efficient aircraft servicing is very important to a short-haul operator because e' _ '_
the airplane makes many stops each day. Figure 7 shows the aircraft servicing arrangements for bott_ _ ) I
through-stop and turn-around servicing. The operating plan is to refuel and reprovision the airplane ,-_
_ oply during turnaround stops. The renaaimng MDT principal characteristics are shown in table " /-
Many of the key features and design characteristics of the Wichita MDT were used directly on the :..:_
current-technology baseline airplahe defined in section 5.0. C ' 'q_i•
C '
:!
"_ 25.2M 176.7FTI "I
, ,, Im"_
............ii.i
-_ 30.2M 192FT) I- I
_I_ _ !!!_ ' ! _ _ _......._
8.9 cm
;_:1 13.sm.
118IN.} "4"--"-- ( 43 IN.) --
__ _ !TYPI 199cm
(78.5 IN)
Q 29 _cm 157 cm
(114 ,N. DIA) (62 IN.)
112cm -4-
_1 (44 IN.)
:1® t , ,
118IN.)81 cm(32 IN.)
@ 1 _
Fuselage Cross-Section
Figure 4 Medium Density Transport
O 86.4 CM x 213.4 CM(34 IN. x 84 IN.) (TYPE I) ENTRY LAVATORYooo.,L.SIOE_ANO
SERVelCEDOOR/GALLEY OVERWING BAGGAGI:
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Q• Modern Turbofan Engines
• Good fuel economy
• Meet FAR/ICAO noise requirements
• Meet 1980 U.S. emissionstandards
• Off-the-shelf
• "Jet Quality" PassengerAccommodations
@_ • 0.g-meter (34-inch) seatDitCh, four abreast
• Superior head room
G)_ • 0.5-meter (18-inch)wide aisle
• Under-seat and overhead stowage
• Large stowagefor carry-on luggage
• Self-supporting
• APU
• Integral air stairs
®
Table 8 ReferenceAirplane (MD 7")Configuration Principal Characteristics
Maximum taxi weight, kg (Ib) 21 450 (47 300)
Zero fuel weight, kg (Ib) 18 410 (40 600)
Operating empty weight, kg (Ib) 13 880 (30 600)
Number of seatsat seat pitch 50 at 1.27 m 50 at (34 in.)
Power plant GE CF-34
Wing wee, m2 (ft2) 62.6 (674)
_l O Wing span.m (ft) 25.0 (82)
Maximum wing loadinG,kgfm 2 (Ib/h 2) 341.8 (70)
e Overall length, m (ft) 26.8 W4)
Fuel capacity, liters (U.S. gallons) 11 850.0 (3130)
CarGovolume, lower lobe. m 3 tft 3) 2.8 (100)
Cargovolume, main deck, m3 (ft3) 4.8 (160)
Cargo volume, main dick (Idl.ckrgo) 54.4 (1820)
configuration, m 3 (ft 3)
. i
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4.5.2 BOEING LOW-COSTAIRPLANE "
The second reference airplane emphasizes low manufacturing cost. It is the result of a Boeing-sponsored (i
1976 study to investigate cost-reduction design features appropriate to small, short-haul aircraft. Most "_-
of these low-cost features are shown in figure 8. This study showed the importance of reducing part
count and labor to reduce overall manufacturing costs. (_
Unfortunately, many of these cost-reducing features, such as the strut-braced constant section wing,
proved to be performance reducing features as well and the airplane shown (model 767-759B) cannot ("
meet the current design miss;on requirements with the CF-34 engines shown. Many other features of M.
the model 767-759B proved to be very cost effective and were incorporated into the baseline airplane
defined in the next section. ("
_- 1 These features, which measurably reduce overall airplane cost, include: bonded aluminum honeycomb
_::_ structure, simple wing-body joint, no body cutouts for main landing gear (no keel beam), and all doors
_;__ in the constant section of the body. x._
e_42
: COMPOSITE AND/OR BONDED ._HONEYCOMB CONSTRUCTION [ COkSTANT SECTION WINGS
I AND EMPENNAGE
_ NO LEADIN B-B ,IMPLE HINGES (_ _ .J_'_EDGE FLAPS _ ALL DOORS IN (CONSTANT
-- SECTION. :,L FIXED
SIMPLE WING-BODYF TTINGS ..(_..__ __ , , _ _ _AILPLANE ()
a ' A_
= i ,, _ El i
U)
(, FUSELAGE
PANELS (NO _BAR STRUT- RIBS RESTRICTED TO
: STRINGERS) BRACED WING HIGH-LOAD POINTS ;{_ .!_
A-A
=i L. 25.4M_l TAIL ' 7.E M Q
.o,oo ,,., ........ ...... 1 O
FOR GEAR
(NO KEEL BEAM) _)
Figure 8 Low.ManufacturinpCost Feeturu, Model 767.7598
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5.0 CURRENT-TECHNOLOGY BASELINE AIRPLANE AND ANALYSIS
_f_" 5.1 SUMMARY
(Lb This sectior_ analyzes the current-technology baseline airplane configuration. It describes the short-
1
_ I,. haul airplane operational criteria and basic design philosophy used to define the uncycled (not per-
formance sized) current technology baseline airplane, model 767-774A. The airplane individual
analyses aerodynamics, structures, weights, propulsion, noise, flight controls, systems, and
include:
performance sizing.
0 5.2 SHORT-HAUL DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
A successful small, short-haul-transport depends more than most commercial airplanes on low initial
cost and good operational economics. The operational characteristics required for a successful small,
short-haul transport have been s:,mnarized in the following design philosophy:
Q !. THE AIRPLANE SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR LOW OPERATING COSTS
A. The airplane must have excellent through-stop characteristics
I _ !. All maintenance done at home-base hangar
i
V
2. Modular systems approach no spares at the through-stop airport, redundant systems in
airplane where necessary3. Carr._-on baggag provisions-minimum personnel needed at through stops
4. Adequate range to fuel at turnarounds only
- _ B. Maintenance costs shall be minimized
1. Design for simplicity (which could result in weight and drag penalty)
O 2. Planned dedicated raceways lbr wiring/hydraulics (might be external)
3. Simple flaps with no leading-edge devices
O 4. Derated turbofan engine-minimize variable geometry through advanced technology
C. Fuel costsshall be minimized
O 1. Select configuration for low drag (high aspect ratio wings, smooth curved windshield,
, drag reduction fairings, etc.)
O 2. Fuel-efficient high-bypass/turboprop engines3. Computerized autopilot and navigation
O D. Airplane acquisition costs shall be minimized!. Advanced structure to substantially reduce parts count and labor hours
2. Simplified design to reduce en#neering hours
O 3. Reduced system costs through advanced design i:4. Twin-en#ne airplane design
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E. Crew costs shall be minimized (" -') _
!. Minimum block time operation through advanced avionics (.)2. "Morn and pop" crew operation where copilot functions as steward/stewardess during
flight?
!i. THE AIRPLANE SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR GOOD PASSENGER APPEAL AND COMFORT (,,)
A. Cabin comfort and pressurization level shall be equivalent to a 737
I. Four-abreast with standard seat widths (,i, ')
2. Thirty-two-in. pitch standard-34 in. with reclining seat
3. Provision for pressurization to I0 700 m (35 000 It} and above with onbourd oxygen (
system (alternate would be pressurization to 7620 m (25 000 It} and bottled oxygen) x,.
4. Airplane designed to give the commuter passenger between Roseburg. Oregon and
Portland International Airport the same feeling of security that he has when he trans- ( )
fers to a 727-200 bound for Denver
B. The airplane shall have acceptable ride standards (, )
1. Advanced ride control system?
• 4
2. Higher wing loading or more flexible wing? ( t ) _,
_ 5.3 CURRENT-TECHNOLOGY BASELINE AIRPLANE DEFINITION
_4 The current-technology baseline airplane (model 767-774A) (fig. 9) has features of both reference air- (_ ) ,+_"
planes discussed in section 4.0. The baseline airplane has numerous added low-cost design features, !
•:_- such as external wing mounting, external main-gear stowage, and conical aft-body section. The exter- " ii i"
_!_i nal wing mount simplifies the body structure, reducing part count and labor hours. Mounting the main ( )
- _ gear extern',dly eli inates the need for a structural keel beam and a pressurized floor above the wheel ii
well, which requires many additional parts and extensive final assembly time. _(_ ) :_'_i
The high-wing, wing-mounted engine configuration was preferred _o the low-wing, aft-mounted engine ._
configuration for four reasons. First. a configuration with wing-mounted engines has far better balance (_i "_
characteristics Iless e.g. travel with loading because the wing is more centrally located on the fuselage _ /
] and has a longer tail moment arm), which are especially important below the 40-passenger size. Second,
G: it is desirable to study advance turboprops (propfans) as an alternate power plant for the basic or de- _rivative airplane configurations, and this is a more direct comparison if the basic configuration has
wing-mounted engines. Third, the integral door/loading-ramp concept, which is a highly desirable
feature on a small short-haul airplane, requires a floor low to the ground to function properly. A low- /_'_
wing airplane would require the wing to be integrated into the fuselage to keep the proper floor height,
negating a major cost-saving device. Finally, the engine on the wing provides bending relief for a reduc-
tion in wing weight. Based on the Boeing Wichita MDT studies (ref. 3), aspect ratio (!0.0), sweep _,_
(4.5 deg), taper ratio (0.275), and t/c (root 15%, tip 12%) were chosen as the baseline wing geometry.
A 30-pauen_r derivative is shown in figure I0 and two 50-passenger seating arrangements are shown
in figure I I.
i
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) 5.4 AEROi)YNAMIC ANALYSIS
O Tile and Iow_peed performance of the conventional-technology base-high-speed drag. high-lift system
line airplane are discussed in this section. The low-speed capability with a leading edge device provides
good L/D ratios at relatively high takeoff ('L. However. approach ('L capability is marginal for meet-
C) ing objective approach speeds and landing tield lengths.
5.4.1 HIGH-SPEED DRAG
O The high-speed drag polar for rood01 767-774A is shown in figure 12. Airplane drag cha,actefistics are
based on current Boeing technology wing airfoil design and reflect recent wind-tunnel data. The wing
Q_ has a linear ratio in t/c from root to tip: tht,s the mean aerodynamic chord represent, the typical wing,'..'ction tb drag rise and polar shape character{st t. ,. At 0.70 Math. a maximun_ L.'D of 17.0 is obtained
at C L = 0.65. investigation of the individual airplane parasite drags shows the gear-pod drag to be a
G) significant component. Reducing the gear-pod drag by halt" {slimmer pod) would improve cruise dragby about 2/"_. An xample rag breakdown is shown in sectien 7.4.
O 5.4.2 HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM
Low-speed pevt'ormance characteristics for the 767-774A arc based on a new variable-camber trailing-
Q edge flap ,:oncept (fig. 13). Deflection ota 0.27c singl_"slotted flap with Fowler action (0.17c) is com-bin d with a variable camber bending f the wing upper surface aft of the rear spar location lO.60cL
and a simultaneous lowering and drooping of the wing spoilers. This provides, in effect, a vet3' large
extended trailing-edge flap chord of 0.57c in the landing-flap configuration as shown in figure 14.Spanwise locations of the trailing-edge flaps are as indicated in figure 9; the flaps extend from the
fuselage side qrt = 0.0_)2) to the wing ailerons qra= 0.720_ with a small cutout for engine pylons (it =
0.020). However. chordwise Iocation_ of spoilers are further aft than indicated in figure 9, with theflap cove. or sr'_iler trailing edge, located O.qOc as depicted in figure 14. Flap actuation is assumed to
be accomplished by a combination of internal linkage and external flap tracks.
To provide for landing approach at a positive angle of attack for this combination of large effective
flap chord with the high-aspect ratio, unswept wing. the slotted flap deflection was limited to values of
O 0.5 rad (30 des). Figure 13 sh_ws the schedule of effective flap cove deflection and Fowler actionswith flap defl ction angle used to maximize the benef t achieved from the drooped spoiler and
variable-camber features of this system. These arrangements provide high level of lift and L/D capabil-
ity relative to conventional flap systems as a result of the combination of large effective flap chord
_= _ with relatively low flap deflection angles.
,i
E.qimated lift curves and L/D envelopes for takeoff and landing are presented for the 767-774A with-
_ out wing4eading edge devices in figures ! 5 and 16. Figure 17 contains incremental drag due t,o the rud-
_ der deflection. The yawing drag for the airplane is low, due to relative long tail moment ann and high
vertical-tail aspect ratio.
I
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Figure I6 Low.Speed Performarce Envelopes, Takeoff and Landing, Short Haul Model 767.774,4
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5.5 STRUCTURAL DESIGN O : '
i The conventional-technology baseline airplane has 737 technology skin-and-stringer construction (})
throughout. Typical examples of the type of primary structure used in conventional construction are
shown in figures 18, 19, and 20. Structural design speed-altitude envelopes and speed-load factor
(V-N) diagrams were determined for the baseline configuration. The speed-altitude envelope is shown
in figure 21. The maximum gross weight maneuvering and gust V-N diagrams are shown in figure 22 ((_H. for sea-level altitude and in figure 23 for an altitude of 6100 m (20 000 ft). These V-N diagrams show
that the short-haul airplane is gust critical.
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BOEING TECHNOLOGY @
Figure 18 Conventional Section 41 (Pilot's Cab)
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O 5.6 WEIGHTS AND BALANCE
A weight analysis of the model 767-774A short-haul airplane, prior to performance sizing, showed an
_ operating empty weight (OEW) of 14 990 kg (33 050 Ib). This weight is based on conventional alumi-
tj num skin-and-stringer construction in the wing, zusela_e, and empennage. The 767-774A also was
analyzed with bonded-aluminum honeycomb primary structure, and t ,;, resulted in a weight reduc-
tion of 295 kg(650 lbL for an OEWof 14 693 kg (32 400 Ib).
The preliminary balance evaluation indicates that an aft wing shift of 0.25 m (10 in.) is required for
O the airplane to have acceptable loadability within the available center-of-gravity range of 12vAto 35%MAC. A baggage allowable of 18 kg (40 lb) per passenger is assumed. Additionally, the forward and
_I aft cargo compartments are configured so that 60'_ of the required cargo volume is located aft.
:-_1Q Weight Analysis-The wing planform of the 767-774A configuration was identical to that developed
by Boeing-Wichita for the MDT configuration (fig. 3). The primary difference was that the 767-774A
Q had two wing-mounted engines while the Wichita airplane had a clean wing. Results of a detailed,computerized beam analysis on the Wichita wing box were updated to reflect 767-774A design changes.
The resultant wing box weight was combined with statistically/parametrically developed weights for
the nonoptimum and wing secondary structure to yield the total wing weight.
- _ The remainder of the airframe structural weight Ce.g.. body. empennage, landing gear, and nacelles)
also was developed using statistical/parametric techniques. An acoustical treatment (fiberglass) allow-
ance of approximately 120 kg (270 lb) was included in the body to satisfy cabin-noise level require-ments. Engine weights were developed from manul=acture-provided data.
Fixed equipment, and standard and operational weight items were extracted from a 1975 Boeing-funded IR&D project on a short-haul airplane with an identical passenger count as the 767-774A.
Passenger-comfort levels and system functions were simplified to a level characteristic of similar air-
craft in service, such as the VFW-614 and the DHC-7. Additionally. some of the systems were identicalto the 737 aircraft after adjusting to the low r passenger count of the 767-774A.
®
5.7 PROPULSION
O The propulsion unit for the short-haul airplane consists of two CF-34 turbofan engines installed in a
Boeing-configured nacelle. The CF-34 is a commercial version of the TF34-GE-iO0 turbofan engine,
which is a dual-rotor, front-fan engine with a bypass ratio of 6.3. It has a single-stage fan with a pr_-sure ratio of !.4 to I, and a 14-stage axial flow compressor with variable stators and a nomitaal pres-
sure ratio of 13.4 to I. The combustor is an annular type with 18 fuel injectors. The gas_;enerator
(core engine) high-pressure turbine has two axial flow stages, both air cooled. The fan low-pressure
0
41
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turbine has four axial flow stages and drives tile fan tlh'ough a concentric shaft passing Ibrward inside
the core engine rotor. ]he engine-mounted accessory gearbox, driven through the six o'clock front _ )
frame strut by tile gas generator rotor, provides combined hydraulic and electrical power extraction
capability. ]'he lube sy:;tem, including tile engine oil tank. is completely self contained. The engine
design is an early 1070 in_ervice technolog._. Basic cn,-ine con:ponents and data are shown in fig- )
ure 24.
The Boeing-configured engine nacelle Ifig. 25) co'_sists of a pod installation with an inlet length-to- \_diameter ratio of 0.8 having peripheral acoustic treatment. A 3/4-length tan duct with peripheral
acoustic treatment is incluth:d in tile pod design. Installed engine pert'ommnce has been generated
for this configuration using 30 kW 140 hp) per engine power extraction. 0.23 kg 10.5 lb) per second { I
air conditioning bleed (14th _.age). and 0.15 kg 10.33 Ib) per second fan duct bleed for the air condi- ".
_i.,_;'_] tioning system intercooler. The nozzle performance h_,s been calculated using General Electric furn-
'_!_-=:fl ished installation data. (._ [)
: The CF-34 engine is equipped with 10th-stage bleed for supplying high pressure air to the environ-
mental control system. Engine bleed limits have constrained the use of lOth-stage air for cabin condi-
tioning only. Therefore, engine cowl anti wing anti-icing must be soh'ed by aite':nate methods for all- (
weather airplane. These methods arc- described in section 5. I0.
Studies of techniques to meet the airplane's bleed air requirement (table O) are continuing. This (. ,
_ requirement can be met except at low po_'er settings or /light idle. An engine bleed limit of 4% "
reduces available bleed to approximately 0.11 kg/sec (0.25 Ib/sec per enpin,,e, I Orb-stage bleed, vary-
" ing with altitude and flight veh,,-ity, l)iscussions with General Electric on increasing the bleed limit 1, i!
_ have resulted in no change. During idle descent the 4"; limit will be sufficient to replace leakage losses.
Cowl and wing anti-icing requirements will be met with an electrical pneumatic system. Horsepower
extraction for anti-icing and other airplane systems will equal 7_; kW per engine. At idle descent, (. )
power extraction is limited to approximately O0 kW per engine. To obtain more power the engine ..
throttle setting will have to be increased. /, .,_
_:, Table 9 Engine Power Setting Required for Cowl and Win9 Anti.leith, Short.Haul Transport
, illi _ !
14th,,ste__ fm cowlandwingTAI i_al_ 14th-itap bleed
2. lOth4tage bileedfor cabinairconditioning, 6.5% MAX CRUISEminimum Reguiresehglnemodificetionto
_i 14th.stagebleedfor cord TAI. otoctrk'_d tncorp_ato 141h4topbioed
i_ w_ngde-tcing
3, 10th.ltageIdled for cabinairconditioning, Flightidlewith lwo-generetor Requires90.kVA generatoron _,
eMctrl_idwingand ,Jowlde-loin9 operation,2.5% MAX CRUISE eachengine kj
._ with one-gene_retorperation
| 4. lOth4talpblwdforcabinaircondltionin9, Flightidle Requtmrd),kVAIImlorltmon _"_
elloc_tcd cowl d0-1ctnlgIm0_motic no6t eocthenIine
w_, i m .4;lll_--.x
NOTE: TI_ axM 0_llne pow_ a_tinlp _re baud on two engine op_atton.
In e one-englne-outcondition,enginepow_ mustbe Inctm_d to
tl_ btwd flowroclui_
o @
@
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O 5.8 NOISE
Preliminary studies indicate that the short-haul-airplane with CF-34 engines will meet the projected
O noise rules of FAA NPRM 75-37C. A noise study, including engine lining design, has been completed(see sec. 6.5.2.).
O 5.9 FLIGHT CONTROLS
_i The conventional-technology baseline airplane is config'lred with a longitudinal-axis handling qualities .--
O stability augmentation system (HQSAS). This system requires the unaugmented airplane to have apitch instability of no less than . seconds time to double amplitude (t 2 = 6). The HQSAS is duplex or
triplex for adequate redundancy but, in the event of total failure, it is a non-flight-critical system:the
unaugmented airplane has safe flying qualities with only increased pilot workload. Tile empennage is a
O conventional low, fixed stabilizer with 409_ cilord single-hinged elevator. The minimal horizontal size
is limited by unaugmented dive stability (t 2 = 6 sec) at the aft limit, and takeoff rotation at the for-
ward limit.
O The vertical tail with a 30_ chord single-hinged rudder is sized by engine-out control. A conventional
yaw damper will be included if the dynamic directional stability is unsatisfactory.
-- _ The baseline flight contro! system is defined to be the same as the 737's system for all axes. This is
characterized by power control surfaces (two hydraulic systems) with manual reversion capability on
'_ _ the elevator and ailerons, no manual reversion on spoilers, and a standby third hydraulic system for
rudders.
-- _ 5.10 SYSTEMS
I 11J
5.10.1 PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS
O The bleed airflow allowable from the CF-34 engine is limited to 4% of engine core flow, compared to
the 10% of core flow normally allowed on existing engines oll commercial jet airplanes. With the 737-
_ _ type systems, the cabin air conditioning and airplane thermal anti-icing requirements exceed the
engine bleed flow limit during idle descent. Detailed engine bleed airflow requirements are shown in
figure 26 and table !0. if the bleed airflow requirements are above the current limit, the engine inlet
O and wing leading edge should be anti-iced with a heat source other than engine bleed air. Anotherlternative is to incr a e engin power setting at flight idle when the airplane encounters icing
conditions.
I_ Cabin air conditioning nomlally is supplied by engine intermediate-stage bleed air during climb and
cruise, and the bleed source is switched to high-stage bleed at the idle descent condition. The CF-34
O engine 14th-stage bleed air is contaminated and not suitable for cabin air conditioning use. Therefore,10th-stage bleed air will be used for cabin air conditioaing and pressurization throughout the flight,
with some degradation in cabin cooling performance and ventilation rate during descent. See figure
O 27 for system schematic.
During ground operation the APU supplies high-pressure air for starting the engines and running the air
O conditioning system. High-pressure air from a ground cart also can be used for these functions.
I i ......
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(LB/MIN) Kg/MIN ..I
! ,.o_ Jli
--! (_MODEL 767-774 '_ i'i
50 PASSENGERS _'.;
80 - _" (35 000 FT). CABIN AIR PRESSURE= 51.7 kPag *
T
46o-_= _ ( _ :
MAXIMUM CRUISEALTITUDE = 9144 METERS "_;_
.j (30 000 FT) CABIN AIR PRESSURE= 45.8 kPag _'_',_il
< 40 - (6,65 PSIG| _I--
O
20 I0 -
C)
o - o - I I I 1 ,,. 1000METERS _
SL 3.0 6.1 9.1 12.2
I , I I I, 1 (1000 FT) =_.,_
SL 10 2O 30 40
ALTITUDE
Figure 26 Short-Haul Airplane Total Cabin Airflow
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COWLTAI
o
10TH 14T
0
FAN AIR
f
RAM AIR'-.-I--_,_.._ _. SHX I _OVBD
_ C.BIN L _ - J
• _
- TO FLIGHT DECK __.._.
0
• [SHX
" ! LEGEND
O :_-. OVBD ACM - AIR CYCLE MACHINE
FAN C - COMPRESSOR
-- AIR 10TH = 10TH STAGEBLEED
O 14TH- 14THSTA_EBLEED iPC = PRECOOLERPHX = PRIMARY HEAT EXCHANGER
Q T - TURBINE
S - ENGINESTARTER I;e COWLTAI SHX - SECONDARYHE.T EXCHANGERW/S WATER SEPARA OR
Q Figure 27 Pneumatic Air Conditioning System (Gulfstream II Air Cycle Cooling Packs)47 i
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Table 10 Short.Haul Airplane Engine Bleed Flow Requirements
4600 METERS 7600 METERS 9200 METERS
SEA LEVEL (15 000 FT), (25000 FT), (30 000),
KG/MIN (LB/MIN) KG/MIN (LB/MIN) KG/_IIN (LBIMIN) KG/MIN (LB/MIN) L__'
• Two-Er_lineOperation
• CabinAir Conditioning 35 (78) 35 (78) 29 (64) 26 (58) ,. :_t
• EngineCowlTAI 31 (68) 26 (58) _"_.-
-..r., 46(,00) 37(82,
-=_ • One-EngineOut Condition
-'_ • CabinAir Conditioning 18 (39) 18 (39) 15 (32) 13 (29) ( ' ,, •
• EngineCowlTAI 15(34) 13 (29) _
__ • WinllTAI 45 (100) 37 (82) (
o_ NOTE: Compressordischargeair isusedfor cowlTAI
._ lOth-stagebleedisusedfor cabinairconditioning (_ -.i
- - Enginepower xtraction= 40 HP
,i 5.10.2 ENGINE INLET AND WING ANTI-ICING SYSTEMS {_ " :
-9
All Boeing commercial jet transports use bleed air (thermal) anti-icing (TAI) systems to prevent ice C) i:_buildup from the wing l ading ed_s and engine inlets. The pneumati TAI system is the most reliable _":,°
and simple method of removing ice: however, due to bleed air sllortage of the CF-34 turbofan engine _:_,_
during idle descent, the engine power setting must be increased considerably to meet the TAI system _( ", _ 4
bleed flow requirements. _..,Y ,..v
,,, "_,_
Electric de-ic;ng is currently used on the Concorde supersonic transport, small business jets, and other f"x [L:_
kJgeneral-aviation airplanes where bleed airflow is very scarce to nonavailable. It is a reliable, efficient _-_i
method of de-icing sqrfaces. An example of an electric de-icer is shown in figure 28. I_1
An electric de-icing system may be applied to remove ice from the wing and empennage leading edges
of the short-haul transport. This system requires relatively little maintenance and would not require a
higher engine power setting to generate extra electrical power for wing de-icing. However, the wing
alone would require 45 kW of electrical power. The increase in electrical system weight associated with
expanded generator capacity appears substantial.
The cyclic electrical de-icing method is not recommended for engine inlets, because runoff ice may
form downstream from the heated section. The electrical anti-icing method, where power is contin-
V
uously supplied to evaporate all the impingement, is normally used on engine inlets of small aircraft.
Each CF-34 engine cowl would require approximately 32 kW to anti-ice electrically.
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Figure 28 Electric De.icer
®
The pneumatic boot de-icer made by the B. F. Goodrich Company is currently used on business jets
and other general-aviation aircraft. This de-icer is essentially a fabric-reinforced rubber sheet withbuilt-in inflation tubes that is bonded to the leading edge of the surface to be protected. This de-icer
requires 124 kPag (18 psig) pneumatic pressure at a very low flow rate and weighs approximately
0.3 kg/sq m (0.7 lb/sq ft).
The pneumatic boot de-icer is selected for de-icing the wing leading edges because of its very low
O energy requirement. It appears durable: however, it requires replacement every 3 to 5 years, depend-i g on airplane utilization. Service lif and cost of maintenance should be explored befor the system
_1 is used on production airplanes.
i!10 The pneumatic boot-de-icer was not recommended for the CF-34 engine inlet installation by the
_ engine manufacturer because of possible inlet air disturbances.
_ Q A :onventional engine bleed-air thermal ant" icing system is recommended for the engine nacelles.
-- Engine 14th-stage bleed air will be used for cowl anti-icing. The CF-34 engine currently defined could
_ provide 4% 10th-stage bleed but no 14th-stage bleed. According to the engine manufacturer, up to 6%
14th-stage bleed is possible from the CF-34 engine, but it would require some redesign.
49
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5.10.3 AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
L)
A cabin ventilation rate of 0.6 cm/min (20 cfm) per passenger has been used as a standard comfort
criterion throughout the U S. aircraft industry. Current Boeing commercial jet airplanes have been
designed with this cabin ventilation rate to ensure a comfortable environment in the passenger cabins. | )
To minimize engine bleed airflow, the cal-ln venvilation rate ol, the short-haul transport will be "
reduced to 0.5 cm/min ( 17 cfm ) per passenger. '()
Engine lOth-stage bleed air will be supplied to two air-cycle air conditioning packs and used for cabin
air conditioning and pressurization. The cabin conditioning packs will be sized to maintain 27°C
(80°F) cabin temperature on the ground and 21°C (70°F) during flight ,vith the assumption that the { )
cabin wall and fusel',ge skin under the floor are installed with 3.8_'m (1.5-in.) thick fiberglass blankets.
_"_ I Two Gulfstream !! air condltionim, packs Ifig. 27_ could be used on this airplane. This pack is approx-
i(C'f t imately one-half the size of the 737 but has the same number of components. The cost of purchased _
_':_ .i equipment would be approximately 15c,I less than for the 737. i )
If a new air-cycle pack similar to the DC-IO system design is developed for this airplane, the system [
<:;_'_ would probably ce.;t more but the installation cost can be reduced considerably. The air-cycle pack
!. could be assembled into one unit at the vendor site instead of installing 13 separate components piece-
': ' by-piece ir.to the airplanes. (See fig. 29 for the system schematic.) (_,"t N_
()
"i PACKAGE REFRIGERATION UNIT _i
l 3
t ,,,,,,,,A ,, (,)
OUTLET
i SYSTEM SCHEMATIC C )ENGINE VENDOR ASSEMBLED
! BLEED PACKAGEREFRIGERATION UNIT
(2)J TO CABINOVERBOA
• _ INLET I[_ !
Figure 29 New $implPBootstrap Ai_Cycle Cooling Pack @
. @
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i_ O The.,.co,,d,,io°,,,_p._k.w ,_i,,.,,,,_ohot,,m.,,.,.,,d,,,,,_.r_,.,,,,sF,xed,_om_,ry,.,e,
air drag than the wlriab_e inlet and exit used on 737 airplanes, but system installation will be simplified.
_.L) Tile cabin air di._tribution system will be greatly simplified by installing a single, large overhead duct,
? :1 and a single riser connecting tile distribution manifold located under the floor to the overhead duct.
::_.,] --- Using a single riser instead ot the multiple small risers used on 737 airplanes would greatly reduce the
!i".:i _ --,,') number of parts required in the cabin air distribution system. However, one passenger window could
"7". ure 30.
• A gasper system (passenger-directed air stream) may be eliminated from this airplane because the cabin
_;.i-i _.... air conditio,fing system with APU operation on the ground provides adequate cabin comfort. The
gasper system is. however, very effective in dispersing cigarette smoke.
O CABIN AIR DISTRIBUTION DUCT' 12"7 x 33 CM (5 x 13 IN"7,K._ FUGHT DECK AIR DISTRIBUTION
X FOOT OUTLETS, 2 POSITIONS /---BLEED AIR SUPPLY, 6.4 CM /
o .'_ \ 2 POSITIONS
; : ---APU INLET I
t l j 4"
@ ZF_:c°"._':°"'"°,,,c.__coo,.;::.u.,UEx..us,
SUPPLY AIR DUCT, 8,9 CM AIR EXIT
(3.5 IN.) ID
@
COOLINGAIRCYCLEpACI_ __LP_ _ BLEED AIR SUPPLY, 6.4 CM
"!_JL _.)) "..,.,2.5IN.),O
- _ ' I'1 rt vl'_.t'l _ CABIN AIR SUPPLY DUCT,j[j[ j[uj[ 7.6 x 30.5 CM (3 x 12 IN.)
" CABIN AIR DISTRIBUTION
MANIFOLD, 15 CM (6 IN.) ID
Figure 30 Cabin Air.Conditioning System - Air_i_tribution System
0 .
i,_ . o ....
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The' cabin will be pressurized to 2440 m (8000 ft),it m,lximtun cruise altitude. Either the 737 or Gulf-
stream cabin pressure control system can he used. Both systems are electrically actuated, electronically {_ )
controlled units, if the 737 system is used. a new outflow valve will be required because the 737 out-
l]ow v:dve would be too large for this application. Two outflow valves will be required if the Gu;i-
stream 11system is used. (-") i
5.10.4 OXYGEN SYSTEM
Because the current, maximum-design cruise altitude of this airplane is above 9145 m (30 000 ft) the {_
oxygen system must have dispensing units that are automatically presented to the passengers. A seat-
group chemical oxygen system will be used. The number of dispensing units will be 105_more than the ('_
number of passenger.,,. The dual-seat-grotq_ chemical oxygen trait used on the DC-IO is approximately _,,_.._/ -
8 by 30 cm (3 x 12 m.). The flight crew oxygen system will be .',high-pressure, gaseous system similar
to that used on the 737. / +!-x +
k..J
If operation of the airplane is limited to below 9145 m (30 000 ft), dispensing units connected to :_
oxygen supply terminals will bc required but need not be automatically presented to the occupants. (:-i *_
The system also should have sufficient capacit3 to provide oxygen to 10% of the passengers for 30 _, ) '_
"---' ;i
minutes (current F,XA requirement ).
5.10.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ) t j*.!.
_P
The short-haul transport electrical system, will be the same one used on the 737• Three 40-kVA gen- _J"") _-_craters, one on each engine and the APU. will supply electrical power. .:
5.10.6 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM _i
The hydraulic system also will be the same as the 737 system. It consists of two full-time systems -._
powered by two 75-liter/rain (20-gpm) engine-driven pumps, two 23-liter/rain (6-gpm) electric-motor- r"_. __"
driven pumps, and one standby system powered by I I-liter/min (3-gpm) electric-motor-driven pump. _i::-_)
Schematic diagrams of the landing gear retraction and wheel braking systems are shown in figures 3 ! _,.._. :_.:_i
and 32. respectively. _
5.10.7 APU
The baseline airplane has a flight-operable APU, GTCP-36, installed in the aft end of the starboard _
main landing gear wheelwell. The APU provides high-pressure bleed air for engine starting and ground
air conditioning system operation, and powers a backup generator in flight. _)
v
$.10.8 AVIONICS
Equipment needed for avionics requirements established by FARs and by the environment the air- _)
plane may operate in (such as Category ! and Category II weather for lnding) are listed in table 1!.
Avionics currently used in various commuter and air-taxi airplanes are identified in table 12. The list
includes instruments used on the Citation, Jetstream Mk 1, Falcon 50, and Merlin 4 at gross takeoff
weight of 5670 kg (12 500 lb) or less and Gulfstream II, CL-600 Challenger, and the DtlC -'J at $ro,s
takeoff weight over 5670 kg ( 12 500 lb). _
52
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CONTROL_ DOWN
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CONTROL
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Figure 31 Landing Gear Retraction System.
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'_"_ ' Table 11 Avionics Requirements
CIRCULAR REQUIRED
. • Jl = .,,
: "! DOMESTIC
.i O
.: :, _ VH F communications 25.1307 C37b, C38b 2
_ •_i VHF navigation 25.1307
i!i!,,,_.- dle_l 121.349a. e C40a 90.45 2S_ ATCRBS 91.24b C74c 1
ili_!_l @ DME 121.349c C66a 170.381
_:_'l Weather radar 121.357 C63b 1
Marker 121.349a C35¢ 1
ADF 121.349b CAlb 1
O Cockpit recorder 25.1457 1
Voice 121.359 C84 1
O Aircraft flight recorder 121.343 C51a 1
Ground proximity 121.360 C92a,b 1
_ G warning
Public =cldmtsand 121.318 1 E_
: interphone 121.319 1
Premiumaltitude C88 1
digitizer
Altitude alerting 91.51 1system
OCEANIC 91.191 C31c, C32c 2
O HF _BArea navigation (R-N_w) 90-45 OfttiOnld
,_ _ INS an_lor 121.356 25-4 2
-- W Dopp_ rifler 121 Appendix CIS5 g045G
i Oen_la 121.103 120.31 1
121.121
=, , ,, i, , ,.,, , .
One ADF OK if two VOR r_ivm m ol_dde
Required if Ihlereare mort than 19 plmnger mats
Two INS, one INS and one Doppl_ radar, or two Doctder radars
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;' j Table 11 (Continued)
_/ _,.:._ ............. ,,,-t-
,_-*_ ADVISORY NUMBER
- .! EQUIPMENT FAR TSO CIRCULAR REQUIRED
i CATEGORY I LANDING
.... 'i Single flight director C52a 120-29 ! ,
for singleautomatic _ J
;i*: "i approachcoupler _
-_./1._ Instrument failure 120-29 1
_:,,,;_ warning system
_::-_" Localiserand 121.349a C36b 120-29 1 each
_,_ glide receiver C34b 120-28h
CATEGORY II LANDING
Instrument failure 91 Appendix A AC120-*-9 1
warning system -"
Crew assignment AC 120-29 1
and procedure ,
ILS and GS receivers 9t Appendix A AC120-29 2
,c,,.,6 _)Single flight director 91 Appendix A C52a AC120-29 1
with dual disldays and
and s/ng,eautomatic 1 t
approach coupler, or or J
two independent 2
flight director systems
Decilion h_,dJght_ ._1Appendix A AC120-29 1 (._ !::
equipment _ 1
MiNd_o_h ACt_29 S /'_ ;
attitude guJd_ce _ i
Auto throttle system AC120-2g 1 ;
(if turbojetdualoperationdirector) (_ _ °
flight _
L
Rain removal equipment 91 Appendix A AC120-2g 1
et
ii i ,i ii ii _
@[_ EquiWmmt can be _ radw a_Ikmetw or innw nNwkw
,. i_I)
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_ ! Table 11 (Continued)
EQUIPMENT FAR TSO ADVISORY NUMBER I
; CIRCULAR REQUIRED t
t
.... ' CATEGORY Ilia
LANDING i
' ILS Iocalizer and _ AC120 28A 2
•'--_ glide slope receiver"---"
-- Radar altimeter AC 120-28A 2t_
,l
J Flight control f-_ C67 AC 120 28A and 2
system _ N8400.18
M_.ed approach AC120-2,3A 1attitude guidance
O Auto throttle 1Failure detection ano 1
warning system
O
j I ...P . J} ++
+i
s. ++"iI
t
1
!
I Table 12 Current Commuter and Air- Taxi Avionics
i
: i AVIONICS QTY
t
' Commun,cat,on/Navlgat ,on Equ,pment)
i Dual commumcat,on /navigatlon/ILS (Bendix CA2011A) 1Interface umt (Benr+,x IU2016A) 1
I Nav,gation computer programmer (Bend,^ NP2041A) 1 I
D,stance measur,ng equipment (Narco DME 190RC) 1
i Interface adapter _Narco SA11 ) 1 1'
I Automatic direct,on finder (Bendix ADF-2070) 1 ':
ATC transponder (Bendix TPR-2060) 1
Weather radar {Bendix RDR 160) 1
Encoding servoed air,meter (IDC) 1
Vert=cal gu,dancc computer/alerter (IDC) 1
No lag electric vert,cal speed md,cator (IDC) 1
Autop;Iot (Sperry SPZ 500)
Autopdot computer ]
Autopdot controller 1
Mode selector 1
Autopdot servo dr,ve 3
Autopilot servo brackets 3
Flight Control Instruments (Sperry)
5,n art,rude d,rector ,ndicator. P,Iot (AD600) I
4-_n. attitude d,rector indicator. Copdot (HZ-444) 1
5-in hor,zontal s,tuat,on ,nd,cator. Pdot (RD-6OOA) 1
4-in. hor,zontul s,tuat,on md,cator. Copilot (RD-500A) 1
' Dual remote heading and course select controller 1
Radio magnet,c indicator RH-444 2 :+
Art,rude ,nd,cator (FAR 121.3051) 1
:. _ Flag amphf,er (FA200) 2
Flight director coml_uter 1 _
if" ! A,, Data System (Sperry,
A,r data computer (Jet) 1
+ Altimet r 1
i!:!_+_ Mach a,rspeed ,ndicator 1Vertical speed ,ndlcator 1
_,; Airspeed sensor 1 ,
,_+_+ Airspeed navigat,on coupler (VC-200) I
_+_++] Heading. Pitch. and Roll Systems (Sperry) +
,.. Directional gyro (C 14) 2
Flux valves 2 '_ }
Dual remote compensator (DRC-1) 1 -
Vertical gyro (VG-14) 2
Altitude control (AC-200) 1 t )Altitude alert controller IFAR 91.51) 1,i
++.,.=.= Comparator monitor (CM41_O) 1 _"
i , i
Audio arid R(_o_d,_ _y ,,em_ (i_Public addresl a,='tlo sys|em |Collinl 387C4) 1 )Cockpit voice recorder (Collins 642C-1 ) 1
J FI_,r recorder 1
( ,
i"
l
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O 5.11 BASELINE AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE
O T_:e baseline short-haul transport (model 767-774A) was sited to meet the ibllo_ving performancedesign constramts:
O • Payload = 50 passengers or 4540 kg ( 10 000 Ib )
• Still air range = 1400 km (750 nmiJ
• FAR TOFL. sea level 32°C (OO°FI = 1370 m 14500 ft_Initial cruise altitude capability _>9145 m (30 00 ft I
• Cruise Math = 0.70
O • Mission approach speed = 220 km hr (! 20 kt)
These design conditions were used to generate two perfomlance-sized airplane configurations: the
{£_- model 767-774B with advm_c,:d bonded-aluminum honeycomb primary structure, and the model767-774C with conventional aluminum skin-and-stringer primary structure. Either model could be
used as a basis for further advanced technology trade studies but. because of tile greater depth of
O detail design and tl:e likelihood that the final advanced short-haul configuration would have bonded- .
alun;inum honeycomb construction, the 767-774B was selected. Henceforth the 767-774B will be
called the basepoint airplane configuration.
O The 767-774(..-onfio_uration was not investigated sufficiently for computer analysis, so its perform-
ante sizing is b,,_ed on iesults of performance sensitivity studies using the 767-774B. Drawings of the
O 767-774B and 767-774(" appear in figures 33 and 34. The 767-774B airplane is sized by both TOFL
__O-km, hr (I 20-kt) approach speed represents a FAR wet land-and approach speed constraints. The " " " /
ing field length of approximately 1370 m (4500 ftl at the mission landing wei;ht.
0
O
O
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(
_! 50 PASSENGERS (,,.._ ,_
RANGE 1400 KM (750 NMI)
°_:_I TOGW 21 580 KG (49 780 LB) 2.9 M (9 FT, 6 IN.) (
i_:l CRU,SEPEED070M
_:t WING AREA 56.3 M2 1606FT21 (
:2:
":.,_ ASPECT RATIO 10.0
-_:-_ ENGINES 12)CF-34 RUBBERIZED _......9
_,_ THRUST F'..ST38.9 KN 18732LBF)
;,",_
.'.-_ 8.6 M 128FT, 3.6 IN.) l ' ""
,
.:-:,1
Figure 33 Advanced-Structures Trade Study Airplane, Mode/767-7748 :__
®
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O TOGWT 23 240 KG (51 120 LB)
CRUISE SPEED 0.70 M (2.9 M) 9 FT, 6 IN. F_
]10 ,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,.
Figure 34 Conventional-Technology BaselineAirplane, Model 767-774C
0
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._,._ 5.1 !.! MISSION RULES AND SIZING f
IC
The "'Thumbprint" sizing program was used to simulate the flight profile and mission rules shown in ..-
figure 35. Takeoff performance is calculated at sea level on a 32°C (90°F) day. Climb time, fuel, and (
distance were based on calculations for airplane_ with similar T/W. W/S and L/Ds. The climb perform- \_-"
_ ance incx_ments used are shown under the mission flight profile. A constant cruise altitude was used
due to the relatively short design mission range and small mission weight change (i.e., the penalty for (
i this procedure is quite smallL The sizing program inputs for descent time, fuel, and distance versus "--
(_'.; altitude represent typical jet transport values with fuel flow adjusted for short-haul transport require-
• taunts. Reserve ft,el is based on the tollowing rules: (,
• Forty-five minute.s extended crui._eat end of cruise altitude and best cruise Mach
• Missed approach I2 rain. at maximum takeoff fuel flow) {
_!i" • Climb. cruise, and descent to 185-km _100-nmi) range "-- ;
--.,.. An allowance of 5',, TO(,W is used to simulate the reserve fuel for the initial T/W and W/S trades. (
3_=+{ Figure 36 shows the short-haul transport design selection chart. This chart shows that two design con-
-:_q straints are sizing the airplane. Wing loading of 400 kg'm 2 (82 psD was chosen by the 222-km/h (! 20- ( . _
_'_1.... keasl mission approach speed, _lnch represents a FAR wet landing field length at sea level standard "-_ ',,,'
_:.] day of about 1370 m 14500 ft _.Ride quality and/or cruise thrust to drag matching may require higher
._._ (90°F)wingloadingS.constraint.Enginethrust loading is sized by the FAR TOFL of 1370 m (4500 ft) sea level. 32oc C, ,"'
._;, The effect of wing loading at constant FAR TOFL = 1370 m (4500 ft) at sea level, 32oc (90OF) is _ [.J
ii. shown in figure 37. The selected point design airplane at W/S = 400 kg/m 2 (82.2 lb/sq ft) is 2.8% ',:]higher in block fuel and 0.4;4 higher in TOGW over the minimum, which occurs at W/S = 440 kg/m 2 _"
(90 Ib/sq ft ) on the !3"70-m (4500 I't) TOFL design constraint. The minimum block fuel point of 2050 _/' :)kg (4500 lb) occurs cn the design selection chart at W/S = 457 kg/m 2 'q3.5 psf) and CLR (ratio of
: C L at initial cruise altitude to CL for L/D max) = O.q0. The minimun, !. fuel occurs in a location
where small improvements in field performance would permit sizing at ,,, tmint. However, the mini- _/5-_")mum TOGW is found at W/S = 610 kg/m 2 (125 psf). whichhas TOFLs greater than 2285 m (7500 ft).
Although approximately 6% in TOGW and engine size could be saved at the higher wing loading, this
field length performance is unacceptable, and projected high-lift improvements are unlikely to recover _ :3
the large takeoff field length deficit of 2285 versus 1370 m (7500 ft versus 4500 ft). _.,_/
With a point design CLR = 0.73 and initial cruise CL = 0.47 (CL for L/D maximum = 0.65), small _,_
changes in takeoff thrust can have large effects in ICAC and cruise L/D. (See fig. 37.) Therefore,
as basic airplane parameters are updated (OEW, takeoff, Fn, low-speed drag polars, cruise drag, etc.)
some design constraints may require improved performance levels to maintain good cruise perform- _\
ance matching.
i:
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O
O A
_ 0.75 hr at 0.55 Mach
v " (at final weight and==
-_ _ _ best altitude)
O I "
¢n c r,) -_ _ Ln -
0 m "_ _ i Cruiseat o _,__ ,
_i + _ *" Math = 0.70 ._! = I _=
= ® - _1_ - -o,EOE - E _ Mach¢_ "" =- : "a
,lO _.=_o,.;o .o : °.. _ 12 o _ =
" "=*@ ®I_"
0 i O_ _ ._
X
p-
' 0 _ = Still-air mission range1400 km (750 nmi) 185 km (100 nmi)
Block time, fuel Reserves
O O Taxi out - 9 minutes tdxi thrust (_ Descent - A range, AWF _&time varieswith altitude
(_)8_) Takeoff - field length performance per (_) Landing - performance per FAR Part 25 (sea level)
O FAR P_rt 25, sea level - approach noise caiculated pei FAR Part
32oc (90°F)
- 1-minute takeoff thrust 36 conditions
- Takeoff and sideline noisecalculated
O per FAR Part 36 conditions _ Taxi in - 5 minutes taxi thrust(_ Enroute climb-&range, AWF,Atime, from @ Reserves - from table below
table below
O @ Initial cruise - determined by level flight, maximum cruisethrust, at altitud and cruise Mach
Procedure - constant cruise altitude
O Climb Reserves
Time Distance Fuel Fuel
(hrs) km (nmi) %TOGW % TOGW
L
0.500 185(100) 2.60 5.0
Figure 35 Flight Profile and Mission Rules Used in Airplane Sizing
@ .
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):I SHORT-HAULTRANS'ORT
--! i)'
_L;'_ PAYLOAD ,, 50 PASSENGERS,4550 KG (10 000 LB) _' i'RANGE = 1400 KM (750 NMI)
_-i:_t c,,,,SE,.,AC.- 0,0
i A c/4 = 0.08 RAD (4.5°1 (
t/c (R/T) = 15/12% _'
_]J:'l 0.55 - MISSION LANDING WEIGHT f ',
_'"- VApP 767-774B _--
-¢_,: FAR TOFL, METERS (FT)
_'._q 213 KM/HR POINT DESIGN
(115 KEAS) SEA LEVEL, 32°C (90°F) WITH APR BASELINE AIRPLANE
, _/ o (0.50- I
I 222 KM/HR 232 KM/HR / ) ,i
I (120 KEAS) (125 _,- . "
I I
_ 0.45 I 23 000 KG (_,_ LB_ I ::I
ICAC,O I (FT)
I 11SOD(3aooo) (:_ lEG -- ,)
_- 0.40- :i
..; 21 500 KG _ 'J
(48000 kBI : '- ,
10400 h,
,.: c_oom 0 i_W
"=';__ 0.35 -- 9100 i_(3O000) _
oi0.3o- I I I I KG/M 23OO 400 500 II00I I I I I I I, I LI/FT 2
4 eo 7o 80 go 100 110 120 130 (_i_
WING LOADING (W_)
_'- F/gum 36 DesignSelection Chart
oi!@-
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MODE L 767-774PASSENGERS = 50, STILL-A;R RANGE 1400 KM (750 NMI)
FAR TOFL = 1370 METERS (4500 FT) (SEA LEVEL 32oc 90°F))
O (lO0OFT) 1000METERS
40 - 12 ich,C® (I000LB) 1000 KG uJ / "_'_,_/(//6'_
11 /
_51 - 23 • < 10
0 - 22.5
O - 22 L. POINT DESIGNAIRPLANE 30 - 9
MODEL 767-774B
(100 SQFT) SQMETERS
1_ <_6 55
0 0 15"5 _ _ 5 45
331 ISI _ 4 35
32 14.5 (1000 LB)
7 3 (KEAS) KM/HR
u. 6 - _135r 250
2 KG/ 225 KG/
4 " _,. I I I l, ,METER115 METER
' ' 110(LB/SO FT) I I,qo 1oo go 1oo I o(L"IseFT)
WING LOADING WING LOADING0 "
_ _ Figure 37 Effect of Wing Loading
V
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" i 5.11.2 BASEPOINT AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE t'
4
2
"i The adxanced structures trade study airplall¢ gmodel 767-774B performance and basic characteristics
,- _ are shown in table 13. lhc same design constraints that sited the baseline airplane were used to size
• .j' this airplane. L
':"; I'hc fieht performance was calculated using atttomatic l'ower reserve IAPR). which for scaled ('I:-34
i_i"_, engines at sea h:veland ',o
, _,_ C tgO°FI IS abot't a I0'; thrust increase for the second segment climb
gradient requirement. Initial cruise altitude capability IICACI results from matching initial cruise
_i' thrust power to :firplane drag at Math 0.70. The average cruise weight specific range at 10 760 mi (?" ' (34 300 ft I is 0.72 ¢, km kt_ IO.178 nmi 'lb I. Xlission r:mt, c. fuel, and time are listed below.
tt
{;_, ,]i _(limb ('ruisc l)escent Block Totals
i;gi ,..: '
• ; Fuel -'
Kilograms 585 13¢_7 66 2123
t Potmds _ _ 12t) I I 130141 I 14"3) 146801 (
Distance. still air
•<>_"/_i Kilometers 54 2t)O 6 i 405
'1¢;:- Inlnit ( IOOI Ib:,, I i 1131 17501 ,-2 :
+"t_:3 ( _,"•Paylo;id range and field perfornlanee for the bascpoint airplane are shown in figure 38. _, ;;l
s.lI.3 BASEmlNTAIRPLANESENSmVmeS ( )
The major airplane uncycled parameters and the cycled effects are listed in table 14.The cycled
sensitivity results are lbr the basepoint airplane performance constraints. ' _
Q
@
®
. @
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tOGW e3Avanc Thn°°vAane  jOaracrtcnr°rmance2280KG48
, -_ OEW 14 850 KG (32 730 LB)
BLOCK FUEL 2120 KG (4680 LB)
' MISSION LANDING WEIGHT 20 510 KG 145 220 LB)
WING
Sw/bw/MAC 563 M2/23.71 M/62.63 M (606 FT2/77.8 FT/8.62 FT)
O AR IAcl;_lt/C(R/T ) 10/0,79 RAD/0.25/15/12% (10/4.55 DEG/0.25/15/12%)
;I EMPENNAGE
'?" I
Q SH/LHV H 2.566 M2/3,391 M/1.027 1147 FT2/36.5 FT/1.027)
Sv/Lv/V v 2.496 M2/3.14 M/0.103 (143 FT2/33.8 FT/0.103)
O BODY LENGTH/DIAMETER 24.1 Mt2.9 M (79 FT/114 INCHES)
PROPULSION
O ENGINE TYPE/NO./BPR SCALED CF-34/2/6
SLSTuNINST 38.9 KN (8730 LB)
T/W 0.35
W/S 401 KG/M 2 182.2 LB/FT 21
Q ICAC 10 760 M (35 300 FT)
AVERAGE CRUISE ALTITUDE 10 760 M (35 300 FT)
O RF 15 460 KM (8350 NMI)
L/D/C L/C D 14.5/0.46/0.0317
SFC 0.0198 KG/KN-SEC (0,70 LB/LB-HR)
0.02417
CDPMI N
(_ FAR TOFL, SL (90o) 1370 M (4500 _T)
O CLv2/L/Dv2/V2 1.7619.25/217 KPH 11.7619.251117 KEAS)
CLAppIL/DAppIVApP 11.3Vs] 1.53/7.661222 KPH 11.53/7.661120 KEAS)
O OEW/TOGW 65.8%
_ PL/TOGW 20.1%RES/TOGW 5. %
i
(M)L/D c 10,1
II
i 6?
Ii
I
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RESERVES= 5%TOGW_ 145MIN EXTENDED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 32oc (90OF) (A/C OFF)
CRUISE, 185 KM (100 NMI) APR USED )ALTERNATE MISSEDAPPROACH) _ =1000
(1000 FT) METERS
60 F 14 ,4.; -'2438(8000) if )
536 KG _ I \
14'(10000LB) 12"3.e L/ PRESSURE _,_/I ------60_PAYLOAn
(3 _,_. "-.METERS j._, t _.z z_10 -3.C -°
uJ _% -- "" (FT) ,,/"40-
,,e p
=. \"L%".° 9 8.2.4- . ( )O 30- :- " "-'
6-1.e- .- ,
C: 20- _...-.-_nlo.O_ _,.mO_ -
<( _ _.....--"-- _ U. v" U.u _.'.,- -".,- "_
_< 10- <
o. u. 2-0.E- __ )
00 ' I I | 100K%
.00 I ,I I ( )_
I I I (100 NMI) | l I I I I I I l "-"
0 10 20 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 :
STILL AIR RANGE STILL AIR RANGE (i._ i'
Figure 38 Advanced-Technology Short-Haul Transport, Model 767-774B-Takeoff Field Length
and Payload vs Range Comparison ( i
Table 14 Par_meten and Cycled Effects ,i
Ur,¢ydlKI parameter Cycled changes O
Changes% TOGW, OEW, BLKF. SLST, SW.
% % % % % l_ .
IH
OEW +5 6.4 8.9 +3.0 6.9 6.6
,_ -5 -5.2 -7.9 +1.7 -4.6 -6.6
CruiseFN +5 -0.6 -0.3 -3.5 -0.8 -0.3
-5 3.8 2.8 19.1 7.4 2.5
Cruisedrag +5 3.1 1.8 18.8 _.6 1.3
-5 -1.2 -0.7 -6.9 -1.2 -0.7
CruiseSFC +6 0.6 0.3 3.1 0.7 0.2
-5 -0.b -0.3 -2.8 -0.6 -0.3 _)
TakeoffF +6 + 2.3 0.3 + 22.1 -0.7 0.3
-S 1.0 1.8 -2.0 6.1 1.3 @.
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O 6.0 ADVANCED-TECHNOLOGY AND LOW-COST TRADE STUDIES
O 6.1 SUMMARY
Appropriate advanced technologies are examined in this section, both individually and in combina-tion, to determine how they best apply in meeting the technical and economic performance objectives
of the baseline mission. The recurring cost breakdown of the conventional technology baseline air-
O plane is shown in figure 39. Th_ largest portion of recurring cost is for construction and assembly ofthe primary, structure, and this will be the first item addressed in the application of a v nc d tech-
nology. The advanced technologies and low-cost features that appear to offer the greatest improve-
Q ments in performance and/or cost are incorporated into new airplane configurations for analysis andcomparison purposes. The developm nt of these trade study airplanes is shown schematically in
figure 40.
O Several advanced technologies cannot be accurately assessed relative to a short-haul transport without
an all-encompassing study _llat would be beyond the scope of the current contract. This is especially
O true for accurate cost assessment of advanced technology items such as cost of very close tolerancesrequired in manufacturing a natural-laminar-flow wing or cost of manufacturing and maintaining
advanced-composite primary structure.
O Advanced technologies that could not be accurately assessed are given only cursory coverage in this
report and probably will not be inc!uded in the advanced short-haul design because they would tend
to obfuscate the performance and cost of the final airplane. These advanced technologies are discussed
O in section 8.0. recommendations for further research and technology.
Q
LANDING
GEAR IG
@
OTHER PROPULSION
O
@
O Figure 39 Short.Haul Airplane Recurring Costs(200 Airplane Prograw/
0
0 "
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CONVENTIONAL-TECHNOLOGY
BASELINE AIRPLANE TURBOPROPTRADE STUDY AIRPLANE
767.774C 767438
1 FT. 1 IN.I
' 2.9M 1
• [9 FT. 6 IN.)
TOGW _720KG(G1 120LBI _ TOGW 22200 KG(40(XX) LB)WING AF_EA _.2 M2 1626FT2) / WING AREA 46.g IVl2 (50_ FT2)
THRUST SLST _10_KN (8932 LgFI POWERSLS 4370 KW (5860 HP) UNINSTALLEL_
ADVANCEO-STRUCTURES ADVANCED SHORT-HAUL
)BASELINE AIRPLklV,E TRAOE STUDY AIRPLANE AIRPLANE
767-; 748 7BT,,84S8
, FT)-----*_ -- 24.1 Id (79 FTI-_ _,34 M 176! FT)---_t
__ _ _ _ !,,a_'._'O,N. I_" -_'_Z_I'','_'_'N,,_T. ,IN., _ ,:.._- -_--_--_-- .'_ I ------Ira,1
- : 21 400 KG 147300 LII) i TOGW 22 S410KG IQ ?ll0 LB) _ TOGW: 22 140 KG 148820 LB)
,ARIA..M21174 FT2) i WiNG AIqEA' Sl3 M2 ((iOl FT2) X WING AREA: IIL3.2 leO6FT2I
II_TSI._T 36JIKN(II0(X) LBF) I THIqIJSTSLST' 3LSKNW732LlIF) X THRUST|LSr 3Q.SKN(II000LIIF)
.L LEADING-EDGE-OEVICJES _ AOV_NCED AEROOYNAM ICS
ImENGER OIRIVATIVE • TRADE STUDY AIRPLANE _ TRADE STUDY AIRPLANE
_LAN. 7.7 777 , 707437 , "_ .744. !q_
;111_T.s_) j ) ,,
• i
-_Ot(G|_I_S0Lll) TOGW _'_00KGI4_0_0LB) TOGI_. TJ200KGi4_00LII|
"'__:_ KN I_O UIF| TNRUI_ |urr: 3_j KN I_ UIF) THIqU_r liU_lr: _ KN _ UW)
F_Wr* 40 S_Wr._ AJrpl_ Conf_r_ $rud_
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"tile application (q new technology i_ treated a_ lbJlow_:
• _lrtlctLireh al_d material,, in ",uclion h.2
O • Advanced aerodynamic,_m ._e_.'tion_.3ed t11ghtcontrol,,in,,ecti()nh.4
• Advai_cedpmpul.,,ioni %'ction_'_.F
O • rideconln)land h)adalk_lati('ni ',ecti(_n_,.6
Advanced
• Advanced ',_,,,tell1_in .,,eution6.7
• The _.l'fect ot':tdditi_mal lo_,-co,,t l_.'altlre_, 111_.'C11()11¢'LN
Q 6.2 AI)VANCED STRUCTURES AND _IATERIALS
!'he affect of ad,_allC¢¢l conll_O_,it¢ prtmar.x structnre ,m the unlpt_, weigh! of ¢Ol1"_enliol1,JJ ',tlJ'_'sOillC
transports has be_:n studi,:d extensively m larg_, research efl'ort._ ,_t=chUs the NASA A( *-I" progranl.
-]| Th¢_' studies have developed high ,'_:_fiden, that ,,ignificant weight ca,_ be saved by u,,e ,)f add:hired _
composites on a _ariety of ,,tructural _.Olllpollelll_,. AT tile pre_ent time. the predicted co_ts on most of
- O thesc_:omponentsishighertharlforc(,nventional',irL,cture. _a
thatBc¢"'usCfollo,.this,,.airplane, w ill have, i a large alllOLltzl*H'. rllin im um gage ma teriaJ, arid nil 1iilllLlnlgage con1 pos- jI!_
it¢ structu"¢ is probably no lighter tharl l_berglas_, tile wtigh_ saved by use _)f ads aneed composites gill J!
be " s • ,a mu_h :mailer percentage than for a t_ ptcal jet transport. In addition, the unsolved problems of
lightning-s'trike resistance and of in-the-field repa=rabilit_ tend to rule ont the use of composite prim-
ary structure at thi,, time for :=sht+rt-hat=l tran_p_)rl. Ilcnc,.'. in the descri=+tion t_l' ,=dxancect ,tructl_rc,
_ prilnar_, t,trueture is :.lJlllO_,l¢_t_relxbolldt.'d-;.iJtlm111Lllllc(mstrncti,)tl
Becaus_ '.,:: , _ ,,e cost was the overriding factor on this study, the approach used to design primary
and secondary -trnctur¢ c_,nsisted of trade _tudies comparing convent;,mal skin;stringer constructionwith metal-bonded struct_re. Airplane components were defined in sufficich! deta._i t:_ justify selection
of structural make-up of the ad_anc.'d-structures airtqane.
O Based on low cost. planning for the Study or" the Application of Advanced Technology to Small
Short-Haul rransport Aircraft included a past production survey lot t'_;dence of changes in strut
O tural assembly design resulting directly in cost reduction. Without exception, the incorporation ofbonded-structure assemblies redt,¢ed tite airplane cost. Bonded assemblies required fewer parts.
simplified manufacturing ass¢,nbly, and. in most cases, resul:ed in far more stiffness without ddd-
ins weight.
Boeing has '_teadily increased bonding capability through major in-honse investments such as large
O autoclaves, hul_ cleaning _.anka_e. and ultrasoni: inspection methods, in addition to p_:rsonnel within-dep_ experience. Wh.¢. then. isn't more bonded structure being used at this time': The acceptance
of any strocture's integrity is based on time - time to design, time to test. time to incorporate ci,anges, ji_
Q time to evaluate. Any change from an accep*able existing design is always a major task.
1978014131-083
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In the case of bonded structure, the evaluation of its acceptance has progressed through all secondary C i -structural elcments of the airplane, e.g.. flaps, elevators, rudders, ailerons, and tabs. Problems asso- ,_
elated with e_rly bonded stru"ture are known throughout the aircraft industry and th,- military serv- _ ,
ices, but evaluation el" bonded-structure integrity has increased dramatically in the last5 years. New C !:'"
bonding systems, such as Boeint:'s BAC 5555, have proven exceptionally durable in continuous-service [applications. The PABST programs recently recommended incorporation of BAC 5555 into that
", vehicl_ s bonded-structure assembly. !_
The application of advanced technology to primary structure has resulted in a proposed all-aluminum i __"
bonded-honeycomb wing. empennage, and constant body section for tht short-haul transport. ,_
-- 6.2.1 ADVANCED-STRUCTURES TRADE STUDY AIRPLANE
Basic design features of the advao:ed-structures trade study airplane (see model 767-774B. lig. 40)are i [k!i_!
listed below.
• The body is a simple, cylindrical pressure vessel with no cut-outs for the wing attachment or main (._) i!i
gear stowage ",r
_. • The wing has a straight-line rear spar with constant taper and is mounted completely separate (i I:'_
i from the body pressure vess_' ---- )_1,,
, • The tail is a conventional tail geometry with interchangeable components between right- and _
left-hand sectians (2)
] • The power ple"'_ are two CF-34 turbofan, strut-mounted engines positioned on the wing
all • The iahding gear is supported and stowed in a gear pod external to the body pressure vessel
,I
• The two doors are :nternal passenger doors located on the left-hand side of the aircraft with twot
emergency doors directly opposite on the right-hand side1
3
1t)
0
"1
i ° .°
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_. _ Figure 41 shows tile composition of airframe pieces itemized below'
_ # Graphite/Nomex-core honeycomb
_i Q ,, Sp.ii_'r
• Graphite multi-ply flame
' " ? _ • Pilot's window frame assembly
"I.
.... • Skin stringer
@ • Engine struts ai,d ,,a,:cllcs #/_J_DOCI_I_I_
._,,.._ • Fiberglass/Nomex-core honeycomb
@ "'_ hsl'oo_i._ • Radome
• (;car pod
.+_ _,_#1] • Wing/body fairing
• ,Access panels
• Elevators- Rudders
• Tail core
_) • Fin cap
• Bonded-aluminum honeycomb
• •• Body pressure ves_el
• Wing primary structure
Q • Wing control surfaces
• Passenger i'loor
i • Empennage primary structure
d
0
,'I
n
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=©:-i _ GRAPHITE/NOMEXCORE
_ _ -- GRAPHITEMULTI'PLYFRAME "i
_' (SECTION41 WINDOWFRAMEONLY) _ )I""1 SKIN/STRiNGER -__"
-- FIBERGLASS/NOMEXCORE
HONEYCOMB (_)
O
Figure 41 Short-Haul Trar_oort Structure
6.2.2 ADVANCED-STRUCTURES DESCRIPTION C)_
_1 6.2.2.1 Constant-Section Body G ._
The constant-section-body plug design, figure 42, is based upon IR&D work performed in 1967, 1974,
and 1977. Parts count is minimized by eliminating stringers and circumferential joints. Very large skinsections are used to permit the body plug to be made of four panels with four longitudinal splice joints. 0
The lack of sufficient-size panels could require splices in the outer face skins of the honeyce..nb-
sandwich panels. Such a splice would be accomplished using mechanical fasteners and adhesive bond- _,_ing or, alternately, by weld bonding. This would allow the panel, after bonding, to be handled as
-- one unit for assembly purposes. In this concept, the skin is tooled to the outer contour and the mech-
anically fastened shear tie and frame permit the frames to fit the skin. A typical section illustrating the _) •honeycomb-sandwish construction is shown in figure 43. (Square-edged-panel teclmology was devel-
oped originally for use on the 747 trailing-edge fl_ps, and within the last 3 years used extensively on
the YC-14 prototype empennage.) Figure 44 shows detail of the outer face of the crown skin panel. _)This panel would be sculptured by chemical milling; pad-ups are created by masking the metal to
prevent removal. This design was used extensively on the two flying YC-14 vertical and l'odzontal
primary-torque boxes. _)74
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Figure 42 Short-Haul Honeycomb Constant-Body Section
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FRAME SHEAR TIE
PourCOATEOGES__ JI.," /A_TER BONOINSM.NT.REECELLSOEEP\ ir_ /
_ _ -r r- / o._..,o.o,,,_ (L)
 .[llllll[ t,, Jlrll,ill l] Z u
i i ! ",,,O:,MM,O.O,O._
_- TEAR STOPPER / _-- OU'l'ER O
STRIP / SKIN
•'-- STEPS7.6 MM (0.3 IN.) WIDE. 0.03 MAX DEPTH (i_)
BOEINGTECHNOLOGY O
Figure 43 Squar_Edged Fuselage Panel Concept C_ "
.- 1.8 MM(0.071 IN.)
_ F o's MM|0"02IN') MIN Q
_-,_,-t-T .o..,,c__o°_ ©I . ' ONEPIECEFORCONSTANT-EOOYSECTION . ,, I
l,c. .a,-,.,= 1 c_"_ 4"(2.0 IN.I i-e--. (1.7 IN.I
213CM(84 IN.)
f
(2.0 IN.| Figure 44 Crown Skin
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The side skin outer face is shown in figure 45. The ,kin is full thickness in the window and door areas.
Pockets are removed by cllemical m.lling. Doublers added around tile door areas by adhesive bond-ing. A detail of the window b_lt is shown in figure 4(_. A multiple function "pickle-fork'" insert is used
at eacll window cutout. Tile long leg (section A-A, figure 4(_) provides pad-up for tile outer skin. 'llle
short leg provides attachment for the inner skin. Potting anchors the core and stabilizes the fittingafter cure. The edge of the fitting provides support for the window. The window is similar to one used
on the 747 except lbr the difK'rent body diameter. The belly skin, figure 47, is effectcd by a corrosion
problem. Moisture collects during flight and drains into the bilge area, and the corrosive mixture thataccumulates eventually is a major cause of fuselage corrosion. A longitudinal bilge trough is installed.
as shown in figure 48. Metal closures arc provided for maxinlum protection to the honeycomb core.
._utomatic drain valves are installed on each side of 'he frames, eliminating the need l\)r limber holesthat would weaken the f ame in fatigue nd that arc _ubjcct to b ockage. The automatic drain valv
open whenever the fuselage is depressurited. The exposed honeycoml:, core next to each frame is
O protected by an overcoat of polysulfide rubber in the belly skin area.
A trade study was made comparir, g ttle conventional skin"stringer consta4t body section :rod the all-
bonded body section previou._ly discussed. The skin/stringer type of constant-section body has beenused over a period of year.,, for commercial airpl:mes. Production costs are very predictable, with
fulure cost reduction possibilities negligible. The all-bonded body section reduced part count by 15';_-
O over ti_e skin/stringer body section, allowed frame spacing to be incre_tsed from 50.8 cm 120 in.) to172.7 cm (68 in.') required 830 fasteners less per square meter than conventional structure, and
resulted in an extremely st'iooth outer contour.
®
2.4M(95 IN.)
e -
[_ FLOORC LINE -_(REF)
SERVICE DOOR
Figure 46 $/_ Skin7"1
" '_'%'_"_'_ ' _ ....... " ° _' id_ _d _,- _'" - - ..... _ _,_ '-_ -_%_,___.,_s._ _,,_,_- , - _._,. ._, ,
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• _ :;q"]i:i]] 'i'''- ";'/f_J_/._ k _ _fl!
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CONSTANT.BODY SECTION "_
5.3CM (2.1 IN.) -_ _- 4.3CM (1.7 IN.)
0 I-- __,
213 CM
184 IN.)
O A-A / ,
STOPPERS
BOEING TECHNOLOGY TYPICAL CHEM MILL LAYOUT
.... r l _
-o,
,. -\\ _ ._.AUTOMATIC DRAIN VALVES
O EACH SlOE OF FRAME
A-A SIDE VIEW
Figure 47 Belly Skin
0.3 MM (0.012 IN.)-_
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.) CORE
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O BOEING TECHNOLOGY
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_: 6.2.2.2 Fuselage Center Section Frames (_) i
The short-haul commuter airplanes will make many landings, probably more than one per flight "-'"
ll hour. This requires an airframe designed for 30 000 flight hours also to be designed for 40 000 to
[ 50 000 landings. Tile frames that support the wing and landing gear are thus fatigue designed. A )
relatively low-cost, fail-safe design with an exceptionally high fatigue rating is required because fuse- C _i
lage frames are not easily replaceable or repairable. --_
Asshownin figure49, themaln frame serves to react landing-gear ioads into the fuselage and fu_e- (_'-) !_]
lage loads into the wing. ln a high-wing airplane, a bulkhead or floor beam is required to react horizon- __ i:
tal loads from the landing gear, because the wmg spar cannot perform this function. ('
?
/i
•} *J
• C)
©
©LIGHTWEIGHTFIELD
©
F DENSE CORE AREA IN FAST_.NER AREA _,r
_J
SKIN PANEL O
I
01,
! I
A-A BOEING TECHNOLOGY
Figure 49 Center$ection FrarAe,A-.4
. 0
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O A sandwich bulkhead is used below the floor line. The sandwich is made of webs (with pad-ups on the
outside) and constant-thickness core between tlze webs. During assembly of the fuselage, the frame
_I chords are mechanically fa._tened to the skin and to the web. A plan view of the beam chord is shown
in tigure 50. Chord angles with stepped flanges are mechanically fastened throu-,h dense core. Thisjoint is the primary load path for horizontal-landing-gear reactions. A cutaway view of the joint is
'i shown in figure 51. The web continues some distance up the frame, with the core spliced where a
step is necessary.
-@
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Figures 52, 53, and 54 show a means of attaching the high wing through shear plates. Note that this
avoids the use of fasteners in tension for better fatigue life. The shear plates are mechanically fastened (_
between frame chords Ifig. 53 ) and the wing is fastened to lhe shear plates by links (fig. 54). A doubler
is required on the fuselage skin to carry skin loads around the cutout for the shear plates. A shear-tie
wiggle plate, figure 55, is required to react drag loads and shear loads in a lore and aft direction, but O
must be soft in a vertica! direction to prevent stress _'oncentrations induced by wing deflections to
bending. Dense core, plus an additional doubler on ._le wing face skin. are used with mechanical
fasteners to tie the wiggle plate to the fuselage skin. (_,,_
©
W
\-7 W/b ) •
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Tills configttration has several uni'lue structural-load paths that are significantly different than con-
1_ low-wing jet transports, high wing an wing-to-bodyventional The rcstllts in unusual attachment andbody-supported main landing gears. The wing-to-body attachment, as shown in figure 54. has _hree
pinned joints per side to carry vertical and side load, Drag load is carried on the wiggle plate. The
1_ weight penait.v of this mt,lti-pinned design and the adaquacy of ;.he wiggle plate to carry all of theshear load due to drag and yet flex enough to withstand vertical motion without cracking needs
"_ more study.
";3 O
_ Since the landing gear is completel_ su, _,orted off the body, certain design conditions, such as one-
halfg ground turn. will result in large bending moments i. the i'rames at the front, mid. and rear spars.
The 0.09 m 13.5 in.) allowed for frame depth may result in substantial weight penalty. ('on_ideration
will be given to allowing this frame depth to be greater at these points by !ocally encroaching on the
inside contour.
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6.2.2.3 Door Frame Structure -,- ,C
Four doors are provided in the constant diameter section, one located on each side of each end. Tile
..l righthand side doors are 122-by-(,l-cm 148-by-24-in.I plug-type emergency exit and service doors. _-_
Except for the fuselage diameter, these doors would be similar to doors used on B727 airplanes. The _
l¢ft-hand d(.ors are both swing-down, plug-type doors with built-in stair wells (fig. 56). The door
hinge me, hanism is ;,m-'_r to that used on United Airlines 737-aircraft overwing exit hatches. An g
articulatc_, '9wer ]lilt, dOWS vert!cal movement of the door (when depressurized) to clear the door _..j
stops. The door ther. can be rotated to loading position.
A method of reinforcing the door cutout and reacting door-stop loads is shown in figure 57. The /"
_!°] edge of tile honeycomb core is filled _ '.h high-strength potting. Mechanical fasteners anchor the shear _ il
_"-,i_, tie angle and also ancher the stub-frame l'astcne_ to the shear-tie angle. The door seal is fastened to .. i
a se_.,nd angle that is attached to the shear-tie angle. The second angle reacts pressure loads so that ( ' ;_
_!_ tension loads do not the bond line in cleavage at the of the sandwich The door is ,_..,' :
put edge panel. stop
fastened to the stub frame, shear tie. and tht:s to a gusset. The gusset reacts "-,,_ torque from the . :
C_ door slop into a bonded tee and doubler. ) :;!
-_ The door header or sill beam is shown in figure 58. This beam is attached to the skin with mechanical
"_ fasteners through potted core" each end of the beam reacts pressure-induced shear into adjacent cir- /r _ ;-.i '. i
cumferential frames. The header beam and stub beams are tied off by a box structure, as shown in ,__.,, !. _.
_ figure 59. An internal doubler is used to react pressure-induced hoop tension around the door cutout. ,._,_
C)
1.9 METERS \ / FOR OPENING,.oos.oooo.
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®
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, ®
Figure 56 Passenger.Door Hinge at Floor Line116
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6.2.2.4 Floor Panel Construction (,,..)
A conventional fuselage floor assembly has many parts with mutual mechanical fasteners. The floor ._--_
is built as subassemblies, which then are loaded into a jig and the fuselage is built around the floor.
An IR&D concept developed in 1972 showed that a honeycomb floor would be a much simpler struc-
ture. A part count reduction of 22 to 1 was shown. Weight was comparable to existing-type structure. (---o_
The major assembly concept, based on the IR&D work, is shown in figure 60. The floor assembly
(complete with beams, seat tracks, and systems) is slid into the fuselage plug and fastened in place.
Figures 61, 62, and 63 illustrate the sandwich floor panel construction. Lightweight core is used,
except under seat-track locations and along the panel edge, where high-density core is a,_ed. The
high-density core reacts local compressive or clamp-up loads. The light-gage face skins are padded by _/:_
doublers adjacent to the dense core. The floor-beam upper chords are bonded to the floor panel. v
The method of crashqoad shear restraint is illustrated in f_gure 63. Part of the crash load (9 g) can be
reacted by the column strength of the floor panel. The remaining load must be reacted through shear v _,
restraints to the fuselage shell. These shear restraints are attached to the bottom of the floor panel '
and top of the beam using mechanical fasteners. The load is transferred into the frame that is fastened _ [_
to the fuselage shell. A tear stop prevents the frame from pulling off the fasteners below ultimate Iload. The shear restraint is positioned so that normal pressure deflections of the skin and up and downdeflections of the floor do not induce high local strain t.at would cause fatigue problems.U
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6.2.2.5 Control Cab (Boeing Section 41 )
The control cabin, section 41, for a 727 or 737 airplane takes about 18c4of the structural partcount
or about 10_3 of the total partcount in the airplane. If the short-haul section 41 were built using a
_,") similar design approach, the partcount would not change significantly, but the total number of part-count in tile airplane would be less due to the reduced size of tile airplane. Thus, section 41 would
use 25'_ of the structural partcount, or about 18_/_of the total partcount in the airplane. If the
complexity does not change, the partcount is a direct measure of the relative cost.
An overall view of section 41 is shown in figure 64. The main assemblies are top skin, side skin,
qi @_ nose skill, windshield frame, structural subfloor, and radome.
!_:< @
:_,_'_ _ TOPSKIN
"°@ o j
::ii(_
- WINDSHIELDFRAME
II
0 "t_cr -_" _E__n " or _o
..,j ,, *. :=L._E i F
'; 0 RADOME ..... II _ SUBFLOOR
0 .OSES.,.SIDESKIN F
COREBEAM
• "Note: Seenext10figuresfordetailviews. BOEINGTECHNOLOGY
Figure 64 Section 41 (Pilot's Cab)
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This concept requires a predominant circu,ar cross-section of the cabin so that pressure loads are ,¢.-
reacted as hoop stress in the skins. This allows the frames and pressure bulkhead to be designed for _
general stability and not large pressure-induced bending loads. A horizontal splice is used between
the top skin and side skin and a verticai splice is used between the nose and side skins to minimize
the degree of skin forming required. A major reduction in partcount for the windshield frame is (;
achieved by making the sill, header, and posts as a one-piece molded-composite assembly. The struc-
tural subfloor is a separate subassembly that includes the forward floor beam, intermediate floor
beam. and nose wheel well. The structural subfloor assembly is attached to the pressure bulkhead, _ '_
forward frame, intermediate frame, splice frame, and core beam. The core beam is an integral part
of the side skin.
;__;. Figure 65 illustrates the method of attachment for the pressure bulkhead, skin panel, and radome. --_
_ '_ The doubler provides a support for the radome and a fail-sale crack stop for the tee.
_._! Figure 66 illustrates the method of attaching top or side skin to the constant-diameter body section.
_"i The doubler provides a fail-safe crack stop for the splice tee. A rolled section provides general stability
._._ for the shell and a means of attaching the cabin bulkhead or equipment racks. /
_ Figure 67 illustrates the method of splicing the nose skin to the side skin. The doubler provides a
fail-safe crack stop for the frame chord. The frame is a bonded assembly composed of two chords, [-- '
1 face skins, and core. This type of frame construction has been in use on Vertol helicopters since _,,_. I .;"_2
_.i 1963. (The bonded frame usua!ly becomes cost and/or weight effective whenever loads require a _]
multiple part buildup frame instead of a simple rolled section.) (,,_- ! !:!
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Figures 68, 69, and 70 illustrate the windshield-frame structure. The sill is made of graphite-S glass,"
epoxy hybrid composite. The amount of S-glass is selected to provide inu_roved fracture toughness. )
The graphite is imbedded in a glass cover to provide maxinlunl toughness and protection against _
nicks, scratches, and other factors that would degrade reliability of the graphite. The skin is uttached
to the sill and fail-sate crack,top doubler, l'he rcve:d !s removable tbr window replacement. Shear due _- )
to pressure load on the window is reacted by the sill. The functions of the hc_ltler and doubler are
similar to the sill and doubler. The window post carries bending due to pressure loads on the flat
i window panel and carries tension due to hoop stresses since the windows do not carry tension Io,tds.
The post is a hybrid structure similar to the sill. Zero-tad (0-dog) graphite-fiber bundles isolated from C )
the -+0.8 rad (-+45 deg) attach flanges provide a fail-safe load path for the hoop-stress bending, lhe
reveal will be titanium to minimize thenually induced stresses, it may become nccess;iry to divide "i-,
this window cage into a number of sections to relieve induced stresses. I,__,/
Figure 71 illustrates the structural subfloor and nose wheel well. The sublloor is made of adhesive- t",.
bonded aluminum-sandwich structure. Dense core is used wherever fasteners are required. Skins over- k._)
lap and provide pad-up at the break in the floor, rhe center portion of the floor is the pressure deck ' i
for the nose wheel well. -....
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The nose wheel-well panels, figure 72. are fastened to the subfloor using dense core and angles. The ¢... "I.
forward floor beam is an extrusion with system cutouts. The pilot's seat track is a standard extru-
' sion. cut out as necessao' to fit the floor beam. with potted inserts. Removable floor panels provide I.1
access for maintenance. /-'-_ _
The pressure load due to the cut frame in the nose wheel well is reacted by the core beam to adjacent .:
frames, figure 73. The core beam is integral with the skin and consists of local pad-up and extra height _ ":_
core. The wheel well is sealed along the lower edge and the frame is tied to the wheel well by a stiffene..
_r
The top escape hatch, figure 74. is required in a high-wing airplane. The support frame is made from a t..,,, ,_._"
machined insert. This insert is a part that performs four functions. _,=) _
I. Provides pad-up for ou'.er face skin I_%
2. Supports inner face skin _ _
3. Closed out core and stabilizes fitting with high strength potting
4. Supports plug type hatch
This section 4 ! is an adilesive-bonded metal struet,_:e. Although this design could be adapted readily
to composite materials, it is not _ low-cost option at the present time. _ l
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")36..... 6 Vertical rail
I
()f the various apl+roachc., t(+design ol a '+crtical fln attachment It, the aft h_;d> of an airpl,tne. ',+o "+
of the nlorl.., popt'l:ir a re:
(
• Allow the fin rlrim,lry +par., to pe.ctrate the l+_()tl+x' crt,wl, hne alid he the aft hod) bulkhe.lds. ""
r +' figul'_ 75. ]his t_,pe design is u._edon many fighter aircraft. :.
i': It Designthe vertical fin with a l]ush rih-attaclunent fiithlg at ih( lin biid_ inler._ectlon.This fitting .... ;
-+ is attached b) tension bolts directly to a similar fitting 111the l.'rown ]1n¢oi the body. It is used
-- oil 747 airplanesand hasa proven low in.,,tallation ctist pltl_ allowing quick fin removal If]g. 76). (
+.+1
The only drawbackof the fin/body t'onlnlon aii_:chfitting is that if the horizontal ._tabllizcris a b,+dy-
inounled irhn.line siabilh, er, it rnu.sl be located stihstanfiall) below the body i:ro_n-linc siruetlire, (-
it] leaving ¢nough primary structure abovethe hori/ontal stabilizer cutout tO support loadsof the fin '+
+_ body attachment.
At this time, the si,ort-h.ul configurations haw a bod.x-nlountcd, fixed horizontal tail. llowever, it is
almost a certainty that a trimmabl¢ horizontal tail will be rcquiPed on future models. Therefore. a
fin/body interface attachment t,sing fin spars that penetrate the hoJy trot+", line and t+oml the aft CIbody bulkheads is lis_d on the short-haul baseline airplane..,,.,) : :
- C)
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The vertical-tail primary structural box consists of a forward spar and a rear spar and three ribs. The
two spars extend below body crown line and form tile two aft body bulkheads (fig. 75, 77, and 78 1.the
An additional forward auxiliary spar supports the leading-edge section and. with the three ribs assist:;
O in transferring the airloads aft to the main-fin box. The three ribs back the rudder hinge
primary up
fiitings projecting aft of the rear spar. The area between the fin rear spar and the rudder front spar are
covered by removable nonstructural fiberglass panels. All cover panels on the fin between the lbrward
auxiliary spar and the rear spar are square-edged aluminum-bonded-honeyconab panels.
The fin tip fairing is a nonstructural fiberglass fairing, very similar to the wing and stabilizer tip fair-
ings. The fin leading edge is a single-part, square-edged, aluminun]-bonded-honeycomb assembly. ,,.Although it supports some fin bending and torsional loads, it is designed to sustain damage due to hail
stones. Suggested sizing is 0.76-ram t0.030-in.) outer skins: 12.7-mm (0.5-in.) deep, 32-ram (0.125-in.)
cell size 5052 aluminum core and an inner skin of 0.4-ram (0.OI6-in.L There is a closure rib at eitherend of the assembly,
-Ihe rudder is a single-spar, fiberglass-honeycomb-pa_el wedge assembly similar to the flap conceptshown in figure 79.
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T :._ true planform outline of either outline of the horizontal tail is idcntical to the same portion of
._T:,:wing tip. allowing common tooling between the horizontal tail and wing-tip section (fig. 80).
, LJ
• he stabilizer primary box consists of three spars, three ribs, and an aluminum-honeyconab-bonded
¢_tlter skin, top and bottom. The leading edge is a symmetrical, aluminum-honeycomb-bonded assem-
I;ly (fig. 80).
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6.2.2.8 Wing,Box
T|ie three-spar configuration, figure 82, was selecled Io provide a fail-_aR" design and Io reduce lhe
sandwich panel width, 1"he critical buckling slress varies as tile inverse square of the panel width. Thus,closer spacing of spars and'or stiffeners will allow tile sandwich panel to carry a higher end load.
Tile outer skill has hlcreased thickness to allow for fasteners and to have adequate strength at tile spar
caps, resulting a area on ease bonding tee Shear-tie angle,_
In fiat tile inner-l:lce skill for 01" tile chord.
are mechanically fastened [o tile rib and spa_ for ease of assembly,
©
lOS
®
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A convcnlional skin,;slrmger box, figure 83. wa,s used as a baseline for tile wing-box trade study, l'_
requiring a high part counl and many fasteners. Thi,s type of con.,,lruclion has been used for commer-
_J
cial airplanes for many .,,'cars. Cost to produce arc _cr_ prediclable: however, fulure possibilities Io
reducecos!arenegli,.,iblc. (,--_
The all-honeycomb wing bo\ assembly shown m figure 8 '. features:
C 'e_ • Mulli-spar redundancy ,) ;
ie • Aluminum-bonded-honeycomb outer-skin panels
• Fxlremcly smooth outer contour f-x l
!:l • Reduced fasteners over skin ;slringt'r conslruclion by 70" _/
_. • Reduced part COitaLover skin.'stringcr conslrm:hon by 41Y; (- )L.-
An all-ahmlinunt-bondcd-honcycomb primary-structure wing on this airplane resuhs in the same bene-
fits reali,'ed on the Y('-14 enlpcnnrlag¢, xlamely, reduced part count and reduced cost. •(2 :
, The ;Ill hollcy¢onll'_ willg box with boJldcd-on Ice-chord rib lies Is .qmwn ill figure ,,14._,Vu'kend loads
:'_ of (30 llCW[Oll Ill;Ill (%'7 Mps'in.) arc the oplimunl design t\_r a honc w'omb win_-bo\ assembly..'qso, ' I
]i:J this configuration reduces tastencrs by 70'; COml'_ared to a skill 'stringer wing box.
r_ "
s.,Ns_R'"G""7_.co.tou,,,.o_,R,.G,, s;y,,?_,._ -,s , .7 / , t,,R_cT,o.) _. _. i I t) :,i
,-_,_-_-_,_ f "_'I'_,-----i71 _ ......... I ' _ ,¢mr-_.-,,
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O A rib chord that is simple to fabricate is shown in section B-B of figure 84. This concept uses a bondedtee cllord. Because the load on the skin-to-chord bond is essentially shear, fasteners arc not rctluircd.
Peel or cleavage loads, due to spanwise deflections, are avoided by tapering both legs of the tee. lhc
curvature of lhe win_, skin normally causes vertical compression loads on the rib, thus flatwi_e tension
O should not be a problem. Critical design ten,_iun load occurs duririg rel'ucling if :. vent xahe stlck._ m
the closed position.
O l'he outer face skins, figure 85, are continuou,_ between the front and rear spar. Flimi_l:ltion of a ,_pan-
wise skin splice over the mid-spar eliminates two rows of fasteners, and, :is an addition,d benefit, pro-
vides ;I smoother contour. The one-piece skin stahili/ed with honeycomb also i_;beneficial for natural
laminar flow. A tail-safe strap is bonded to the skin oxer each spar in the area of thc fasteners. The/ee cl_ures are required only in fucl tank areas. The spars arc bonded assemblies made from two
extrusion, two face skins, and honeycomb core. The extruded fail-safe strap is liar tm one side to
nlatch tile spar-chord extrusion, and contoured on the bonded side to nl;.l_ch _,ing contour.
SYMMETRICAL(EXCEPTFOR CONTOUR)
J _ _ BONDEDRIB CAP
O i, /" \ !!!
O LEFT HAND SIDE VIEW BFWD
@ .
SECTIONC-C SECTIONB-B
Figure 84 Bonded.Honeycomb Wing Box107
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The front and rear spar detail is similar to the mid-spar, except that the doubler is extended to facil-
itate mounting the leading :rod trailing edge panels.
C Fuel tank access is provided by a mechanical insert as shown in figures 86 and 87. "ihe fitting pertbnus
multiple functions and is thus to.st effective. The lower tlange proyides pad-up around the contour: theC
' staggered lips provide ease of assembly: tile recessed edge. filled with high-strength potting, anchors" the core and stabilizes the fitting: and the inner edge provides tile mounting flangc for tile tank access
door.
A side view of the skin undergoing ultrasonic through-transmission inspection is shown in figure 88.
Automated ultrasonic scanning equipment provides a low cost means of verifying void-free panel,s.
,.N..,
Figure 89 shows the spar details before bonding. The light-colored circular areas are potting, which
later will be cut out for access holes. Figure 90 shows the spars and ribs after bonding, with doublers
O added, and access holes cut on three parts.
Figure 91 shows the assenlbled wing box. This section was designed and built dr, ring the last quarter
of 1976. using IR&D funds. It represents a wing-box section outboard of the wing-mounted engines.
The access holes were made to illustrate tile technique involved and do not necessarily represent what
would be required in an actual part. Accessibility through the fuel-cell access and spar-web cutouts is
illustrated in figure 92.
O A chordwise wing splice is shown ira figures 93 and 94. The skin and fail-sate doubler overlap the rib
chord. The-out-of-contour strap acts as a fail-safe for the rib chord and places the fasteners in double
O shear. The spar chord is cut short of the rib chord and spliced with blade-type splice fittings. The websar shear tied wit angle .
When the end load becomes too high tbr a weight-effective, simple, sandwich panel, stringers arebonded in place as shown in figure 95. This figure illustrates a rib where a shear tie is not required.
Where _hear ties are necessary, ties are bonded to the skin and the spar web as shown in figure 96.
Mechanical fasteners may be required at each end of the shear tie to contain peel loads. The shear itie to the spar web is shown in figure q7. A mechanically fasteaed angle is used to provide ease of
assembly.
Stringer runout creates a hard-spot problem due to the sudden change in section. The load transferis facilitated by tapering the end of the stringer as shown in figure 98. Mechanical fasteners through
the stringer end and a toe plate protect the bond line from peel loads. Figure 9c_ illustrates the toe
plate when the stringer ends at a splice rib. Figure 100 shows the use of a bonded toe plate to end thestringer at a shear-tied rib.
O The resultant all-honeycomb wing box with integrated stringer is shown in figures 101, 102, and 103.his honeycomb wing-box design accommodates b.igher load requirements than did the prior design. It
is considerably more complicated to manufacture, but still provides a cost saving when compared to
O skin/stringer design. The design results in an extremely smo,,th outer contour and yet accepts highloads such as 76 N m/m ( ! 7 kips/in.).
-0 !
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O One of the most significant advantages of bonded structure is its impressive behavior under fatigue-type Ioadings. The reason for this is that most fatigue cracks in conventional structure start from fast-
ener holes, whereas bonded structure uses only a small percentage of fasteners compared to conven-
tional structure. At joints and splices where fasteners are required, special attention is paid to details
O fatigue goals are met.
to er,sure that
A preliminary fatigue analysis of the basic wing was made. This analysis followed standard Boeing
fatigue-analysis methods that asst, mc 77 000 flights over a 20-year span and account for the ground-
O air-ground cycles, as well as the maneuver and gust cycles. 3his analysis shows that the wing bending
material, as currently sized, has an adequate fatigue margin. Much mo,e work must hc done to deter-
mine the adequacy of the fatigue performance of the joints, splices, an,i all other details.
O An all-graphite wing box was investigated and based on studies currently being performed for a 727
composite wing box:its characteristics are presented below and in figure 104.
O • Graphite outer skin panels
• Extremely strong
O • Very smooth contour
• Fewer parts than skin/stringer box
O • Difficult to provide internal inspection
This configuration represents an advanced-technology wing-box assembly using graphite outer-skin
Q panels. Costs at present make it the most expensive configuration investigated: however, in the 1085-and-later time period, a composite-desigtl wing box may provide a strong candidate for a productiol.
airplane design. Many more configurations in composites need to be investigated, ttowever, for the
O new technology 11985) short-haul tran._port, the bonded :dunfinum structure was selected for costco_aparison.
Ct.SYMMETRICAL (EXCEPT
-_-- • J FOR CONTOUR) STRINGER(Typ) FS RS
n r-_
0 I""'__ _ _ _'_2.,-.,.-,_!it__ _ AIRPLANE
_.STmNGER--I
f,
0 '' ' &LEFT-HAND tlO SIDE VIEW B-B
Figure 104 Composite Wing Box
-_ l:i3
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©'i [ 6.2.2.9 Control Surfaces
, _! constn_cting control stlrfaccs Con._truction dctail_ of a typical rudder or elevator ;ire _h,_wn in figure
'0_. The LISt' of holleyt2Olllb allows a redllction ill part-card COtillt Of the stlbstrllcttlre as ,,Sown o,I the ()
I 8737. Ribs arc requi,ed only at hinges, actuator_, and tbt closeout. The graphite proxldes the neces-
._i_t sary stiffness. lht, thin layers of glass protect the graphite fibcrs and 9roxlde excellent crack-stopping
_. Cost- and weight-effective spoiler.,, can be built of graphite. The NASA/Boeing graphite spo!lers have ..
sandwich ccmstruction, ilew designs combil_ed with reduced cost of gr_lphite will provide a price that
l is competiti,e with ad, a,lced metallic designs of,imilar weight. (-_)
HONEYCOMBCORE
I
[ GLASSC TE CLOTH -IRIB (REPLACES3 LAYER£
OF TYPE 120GLASS) L)! I
O
O
O 6.2.2.10 Wing Flaps
The wing flap is made of aluminum honeyconlb. Tile sparless-Ilap concept is shown i', figure 79. The
term "'sparless'" is used because a piece of dense core replaces tilL"machined spar used on other llap
G designs. The dense core. together with the bonded insert, is ft,nctionally a and c:,rnes _hear and
spar
bending.A full-scalef apsectionfortheB727 was tc_tedinIq77andwaslighter,_tronger.;:ndmu_h
cheaper to produce than the existing B747 design. This design is in production o_: the B727. l_,c ,)f
O a square-edged honeycomb leading edge would provide further cost reduction.
6.2.2.11 Main Landing Gear
C A concept for the main-landing-gear support frame i-shown in figure 10o. l-he conmluter mission
dictates a design with a high fatigue life. The use of diffusion-bonded titanium strttc[ure can be jusll-
G fled by cost saving duc to less weight and maintenance cost. Figure 107 illustrates the List of symmet-rical parts to make tile as._mbly.
6.2.2.12 Interiors
i
Figure 108 illustrates the passenger-model body cross-section. Sufficient baggage _towage in the front
Q and rear allow elimination of overhead racks, facilitating incorporation of a "'widc-l_ody-look" interiordecor. A standard Hardman seat is used tfig. iO')D.
Interior sidewall construction Ifig. I lOt is similar to ceiling panels used on the B747. Class fl't,ulation -batts, required for thermal/acoustic insulation, are attached to the interior panel Ior support. I hc
interior panels are attaclled to SUlrport clips on .'ach frame using press-in strips. Ifig. 11 i). These
press-in strips are sacrifici,,l if panels are removed for maintenance. Belly insulation is attached to theunderside of the floor by lacing between frames, figure 112. Because of its isolated air-cell construc-
tion, the honeycomb aluminum body construction offe_ a potential improvement in noise and tl;ermal
isolation possibilities without added thermal/acoustic insulators. These qualities ;,.resubject to further
O investigation potential synergetic weight reduction.
for
O 6.2.3 BONDING CREDIBILITY
During the past few years, significant breakthreughs have been made in adhesive-bonded structure.
O New surface preparations and new bonding materials have virtually eliminated bonding failures andcorrosion problems. Most of the new technology has been evaluated in the laboratories and on a few
commercial aircraft. Boeing is actively involved in independent R&D with the primary objective of
t.waluating these recent advancements in adhesive.bonded honeycomb structure. The evolution of
O adhesh'e-bonding materials and processes are shown and protective finishes in table !0.in table 15
Prior to the YC-14 program, all bonded honeycomb was placed only in secondary structure. With the
O advent of the Boeing BAC 5555 bonding the integrity o!"aluminum-bondedprocess, honeycomb
was
considered to be sufficient for use in primary structura, areas. As a result, the YC-14 empennage was
composed of 100% aluminum-bonded honeycomb primary skin panels. These panels were manu-
factured at the Boeing Auburn complex.
0 ,u
0
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Table I5 Evolution of Materials and Processes
O TECHNOLOGY FACE SURFACESHEETS IpREPAR TION PRIMERS ADHESIVES CORE EDGE PROTECTION AIRCRAFT NDI TECHNIQUESUSAGE
SULFURIC
2024 ACID PERFORATED,_ PRE-1960 I2024 CLAD SODIUM PHENOLICS PHENOLIC$ STANDARD METAL EDGE S-§2 COIN TAP7075 DICHROMATE CORE CLOSEOUTS KC-13b7076 CLAD ETCH
(FPL ETCH)
SULFURIC
2024 ACID F.11 I
MID-liSQI 2024 CLAD ODI M MODIFIED MODIFIED STANDARD METAL EDGE C.141 ULTRASONICS70/6 DICHROMATE E_)XIES EPOXIES CORE CLOSEOUTS ?27
707E CLAD ETCH 737(FPL ETCH)
.... ISULFURIC2024 ACID CORROSION. METALcLoSEOuTsEDGE 727 C_,AN
1979 11024CLAD SODIUM ClAP MODIFIED RESISTANT 737
70?IS OICHROMATE EPtlXIES SQUARE4EOGE RECORDING70 E CLAO ET CORE 747FO R COAT, PRIMER
_) (FPL ETCH| METAL EDGE
11024CLAD OPTIMIZED MODIFIED CORROIION. CLOOEOUlll 727 MULTI.LEVEL
lel3 _ FPL lm ClAP ilS;IES RESI_I _7 C4CAN
O ?71tCLAD WEDGE TEST CORE $OUARE.EOGE 747 RECORDING
POUR COAT. PRIMER .....
METAL EDGE
PHOIPHORI¢ MODIFIED CORROIION. CLOIEOUTS MULTI-LEVELi_ ClAD ACID ClAP RESISTANT 727 C4CAN
IS_ i 797S EPOXIES SQUARE.EDGE
_liCLAD I ANODIZE CORE POUR COAT, PRIMER
RECORDINGI
IMi_OVID METAL EDGE MUETI-LEVEL
1978- I I Ill II I COIl- Cl Cl
ACIO ClAP CUllING REIIITANT SOUAflIIOQI ¥C.14 RECORDING
llNlO ; _01PliIARI ANODIZ! NOOtFtID CORI _ COAT. PRIMER ELECTROMAKINITI¢
O EPOX_.$ IOflO TILTER131
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:" Table 16 Protective Finishes on Bonded-Aluminum Honeycomb Panels t- t
SEQUENCE ITEM PROCESSOR SPECIFICATION FINISH CODEMATERIAL
PHOSPHORICACID 8AC 5555 _SURFACE
DETAILS PREPARATION ANODIZE ANODIZE XBAC 5558
\.../"
PRIOR TO BMS5-89 BF-4-C i
BONDING PRIME CORROSION.INHIBITING TYPE IPRIMER ,'- _ !
ADHESIVE PRIMER PER XBAC 5546 _.__..._
URETHANE BMS 10-79
COMPATIBLE PRIMER PER __)EXTERIOR PRI ER BAC 5882 SRF-14.9863-707
ASSEMBLY SURFACE POLYURETHANE BI_S ,0-60
"'_ AFTER FLEXIBLE ENAMEL, TYPE II ENAMEL
_;"._ BONDING GLOSSGREY BACII 5_5 _ )BMS 10-11
"it INTERIOR EPOXY PRIMER TYPE I PRIMER F-20.02
i:il •f; i SURFACE PERBACSn6 { )
6.2.4 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT ( .)
' ] , !,
All facilities and equipment used for this program arc Boeing-owned (fig. 1 13 and 114). p
Boeing maintains extensive mantffacturing capability for metal bonding, bonded-honeycomb struc- _, ) !
tures, and fiberglass lamination, as well as capability in standard metal fabrication techniques. The -
majority of fabrication required for this program was performed by the Fabrication Division in Auburn, t'-
Washington. This single facility has thc flexibility to produce small quantities of specialized test _,,_ "1 i
*_ specimens or production runs of a variety of aircraft components. The Boeing Structural and Material " ii
Test Laboratories, capable of a full range of testing, provided nearly all material and component f:x !]
%3testing. [_
6.2.4.1 Tooling Shop C)The tooling shop provided addition',d precision equipment in the manufacturing area to support the
' program.I
6.2.4.2 Quality Assurance Facilities
To ensure a quality product, Boeing maintains in the Seattle area a wide array of nondestructive C _)
inspection equipment and facilities that were used on this program. v
6.2.4.3 Test Facilities O
All test and related equipment used in support of program evaluation efforts are contained in the
Boeing Materials Technology and Structural Irest Laboratories. The Boeing Materials Technology
Laboratory has a large quantity of high special!zed equipment for the evaluation of both metal"c and
nonmetallic materials. The Structural Test Laboratories contain all equipment necessary to test a
complete range of specimens, from small materiat coupons to a full-scale airplane.
,_g;¢132
®
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6.2.5 FOREIGN-OBJECT DAMAGE
Foreign-object danlage occurs fronl llatural caHses [e.g., ball StOlleS, bird _trikes. articles tlying through _9
tile air due to high winds, and runway rocks flying from landing gear tires) and man-made causes (.e.g,.
maintenance stands, ladders, fork-lift trucks, dropped tool_, or collisions with other aircraft or [- i
buildings). _t_ i[
i
If aluminum-bonded honeycomb is to bc used in the lower body area. it must be able to sustain strikes _-
from rock flying off the runway. This usually result_ in increasing the outer skin gage far more than is _)
required for basic design aircraft _oad,_.
In cases such as the skin/._tringer design of the C-130 belly skin, the basic gages have been increased (, )
from 1.0 to 2.0 mm (0.04 to 0.08 in.}. An alternate means for sustaining belly-skin rock damage was
investigated, covering the belly skin in _lect areas with multiple layers of 181 glass cloth or a thin ,o-
layer of polyurethane foam. Sample test parts showed this approach to have merit. Further tests L )
should result in a selection of the best material to absorb ro_k mrpact and have a minimum affect on
airplane structural weight.
L
Leading edges on the wing and empemlage surfaces are of aluminunl-bonded honeycomb construction t
with a minimum of 9.0-ram 10.036-in.) outer skin. 12.7-ram of 15 kg per cubic-m (0.5-in, of 3-1b/
cubic-ft) core. and an inner skin of 0.4mm _0.016 in.) to sustain damage from 12.7mm (0.5-in.) hail
stones while traveling at 463 km/hr (250 ktL A test part was assembled using multiple layers of 18 ! "-_
glass cloth between the outer skin and the core to assist in absorbing hail-impact loads. Consideration i
also was given to use of an external steel patch over the leading edge area to protect against hail and _ I'
rain erosion. Test parts of this configuration show excellent protection from hail stones. _ [
t
6.2.6 ANALYSIS OF AIRPLANE COST L ) ' ,:i
The estimating approach objective for the various short-haul configurations was to arrive at consistent
costs and prices so that the estim,_te,_would reflect true design differences. It must be recognized that ( )
estimates and prices prepared during a conceptual phase are preliminary and are subject to consider- !
able revision as the program progresses.
The assumption was made that required facilities and technology would be available prior to program _zL.)
go-ahead. Study prices were calculated with consideration of the manufacturer's portion of the market
quantity. O
6.2.6. I Responsibilities and Study Flow
The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company is organized into functional departments that have specific U
responsibilities and are the repositories of the company experierce in their particular scope of acti-
tivies. The Preliminary Design department, responsible for short-haul t_ansport management, draws _ [
..__ from the other departments the skills necessary to produce the inputs required for economic evalua-
v 1tion of prospective new products. Figure ! ! 5 shows the responsibilities and flow of information
between the responsible groups. The individual inputs required to generate a cost estimate are shown _ "
_ in table 17. Preliminary Design produces the technical description and drawings of the configurations
to be studied. The Technical Staff analyzes these designs and is responsible for the weight, noi:_, pro-
: 134 0
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Q Figure 15 Responsibility and Study Flow for Pricing and Costing Methodology
1
Table 17 Cost-Estimating Input Requirements
G AIRPLANE DESCRIPTION CONFIGURATION DRAWINGS AIRPLANE WEIGHT• Speed • Size • Structure sertlon
• Materials technology • Number of landing gears • Wing
• Systems technology • Number and location of engines • Fuselag=.
O • Sngi.e technology • Sweep and aspect ratio • Empennage• Unique features • Wing and empennageareas • Gear
• Bonded primary structure • Propulsaon
• Straight rear spar wing • Systems and equipment by system
(_ • Wing and gear externally mounted • Engine thrust• All dOors in constant section • Material type• Conical tail section
• Other
_) PART COUNT ESTIMATE DEVELOPMENT/PRODUCTION COMMONALITY/COMPLEXITYSCHEDULE ASSESSMENT
• Structure section • Development schedule • Commonality assessment
O • Wing • Months from go-ahead to rollout • Commonality of existing models• Fmolage of No, 1 airplane • Commonality within configuration
.. • Empannago • Months from go-aheadto • Complexity assessment
• Gear certification • Material
• Propulsion • Production schedule • Speed
O • Nonstructutl by systom • Airplamo rOIIouts by month
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O
pul_ion, drag. flight _:ontrols. anrplanc q/ing, and performaulce characteristic',. ]hb, ml'tu'nl,utltm and
the _.'ot;figuratitm th.,finition arc given to I'ngineertng Cost.,, antl Schctluh.',, for ;.ill_.ll_lll+..'.v'rlll_In,lllhotllc,;tirnate and to the t)per+,tions IManufacturing) d,:l+artment for a m:magenlcnt plan+ p,,rt curd. and
lllallhour¢,,(hllat¢.the Financegroup illtheBusinc,,,,Mall/igcnlclltdepartmentmake',an tndupcmlcnt
c,,lilllatq, coordillat¢_ x_itll departlncntal illptll,, develop, ,i program _chedule nld C'dllllalt',, the llll<il++'tl'_t'_alld pricc,_. "i'h¢ Rcqtiircincnts ,iild .._illaly_l_grou Ill l'r¢lilnln',iry I)¢_17il iak¢_ ltlc'_c'pri¢c_ and
tl¢lemlille._ lh¢ opcratiilg co._t._,IIIX¢_llllent Co_I,_.;.lilt! iildir¢cl co,d,+to ;.i_,+l.,,_,,lh¢ lllarkcl pot¢nli,il In
O llll_ ill;.lllllCr, the full ¢\pcrience and r¢,_ourcc._bx the apl_roprlat¢ authorill¢k i11c"_,or) l l¢ld are ill tilledto give Pr01illlhl;ir)+ l)¢_lgn allSWCr._lhal can bt' r0pr0,,qilted a,_d r ._l_on_ibl t.'Olllp,iil) ' otiipul.
O 6.2.6.2 Basic Requirements and Assumptions
('O'd alld pl'IC¢ tiara %ver¢Chtllllat¢d III I t),-I doilar_. Ihc progranl co,d for xarloti,, l+rodtict+ltm quan-
O titi¢_ provided a ba._cfor dct¢rlninin 7 _1price tlllOXVlilg lhc atrflillll¢ lll;.llltlfaCltlr¢r ,1reasonable r¢ttlrlltill iiiv¢,_llllenl. The rc_,ult:llll price %_,1_tl,+cd ;.i,,one clenleni ii1 calctllatiilg lhe ¢COllOllllc',, dlld dir¢cl-
opcrating co_l. Fucl pricc wa_ varicd at 35, 50. and bP4c¢nl_ per gallon I It)77 dollar_i.._l crc_ ol t_,_
x_a_ a.,,SUlll¢d, l)lri:ct oper,iliilg cost xva_calculated ti_ing the It)O"+ Air l'r,il!_pt)rlallOn .._i_t+clalttm
c'quations, updated with the Boeing co0fl'lCi¢lil_.
io7-r
The analysi._ te¢llnJques i.i_¢d in tile dcxclopnlenl of the airplane p,l¢+_ to bc .n_erl¢d ill th¢_¢ I)O("
equations are Iii Illg
dc%cribed lilt' follov, paragral+h,,.
6.2.6..t Cost Estimating Methodohlgy
The apl+r,+,tch u._cd in ¢_tiinatillg the l.'t+l_,l_,of ,+htirt-ilaul tran,,port._ is to _¢paratc tllt)_¢ Ct)lllpOll¢lll'+
OI llIc airplane thai arc ,,llllllar to _.'OllX¢lllloll;.il airplan¢_ illlo o11¢_.alcgt)l% and tllo_e +OlllpOllCill,, that
O are tlniqtlC to this ¢ollc¢pt into +lnolhc'r. The conlptincnt.,+ ill the first calego_' arc handled by ctinv¢il-lional techi_itlti¢+_ba+_edtipon ¢orrclaliOli with Boeing nlanufacluring cxpcricnmc. Both the _tructur¢
of the body and the Inalll +_ili7 box x+IIh ii,,, Irailing t'dg¢ ,+l.ii'fai.'e+_. and the nlalltil+acluring ilicthod,,
+_i@ bcing considcrcd to produce till'in, fall inlo the _t'_.tilldary tall'go+' and v,cre studied in inuch gruali'r
• detail by the OpcrallOn +, alld thc t:llglll_.'qrlilg ('O._talld Schcdulc+ dt'partment,,, to c_iabhsh crcdlbilit.x
for the csliniatc. ()perallOllS" lnanhour eSiilnatcs for lhc body, ihc wing box. and lhe trailing_'dgc
surfaces are used as all example to illu.Mratc thl_ activity.
lanufaeturin I Plan-]hc _:o._testiiuathig process starts with a manufacturing plan establishing the
manufacturing mcthods to be used and the sequence of :uanufacturing steps for the complete airplane,Proposed plant layout , hlcludhlg considerations for llaadling lhe large _ 15-nl {_50-1t) bm_dell_kin
panels are prepared as part of this activity. A program schedule coordinating the Ilow times of the
parts production and the assembly times of subassemblies and final assemblies is tllen made. This is anite ative process requiring reconciling d tailed manhour estimates, process flow times, and man loading
inputs.
_j 6.2.6.4 Operations Manhour Estimate Example
The main wing box and the fixed leading and trailing edges are built entirely of honeycomb compo-
O Production of these and their partial assembly could be :icconlpli_ied through
nents. bonding parts
the use of a proprietary process in a special facility that permits continuous bonding of parts tip to
15m {50 It} in length. Considerable depth of analysis and t!etailed listing of component parts are
O required to produce manhour estimates for these parts to an acceptable level of confidence.137
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Airplane .sectional c.stimatcs arc made froln l_t'cuhar _clght as l'ollow_:
([+
'.. ++ u. MLF HRS/LB(WING, BODY,
:_: __, ""e-._R: ETC._
_ _x._ EX,_T,,_ (_
+ z- L ['-
PECULIARTOOLED WEIGHT '_+"
l)e_ign and coordination requirements arc added ,_ l,lch)r_ of initial fabrication.
_:" Duplication and'or rate tout hotlr> arc d_'termmcd from the production ,,,chcdule as well as the corn- ( .++
monality assessment and arc factored lrom initml tooling. Recurring tooling is csHmatgd as a factor
of ba.,,ic tooling or production labor
+_. Production Labor-In the ease of the tool c,timating appro,_ch, hour,-per-pound of peculiar v.'_lght arc
_,j, used. ( t
+:+_+I: m.Z_ MLF HOURS ( ) + •
;,+_+ ,,.,,ou,,o --,++'_+ 0 _J -- _ EXISTING
0 m
= _ I '+
t I_ l"
PECULIAR TOOLED WEIGHT V ++,+
©
As an example, identical nacelles are estimated ['y unit from historical data and extrapolated to total
Because of multiple common parts in the wing. the peculiar portion (by weight) is estimated as a unit
and extrapolated on an improvement curveto total airplaneand programrequirements. For example.
if the wing is determined to be 40_,_ peculiar by weight, each aimlane includes 2.5 equivalent units of _• peculiar constr-,- ion with cost reduction reflected due to the improveme t _,, ve application.
V
Planning requirements arc added as a factor of labor hours. Nonrecurring planning is calculated from _t
part-count estimates. _ '
I
r " Quality Control-Quality control is based upon a factor of operations labor. _
131 _
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Figure 116 Short-Ha(# Airplane Recurri.'N3 Cost (20C-Airplane Program)
6.3AI)V.-',NCFDA_.aOI)YS:',MlCS ( ) "
Design ._lection and ,;,¢llMilVitv ,,[Lldlt'S tl,,,Iflg the ha,,cllrlC airt,i.,n_., _.onllguratton I t'lg *)b ,dlo_,¢d tile t
;mportanee of good high-,,p¢cd, it,w-._lw_'d perfonn,zll_c mat_'hmg to ,z,.'hzc_,c ,in optztllum azrplan¢ t'"_ !,
design. The key factor in high-._pt'ed Iov,-spcL'd matching L,,atrplat_c aerodynamic-,, wluch _,,,cx:m_incd _ i,
in detail in this ._ction. i
(2)'6.3. I HIGH-LIFT DEVICES TRADE STUDY
i o',: Four dil'l'cr_nt high-lift configurations wcr¢ 'naly/ed to dtqenninc the h¢._tcomh:'_ation of high-lift '.devic,;_ to match _ort-haul miss,on requirement:;. The var!ous h,gh-lif! device's u.,,c'd in this trade
study are shown in fi_ure 117. The following combination5 i,)w_tigated were: trailing-_'dge devices
:I oa only, trailintt.edge plus variable-cambt.r leading-edge devices, trailing-edge and h.'ading-edge dcvic_'._ plus" drooped ailerons, and full-span leading-edge and trailing-edge devices with spoilcr_ for roll control.
I
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Figure 117 High-Lift Devices TradaStudy (Low-Speed Configuration)
The low-speed L/D-C L characteristics used in the high-lift devices trade study are shown in figure l 18.
The design selection chart for the first three high-lift combinations is shown in figure 119. Constraint
A in this figure shows the optimum design point of the basic high-lift configuration (trailing-edgedevices only). The design point shown represents an airplane with the wing area required to meet a
a 1372-m (4500-ft) wet landing-field length constraint at maximum TOGW, and a thrust loading selected
to minimize block fuel and TOGW This results in a 1082-m (3550-ft) TOFL because the engine is
'! @ sized tor cruise and not for takeoff.
_ Constraint B in figure 119 shows the effect of adding a variable-camber-leading-edge device =nd con-
straint C shows the additional effect of a variable-camber leadino, edge plus a drooped aileron. A size
and performance comparison showing the technical benefits of enhanced high-lift devices is shown in
table 18. Even at design ranges as short as 1400 km (750 nmi), the addition of a leading-edge device
reduces the wing area by 16.3 sq m (i 75 sq ft), the TOGW by 1200 kg(2650 lb), and SLST by 4.2 kN
--- (940 lb).
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i _ ('IF,(: - 040 (EFFEL:11VE1021 _FLAP_)
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Figure 118 High-Lift Trade Study (Low-Speed Drag Comparison) ( )
Table 18 High-Lift Trade Study Airplanes
i
• PavIoad _ 50 _ssen_rs/45_ kg I10 _ Ib) . _
• Stdl atr range = 14_ km 17_ nml)
• Cruise roach = 0.70 :"
C!
_LAP SYSTEM TE ONLY TE + LE TE + LE + DA
WlS. kg/m2(Ib/st 2) 352 (72.2! 440 190.I ) 470 (97.0) L) 7
1,53 1.91 2.06
'i CLApP ,r_-_
' TOGa. kg (Ib) 23 610 (52 050) 22 4_ (49 4_) 22 1_ (48 8_)i!
_t OEW. kg (,b) ,5 _ (" 8_) ,4 7_ (32 _) ,4 _ 13, _)
BLKF, kg (,b) 2160 (4750) 2140 (4720) 2200 (4840)
'1
,:,j SW, m2lft 21 67 1725) 51 (550) 47 15031
•"_ SLST, kg (Ib) 4320 (9530_ 3900 (8590) 3780 (8330)
FAR TOFL at 32°C 1080 135501 1400 145001 1400 145001
150°F), m (ft) (', .'-_
:_ Sizing Cycl_ Cycl_
v
.... (minimum $LST) I
TE = trailing _ Fowler flap
,.. LE = variable-camber leading-edgedevice
OA = drool_d ailerom
_...#142
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ID SHORT-HAUL TRANSPORT
PAYLOAD = 50 PASSENGER
O RANGE = 1390 KM (750 NMI|0.55 - CRUISE MACH =0.70A BASIC CONFIGURATION A c/4 =0.08 RAD (4.5 DEG)
AR = 10.0
B BASIC + LE FLAPS t/c (R/T) = 15/12 t_
O C BASIC+LEFLAPS _._'_"
At LERON /0.50-
0 ,o*/
@ ¢- ,.
," _'-_/ ) 2130o(47000_
FAR LND FL (WET) '-,t--FAR LND FL (WET)
G 1400 M (4500 FT) _ C 4500 FT AT MTOGW0.30- . I I B I I Kg/M2300 400 500 600
! I | i I | I I I LB/FT260 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140WING-LOADING(W/S)
Figure 119 DesignSelection Chart for High-Lift Devices TradeStudy
_]_ The relative cost of adding a leading-edge device is shown in figure 120. These curves show that for
airplanes sized to meet landing-field length = 1370 m (4500 ft), the relative wing cost to be slightly
reduced with leading-edge devtce._, but this does not include the effect of the reduction in TOGW and
O engine size, which would tend to inciease savings available with leading-edge devices. The increa_ inmaintenance expense cau_d by adding variable-camber leading-edge devices appears to be minimal.
However, additional trade studies, including DOC, would be required before incorporating a leading-
O edge device into the basic airplane.
At the conclusion of this phase of the study, an advanced trade study airplane sized for minimum
O block fuel was configured incorporating all the high-lift devic,:s. This is the model 767-837 shown infigure 121 and was used for many following trade studies.
@
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O_INAL PAGE IS POOR
_ )1370 M (4500 FT)
_"" / / FAR WET
/'- / LANDING FIELD
/ <
i": 1 ,.. ' A
-_:._I! ;Y /
w,._ , / I: COST
)/!,,..4_1_ssum_,,oos: ( ,)' 1. Base wing part count remains constant for --1 ,.small variations in wing area for the samewing planform (e.g.. structure has same , ,,.number of ribs, stringers, etc.). J-10 - 2. Wing w=thout leading edge has adequate L_
structural arrangement, strength, s,ze to
accommodate VC leading-edge device
3. droopedB°thwmgSaileronsUSetrailing-edge flaps and / ._ :!!_
i-20 ---_ I I ,I I J m 2 _;
40 50 60 70 80 0
I I I I I (ft2_0 400 5oo 600 70o 80o
Figure 120 Cost of Leadin_Edge Devices 0
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I_I_oDUCIBILITYOF TH_
O OB,IGINAL pAGe] rt-__'O_
t
O
WING AREA 47 m2 1505 FT 2)
ASPECT RATIO 10.0
ENGINES (2) CF.34 RUBBERIZED tO THRUST SLST 39,8 kN (8950 LBF)
O 21.65 M (71 FT 0.84 IN.) 4------ 24.1 M (79 FT 0 IN.) _
O 8.68 M 128 FT 6 IN.)
0 , ' r ooo,oo -3.7,,,_T 3,,.)_t_-I ....b-'_
@
Figure 121 High-Lift Devices TradeStudy Airplane, Model 767,837
G 6.3.2 ADVANCED AIRFOILS
An investigation was made to determine the effect on airplane performance of an appreciable region
of natural laminar flow on the wing and empennage. The assumptions used for this portion of the
_) study are shown in figure 122.The effect of natural laminar flow on thc short-haul transport wing-profile drag is shown in figure 123.
For the trade study airplane (model 767-837, fig. 40), an improvement in drag of 40 drag counts is
obtainable from a 50% laminarized wing. In addition, similar levels of natural laminar flow applied tothe horizontal and vertic l tail results in a reduction of 18 counts of tail surf ce profile drag. The total
improvement from both wing and tail surfaces (58 counts) reduces cruise drag 15%. This effect on a
O cycled airplane relative to the 767-837 base sized to a cruise match point is shown below:
CRUISE SIZED [W/S = 475 kg/m 2 (97 lb/sq ft), CLR = 0.9, AR = lO1
O TOGW = - 6%
SLSTTOFL = +30% (Does not meet TOFL constraint)BLKF = -13% 145
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ASSUMPTIONS USED IN CALCULAFING PROFILE DRAG WITH PARTIAL LAMINAR FLOW -"4_
• WING SWEEP IS SMALL, <0.14 RAD (<8 DEG) _'--_J
• FRICTION AND PROFILE DRAG COEFICIENTS CAN BE REPRESENTED BY VALUES DERIVED
FROM AVERAGE CHORD _- !
e TRANSITION AT CONSTANT (X/C), EXCEPT FOR WEDGES ORIGINATING AT LE
_" OFLOW CD , = AWE T CF,.. I1 + K T. KXT) + (TURBULENT
_ _ PL r L WEDGE
..... S,,,,,,..! REF CORRECTION)
t
_.':i WHERE: - :
_L_'-,;_'I • CFp L = FLAT PLATE SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT WITH PART LAMINAR FLOW .
;::_i,:l •K T = PROFILE DRAG FACTOR FOR FULLY TURBULENT FLOW
I
'w:': • KXT = CORRECTION TO PROFILE DRAG FACTOR FOR PART LAMINAR FLOW ,
_- ! Figure 122 Advanced Low-Drag Airfoils
,:_1
M --0.7, 10 700 m (35 000 FT)
RN/m = 625 000 (RN/FT = 2.05 x 106) _ .
_._ 0.008
C:J
0:
1,1_.
WING L-..?
co o;
o._ 0 ::
. ROUGHNESSNOT INCLUDED Q ;i_
,11_, _
n ; I I I I , I _
o ,o ,o ,o ©_% LAMINAR FLOWFigure 123 Effect of Laminar Flow on Sho_.Haul Wir_ Profile Dr_
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0il Constraining the mrplane to meet I_OFL, 1370 m (4500 ft) at se,t level, 32°C (t)O°t:), _lth lilt" reduc-
e lion in cruise drag results in sm_,ller ,urplane improvemcnt.s relative to .',i/rag It) a cruJ.se match I+Ontlt
oltly. The 7(+7-774B scn.,,itivitics give a better answer to the effecl of NLF than tit> the crui,,e .,,cnsl-
tivilics since the T()I:L performance quickly becomes limiting with improvement,, m crui,,e dr,L,./'.
t._ thrust. OEW. The followulg rt".sults show the t"fl_'ct of NLF on a cycled :firpI,me that i,; T()FL
or
! con.strained.
;- _.) TOFL SIZFD (W,/S is constant. TOFL is conq,mt)
y
:_ 15"
AC'I)(, =
_f-,I| SW = 2', Note: IImitialm:,tdt I.W
_ OF.W = 2" i.', I_t"low optimum BI.lxF.
BLKF : 13'; s;.tVillgScould Illt're,l.sC
G SLST = 4' ,'
The rc:dity of nl,fintaimng n,ltur,d hm]imlr llo_v ,)ll :1wing ot_t..r:llJng frequently at low ,llIllutlc,, ,,hould
([_,) be studwd in more detail. Ba,,t"d t_1_previotl,, NLI: flight-test studies, it m,ly bc that only ,I ,,m4tl per-el"lit of the x_mg dlord ill,iV oper,ttlon,lll) ,,ec NLF tlllJe.s.,,the ',urface', c,m bt" lll;.Idc h) I'C",l",Il_Crlt_l'-
b;.lllCCS from bugs. scr4tchc.',, die. NASA-,,pot_.,,orcd oil-going ,,tutt Jt".sthat arc CX;.IlllilIlII_ X;.lrlOll_.,,tlrl'ac¢
coatings could find a soltltion to this problem.
As expected for the short-haul transport de.sign mi.s.,,ion, the results only show small improvement.', to
airplane size, but provide large block fuel saving.,, due to high-s'peed drag improvements. Low-speed lift
and and the OI-IW will ha_c tht" leverage for rcthtcing overall air-tlrag ilnprovelllen Is lowt"rillg .,,[ronger
plane size and cost. t:vcn with almo.',t full crcdzt for NLF improvcmcllt.', in drag, only a small .,,avmgs
in airplane size is reali/ed, lhts NLF stud_ does not reflect any additional weight to obtain NI.F sur-
lace finish reqtfircnlents.
6.3.3 WING-TIP DEVICES
A survey of wing-tip device concepts has shown potel_tial improvements in low-speed L/l) o15 to I0(,;.
The actual improvements in off-design field performance requires a @tailed trade study of structural
concepts anti analysis, weight increase versus lift-drag improvements with various wing-tip devices,and the resulting cost and pcrt'onl}ance. The evaluation of the perl'onuance payoff must be deter-
mined using the same methods outlined in section 6.6 for actwe-control-systelri ev:duation.
O 6.4 ADVANCED FLIGHT CONTROLS
6.4.1 LATERAL CONTROL STUDIES-FULL-SPAN FLAPS
One portion of the high-lift trade study was to use full-span flaps with spoilers used as an alternative
O lateral control system. To implement l'ull-span flaps on the short-haul transport airplane, alternatelateral control surfaces must be used to satisfy the following requirements selected for a 1985 short-
haul aircraft.
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irad (30 deg) in 1.8 sec with a roll time constant, t = !.4 sec
| especially localizer tracking4_ i
__:'I 3. Have manual reversion capability or use full-time powered actuation (three independent hydrau-
iilil" _ 4. Have acceptable trim drag at second-_eg,nent-clinlb engine out trim5. Have provisions for high-speed lateral mm
i_ili:'" 6. Have acceptable control actuation mechanism ()
;_i'i_ 6.4.2 FULL-SPAN SPOILERS
:_iili" Full-span spoilers are expected to provide satisfactory roll control, especially for the flaps-down con-figuration, l-lov,ever. nonlinear lift-loss characteristics with initially low sensitivity will cause autopilot
_ii_l damping andsensitivitypr_b_ems_particu_ar_yi.`_`_calizertrackingm_de_`_hichmaybecruciaIf_r Cfuture CAT !!! approach r quirements. While spoil roll control can be a superior method for gust ,)
'::_ load alle_iation, it could be unsatisfactory for roll attitude control near the ground due to overall air-
!
plane lift loss. High-speed lateral trim will be unacceptable with spoilers' however, a special trailing- [
edge flap section can be used tor trim as with the Mitsubishi MU-2 airplane. Lateral trim for engine- \ _1
out control may be restricted by drag requirements during second-segment climb. Spoiler hinge '
moments must bc manageable by the pilot it"the airplane is de';igned with manual reversion capability.
i_ Though low-speed, light aircraft have been designed with unpowered spoiler actuation, jet transport (_ )
aircraft have required powered actuation to meet reqtured deflection angles. Other problems asso-
ciated with conventional flap spoilers are increased pitching moments, poor high-alpha effectiveness {
and complex control s,.,stems, k._ /
New spoiler desigq, such as those for light aircraft, could solve all these problems but the development fi_
could require considerable wind-tutmel and flight testing.
6.4.3 OUTBOARD FLAPERONS (_.77_
A rough analysis shows that if an outboard dropped aileron Ior flaperon) is desired, a single-slotted.I
fast actuation flap, operated about a nominal 0.3-tad (15 deg) position, will provide enough roll
,fr_
control (along with conventional spoilers) to meet the stated roll criteria.
Several concepts of fast-actuating slotted flaps have been considered:
• A variable-camber trailing-edge flap developed in previous Boeiqg programs (fig. 124a)
• A "drooped aileron" that exposes a slot in the flaps-down configuration (fig. 124b)
• A plain hinged flap with a contoured nose to create a slot at the higher deflections (fig. ! 24c)
• Buffalo-type flaperon (fig. ! 24d)
All would operate as ailerons at a nominal 0.6-tad ( !5.deg) deflection in the flaps-down configuration
i and have an overall maximum deflection of +0.6 and -0.35 rad (+35 and -20 deg). [,
@..:,1 14e
il @."19780"14"13"1-'16"1
O
O
(a) DLF-TYPE VARIABLE-CAMBER FLAPERON (b) DROOPED FLAPERON
t
© ;
(c) PLAIN HINGE CONTOURED NOSE FLAPERON (d) DHC BUFFALO FLAPERON i©
,_ Figure 124 Candidate Flaperons
@
Manual reversionfor thesesingle-slotted flaperonsis not likely, except tbr the DtlC Buffalo type (fig.
--t| @ 124d) where the capability has been demonstrated. Aerodynamic iinearity and sensitivity at a nom-inal 0.3-rad I15-deg) deflection i_ expected to be satisfactory. The best flaperon concept will' depend
upon cost, weight, and complexity of the actuating mechanism.
The basepoint airplane plain hinged flap with a contoured nose was selected for simplicity and lowest
cost. This flaperon does not have manual reversion capability: therefore, the airplane has triple-
redtmdant-powered ::" o ,_
6.4.4 VEE-TAIL
-- O To lower manufacturing costs, a vee-tail-empennage configuration was considered (fig. 125). A brief
tail-sizing analysis was conducted for replacing the conventional tail of the 767-837 configuration with
a vee tail. Results indicated that a we-type tail may be installed with an overall empennage area of
O 80% of the conventional tail area.
The horizontal tail (V H = 1.3) of the advanced short-haul transport airplane was sized by takeoff rata- _-
O tion and dive stability using a nonllight critical SAS and a trimming tail. The vertical tail was sized by [
low-speed, engine-out control. The vee tail was sized to meet the same levels of stability and control as
the conventional tail. The vee tail used in the analysis has the same elevator chord ratio but a slightly
I O higher aspect ratio than the conventional tail. 14¢
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Figure 125 Tail Comparison i;
The major differences of a vee tail over a conventional tail are: I '
• A smaller inlluence from downwash due to a higher effective tail plane _+
• A wing vortex sidewash influence on a vee tail that decreases the downwash :i +
• Decreased side force effectiveness due to interfering pressure fields + .
• Loss of longitudinal stability with the COS 2 i" (dihedral angle) and directional stability with ,,
the SIN2 F C) /"• Loss of longitudinal control v,ith the COS F and directional control with the SIN l" ]++_
Figure 126 is a tail-sizing chart used to select the vee-tail area as a function of tail dihedral angle, The Otwo most critical tail-sizing factor are pitch and dir ctional control required or takeoff rot tion with , +:_f4"+'
an engine failed, t: : ,;.
The results show that the vee tail should have a dihedral angle of approximately 0.75 rad (42-deg) and ;':'._';
a tail area approximately 80% of the conventional tail area of the 767-837 configuration, however, a _ "._2_
vee tail may not show an area reduction compared to a T-tail configurations. Because it takes both @control surfaces of the vee tail to yaw a d pitch the airplane in an uncoupled manner, loss of any ne i P;;
control ,surface is unacceptable. Consequently. lower control-system reliability compared to that of a I F,"_
conventional tail would result for the same degree of redundancy of surface actuation. A more corn- @ _7=_'_plex control system will be required for a vee tail configuration. If the 767-837 airplane has an ad- '_
vanced flight control system, programming of the fly-by-wire digital computer may be included at no _}
additional cost. A ccnventional control system will require a mechanical mixing box for elevator- +_+_
rudder operation, i':_
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t.O SW = 47 m2 (505 FT2)
_ TAKEOFF
0.6 ,, _/" ROTATION
EMPENNAGE _ _,,_'.7"
"_ SW UP _ -"'_ ./ CONTROL
V 'r/ /-ENG NE OUT
('_) 0.4 - VEF-TAIL '
_L_- E ENNAGE__/ _ (50%CONTROL)
0.2 - _ /-DIRECTIONAL
_STABILITY
; I _ I,. I I • l
,, i /T_ O__ 20 30 40 50 60
_i i ''_) TAIL DIHEDRAL ANGLE.F-IDEG)
_ ! 0 Figure,26 VeeTai/vsConventiona/FmpennageTradeStudy
+ Botil tail configuration,_ were assumed to haxe bondcd-alunlinunl honeycomb cormtrtaction and iden-
_._! tical left and right comI_Oncnts. With tile 20', reduction in tail area, this resulted in a part count redtic-
I O Lion of aPr_roxhnately (}()'; for tile vec tall alld a relative co,,t ,,avings of approximately, "_ '"
"_!.iIi . . __0, relative
to the baseline tail configuration. More detailed .,,tudy i,_ rctlmr_,d to Illlnillll/C tilt' cost of illtCgr;itlng
with flight controls before _¢c-tail,, could Iw incorl}orated.
b.5 AI)VANCEI) PROPULSION
_" (_ ]'he propulsion system is tile second most important factor in Iow-speed,'high-speed pert'onnance
matching and the key to low-maintenance costs. lh0: ' specil],: propulsion items adJressed in this sec-
tion are the advantages of aa automatic power reserve, the et'|_ct o|" nacelle duct length on design per-
O l'ormance, the effect of advanced turboprop (propfan) installation on performance, and tile prospectsfor reducing the initial and maintenance costs of a turbofan engine through inovative design and ad-
vanced technology.
6.5.1 AUTOMATIC POWER RESERVE iAPR)
The thrust perfonnance of a CF-34 engine, with and without an automatic power reserve rating of10,%, is shown in figure 128. Note that this reset position does not exceed currently certified engine-
operating limits, but results in approximately a 20% improvement in TOFL performance for sea level
O 32°C (90°F) conditions. A design selection chart showing this effect of APR on the baseline airplaneconfiguration is show in figure 129. rhe use of APR allows th airplane to be matched to a smaller
engine (less cost), and for a given engine size, significant improvements in the off-design takeoff per-
O t'ormance are available (e.g., Denver hot day). All of the advanced-technology trade study airplaneshave APR included. I$1
I O
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- Figure 128 CF_4 Engine Thrust With and Without Automatic Power Reserve
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SHORT-HAUL TRANSPORT _t BASELINE AIRPLANE
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_i! _") Figure'29 Effect ofAutomaticPowerReserveOesignSe/ection
6.5.2 ONE-HALF-DUCT VERSUS THREE.QUARTER-DUCT NACELLE
The uncycled restilts from thc study of I 2- I_hort) versus 3,4-length-duct nac,"le used on a short-haul
airplane is dNcussed in this section. The short nacelle geometry is similar tu the S-3A nacelle but with
(_ peripheral lining. A comparison picture of the two types of nacelles is shown in figure 130.
One-hzlf Duct-The I/2-duct nacelle ha_ an inlet L/i) of 0.5 and an aft fan duct extending to i/2 the
total nacelle length. Fully lined, the inlet has 25 cm ( I0 in.) ot" lO-cm (4-in.) deep buz,_aw lining and
19 cm (7.5 in.) of 12-ram (0.4-in.) fan-tone hning. The aft fan duct has 57 cm (22.5 in.) of peripheral
lining.
O Three-quarter Duct-The 3/4-duct nacelle shown in 11gure 130 has an inlet L/D of 0.5 and an aft fanduct extending to 3/4 of the total nacelle length. Fully lined, the long-duct nacelle has 152.4 cm
(60 in.) of aft fan peripheral liner and the same 44.45 cm (17.5 in.)of inlet liner as the I/2-duct
nacelle.
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DRAG (EQUIVALENT FLAT- DRAG (EQUIVALENT FLAT-
PLATE AREA) f - 0.39 PLATE AREA) f =0,48
* SCRUBBING ON NACELLE - 0.03
Figure 130. Nace//e/Strut Configuration for Fan-Duct-Length Study
; )
The fully lined, 3/4-length duct nacelle is 2.5 EPNdBqui_tcr than thL' fully lined 1 "-duct nacelle.
tlowever, both configurationsmeet FAR 36-X, -Y, -Z. ,Asa result, therei,, a trade po_sibilntyb_:tween _ )' the noise reduction of a 3;'4-length-duct nacelle and the lighter weight of., .'-d,tct na_'ellc. ....
The weight analysis was based on a propulsion installation using ,he ('F-34 with a 3_.8-'-'N (_732-1b) L' \
SLST rating. A weight analysis shows that the I/_-duc, is approximately 132 kg 1200 Ib) per instal- % )
lation lighter than the 3/4-duct _onfiguration. This weight differential is based on geometry changes
, only and assumes a single layer of acoustical treatment (thercibre, a constant noise Irvel is no_ main- /.-_
, tained). %J
Ii
The community noise levels are shown i- table 19. Airplane noise estimates indicate less than 1.0 s_-_
EPNdB effect on _ngine noise es"!mate (approach only ). L)
©
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Table 19 Community-Noise Levels, N-Duct versus¾-Duct Peripheral-Lined Nacelles(-p .... ,_. AIt,tude VTA s Power i-
m (ft) km/hr (kt) % !
Takeoff 722 2370 217 135 100 i
S0deline .... 100
,t ,
L Approach 113 370 219 136 29
1/2duct ¾ duct. FAR 36-X,
', lined, lined, -Y, -Z.j EPNdB EPNdB EPNdB
Takeoff 85 82.5 89
_" i'; Sideline 86 _ 83.0 94
Approach 93 _ 90.5 98
• Model 767.774B
• No leadingedgedevice
O • _=56m 21606ft 21 __
• Two scaledengines(with CF-34 technology) at 38.8 kN (8730 Ib) SLST
© •• Predicted valuesnominal
• Designtole,.-'ncerequired (85% Confidence Level)
> One-half-duct nacelle noise levelsare compared at the sameperformance conditions
as the ¾-duct nacelles;only the %-duct representscycled airplane performance *
,,,
!'
6.5.3 ADVANCED TURBOPROP (PROPFAN) PROPULSION
l;
(.._ An advanced scaled version of the General Electric T-64 t,_rb,)shaft engine was selected for the turbo-prop trade stud,,.,. A cursory analysis is of an advanced prop_ Ilcr._with 18_3-m/see,(600-ft/sec) radial I
tip speed hasshown that a cruise disc loading at ].4_ ESkW/m- (SHP/ft- = -0.5) isa good compro-
mise point for minimum OEW, TOGW and blockfuel. The 600-ft/sec tip speed results in a subsonic _"(bar ly) total helical tip speed which shou'. greatly reduce interior and community noise. Using 1.42-
1.42-kW/m- (20.5-ESHP/fr') power leading and sizing for the same thrust level at initial cruise as the
_l_ aerodynamic trade study airplane (model 767-837) results m a 3.35-m (1 l-ft) diameter propeller on a ,:-I 4370 ESkW (5860 ESHP) uninstalled engine. Three views of the advanced-turboprop trade study air-
plane (model 767-838) are shown in figure ! 3 !.I
-; !J Details of the nacelle installation are shown in figure 132.
1
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MODEL 767-838 ""'_
50 PASSENGERS
_':"*'" TOGWT 21 455 KG (49 000 LB)
2.9 M 19FT, 6 IN.) - :
WING AREA 46.9 a 2 (505 FT2) ---,..
_ ASPECTRATIO 10.0 l
i" POWERSLS4370 KW (5860 HP) UNINSTL
i+[
3.74 M (12 FT. 3 IN.) I . ) f
I
Figure 131 Advanced Technology Turboprop Airplane, Model 767-838 !!_
,,9i
_3.35 M I11 FT) L
DIAGRAM, 10BLADES _ i,.
/ I _" A /0.13 RAD (7.5 DEG) !_ENG SUPPORTLINK (8)
\/' .......\\ -co.,.o,
0 "" %J,_
i "
r /, 0
• ®,. Figure132 OropfanNacelleInstallation156
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• ' The propeller is a Hamilton Standard advanced-technology eight-bladed propeller, whose weight varies
with engine size. Based on reference 7, the equation is:
• O
WpRoP 0.01 I (ESkW) + 220
..! This results in a p-opeller weight of 305 kg (675 lb) for the 4370 ESkW (5860 ESHP) engine. __3
)! i These weights are for a 4370 ESkW(5860 ESHP) SkSengine with atakeoff-powerdiscloading (3(ESHP/D 2) of 405 ESkW/m 2 161.7 ESHP/sq ft). Scaling is limited to -+25',_of takeoff-po_ or.
6.5.3.3 Changes in Airplane Systems Required because of Turboprop Engines _-_
: i
_ j Installation of turboprop engines influences systems configuration because of extremely limited engine
bleed air availability. Engine shaft power extraction required for the secondary power system is pre- _ -') !
sented below. "_
Differences in systems from the baseline system used on the turbofan engine short-haul airplane are as _'_
follows:
• Engine shaft-driven compressor used as a source of high-pressure cabin air supply _
• Electric de-icing system used for removing ice from the propellers "
• Engine inlets anti-iced with engine bleed air ,. - '
• Wing leading edges either de-iced with electric de-icing system or with pneumatic-boot de-icing _..,,t !
system
e
Engine shaft power extraction and air supply to the systems are tabulated in table 20. Normally, _)
turboprop engines maintain constant N2 speed throughout the power range. Therefore, the shaft
driven compressor is r,owered from the engine N _ rotor with a single-speed gear box.
" (2)
The engine shaft driven compressor consists of multi-stage axial-flow compresso, • -sensing venturi,
surge bleed valve, and variable-position inlet-guide vane. The compressor is d,_o, ,'d for maximun.
pressure ratio of 4.35.
Ram air is throttled through a variable-position inlet-guide vane at low altitude to minimize flow
through the compressor and, hence, minimize the engine power extraction. (._
The compressor is powered from a single power train capable of being disconnected but not auto-
matically re-engaged to the accessor drive systems during operat,.'on at engine speed. _ _:_,_ J
!
The engine is equipped with an eight-bladed propeller. Electric heating elements are installed on the
leading edge of the blades to remove any ice formed on the propeller. A cyclic de-icing method is _ ,
applied to keep electrical power demand to a minimum with four blades de-iced at one time to O
prevent any propeller off-balance.
1 O.158 °
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0Table 20 Short-Haul Transport Secondary Power System Requirement for Turboprop Engine
C) 'SHAFT-DRIVEN ENGINE i
COMPRESSOR AIRFLOW BLEED AIRFLOW ENGINESYSTEM
CI ! KILOGRAMS/ (POUNDS/ KILOGRAMS/ (POUNDS/ POWER EXTRACTION ,MINUTE MIN TE) MINUTE MIN,ITE)
.... |
_' • BASIC UTILITY
L ii ELECTRICAL LOAD 40 KVA
• PROPELLER ELECTRIC
DE-ICING LOAD 12 KW
: • WING ELECTRIC DEICING
LOAD 43 KW _1
( • ENGINE INLET ANT, tCING l
-_ • SEA LEVEL 15 32
• 522 METERS l
/
U (15.000 FEET) 12 26 I
• SHAFT-DRIVEN j
COMPRESSOR i
© [• SEA LEVEL 50 11101 242 HP
• 522 METERS
(15 900 FEET) 50 1110) 220 HP I,
© '• 1218 METERS !-(35 000 FEET) 26 (58) 104 HP !'
t-I
Note: Units In total airplane load. t_
f.
6.5.3.4 Turboprop Airplane Characteristics [
Is
The airplane characteristic most cllallged when switching from turbofan to turboprop propulsion is }:
_3 , duringengine TSFC. Figure 133 shows the TSFC reduction with the advanced turboprop to be _ r.
climb and 14r; during cruise.
Table 21 shows the advanced turboprop installation to have a relative weight increase of approxi-
mately 470 kg (1040 Ib) and a relative drag increase of lb counts (,4 ,_,-).
The changes in perfonnance characteristics caused by the increments in weight, drag, and TSFC are
shown in table 22. The significant changes are the 3,"_ increase in OEW and the large decreases of 15
I@
and ,8,r, respectively, in block linel and fiJel reserves.
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• BASED UPON PRELIMINARY PROPFAN DATA AT VTI P = 180 M/SEC (600 FT/SEC)
• UPDATED CF-34 TURBOFAN DATA NOT INCORPORATED _
• TURBO-SHAFT ENGINE DATA BASED ON T64-415 DATA UNSCALED _-_;
•_0_0m/,2,lSEC .,O,*m_,M C),,0000_T,2,0KEAS,,3S000FT,0,M,(LB/SEC)
0.8 • (0.453 M) • MAXIMUM CRUISE __
• MAXIMUM CLIMB (_,)
KG/SEC/KN
0,7 0.02. 0.70 _;
14% (_- ,0.61 0.60 "_-;
0.6
C_
'_" 23%
0.015" ,--
O.5 0.47 ( )
©
0.4
0.01 - O
0.3 , I
EIGHT-BLADED CF-34 EIGHT-BLADED CF-34 | _
PROP PROP
Figure 133 Preliminary Evaluation of Turbofan vsPropfan Comparison 0
0
0
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Table 21 Installation Effects of a Turbofan Propulsion System
WEIGHT
C kg Ib
• Propuls0on
SHP = 5860 HP vs TSLS = 4060 kg (8950 Ib)• Eng0neand controls - 671 - 1480
• Thrust Reverser(fan only) - 222 - 490
C • Propeller, 3.4 m (11 ft) diameter + 612 + 1350Gear box 580 28
• Structure
C • Wing, Body, and horizontal and vertical tail + 227 + 500
• Nacelle and strut - 281 - 620
C'_ • Fixed equ=pmentplus standard and operational + 227 + 500items
+ 472 + 1040
0 [ _OEW_.3to4%] • No weight allowance for cabin noiseattenuation
O DRAG
_C D tad size = 0.0006
ACD nacelle = 0.00065
ACD scrubbing (wing plus nacelle) = 0.0003
0.00155
_) =3CDcruise -----+4% • No allowance for
AC L == -5% propeller swirl
S(maximum flaps) intorference drag i
!e
-0 161
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TURBOFAN 767-837 TURBOPROP
(BASE) 767-838 (i ..... )
,- t • Payload, passenger/kg 50/4500 (50/10 000) 50/4500 (50/10 000
' (passenger/Ib)
• Range, km (nmi) 1400 (750) 1400 (750) L )
• Cruise rnach 0.70 0.70
• Wing area, m2 (ft 2) 47 (505) 47 (505) ( )
• TOGW, kg (tb) 22 200 (49 000) - 0.7%
i WEIGHTS • OEW. kq (Ib) 14 560 (32 100) + 3.2% ( )
• Missionlanding 20 200 (44 550) + 0.8%
_, weight, kg (Ib)
il ¢I •Horizontalm2 (ft 2) tail area, 10 (110) +20%
• Vertical tail area, 14(147) +13% (,_)m2 (ft2)
SIZE • TSLS, kN (Ib) 39.8 (8950) NA
• kw/mSHPdiameter,(hp/ft) NA 4370/13.0 (5860/11.0) (j
• Cruise thrust, FN "- kg 770 (1700) 770 (1700)
N1om Oi!135 000 ft), M = 0.70.u • TOFL, m (ft) 1150 (3800) _1150 (_ 3800)
• V/_,pp at TOGW, 60.7 (118) + 2%PERFORMANCE m/see (keas)
• Block fuel. k9 (Ib) 2080 (4580) 1770 (3900)°- 15% 0 ]:
• Reserves,kg (Ib) 1110 (2450) 800 (1760),- 28% i"
• No weight allowance for cabin noiseattenuation 0• allowance for propeller swirl int rference drag
6.5.4 REDUCTION OF PROPULSION-RELATED COSTS O
Economic studies (fig. 134) using the basepoint airplane (model 767-774B) have shown maintenance
costs to be 33% of the direct operating costs, and engine maintenance to be 53% of total maintenance 0
ttable 23).
Therefore, engine maintenance accounts for !8% of DOC, making it as important a factor in airplane
economics as block fuel or initial airplane price, the two major considerations in this study. 0
0
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Engine maintenance can be reduced by increasing tile time between overhauls and the ease of access.
-t _ These techniques for reducing engine maintenance are primarily the responsibility of ihe ,:ngine
ITIdntl |';IC[ tirer.
Turboprop engines have had a history of highmaintenance costs, but recent data (ref. 8)indicate thai
-') might have maintenance costs compelitive with a corer,arable high-advanced tt|rboprop syslClllall
bypass turbofan.
C,J
©
1977 RULES, 280 KM (150 NMI) TRIP
Q 1. A REDUCTION IN MAINTENANCE COSTINSURANCE HAS ALMOST TWICE THE IMPACT OF THE
O DEPR MANUFACTURER.MAINTENANCE 2. IMPROVING RELIABILITY AND THROUGH-
STOP CAPABILITIES WILL INCREASE
UTILIZA FION AND THUS DECREASE
G DEPRECIATION PER TRIP.
G Figure 134 Direct-Operating-Cost Elements
Table 23 Maintenance Cost Elemems-767-774B Baseline Airplane
PERCENT POSSIBLE TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTSELEMENT OF TOTAL
AIRFRAME
• MATERIALS 12.0% GEAR, BRAKES AND TIRES
AVIONICS RELIABILITY. MAINTAINABILITY
i ILV DIRECT MAINTENANCE LABOR 11.8 EASE OF ACCESS-MODULARIZATION
O • INDIRECT MAINTEN' _ICE (BURDEN) _J.6
ENGINE
(_ • MATERIALS 23.0 BLADE TECHNOLOGY
INCREASED TIME BETWEEN OVERHAUL
• DIRECT MAINTENANCE LABOR 9.9 EASE OF ACCESS I
_ • INDIRECT MAINTENANCE (BURDEN) 19.7 V
100.0%
Note: 1977 rulez-81-kilometer (150 r,mi) trip.
16,1
<
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6 DvAN.o.,,,ECo.T.OLLOAO LLEV,AT,ON
0 A,.PLANE.,OCONT.O, (3i
The baseline short-haul configuration t7(_7-774AL with a cruise wing loading of about 3100 N 'sq In _"i
t65 pst') would undoubtedly have an uncomfortable vertical-ride quality in quite moderate turbulence
conditions. When compared with a 707 at cruise meeting the ._ame vertical gust. the resulting vertical
g's would be about 50'; larger for this airplane, t-_ :
Two methods are available to improve the _crlical ride quality of the slmrt-haul transport:
!. Con figuratum change _,,_.?
• Increase wing loading Imalor eft'eel )
• l)ccreasc wing aspect ratio Iminorl _ }
• Increa.se wing sweep tminor)
• Increase wing flexibility (minorl "_}
M,./
• Ride control system added to existing [:('S ' _
7
• These two methods were c\amined for the short-haul transport and provided the following con-
_'i:_| clusions: i
,--, ;41
l. A configuration change will provide ride quality that is no better than present-day jet transports.
af
2. A ride-control system can provide a qualily appreciably improved over present-day jet transports. L )
Figure 135 shows the vertical acceleration experienced in a !-8 m/see (6 fpsl RMS vertical gust for a ,-
number of airplanes including the short-haul baseline 767-774A: the passenger comfort ratings are (.)
from references 9 and 10. The reference vertical gust chosen at 1.8 rn/sec 16 fps) RMS is based on
statistical data available in reference q. which indicate that this gust could be encountered on about 1 ,,,,,-,
in 100 flights up to 3048-m (I0 O00-ft t altitude and about I in I0 flights below 610 m 12000 ft); in a ( }
similar vein the Wichita repcrt Iref. I I) used a 2-m/see 17-fps) RMS gust with a quoted exceedance
probability of one percent. Figure 135 indicates that the short-haul transport has a vertical ride quality.
in terms of vertical g's. slightly higher than current airplanes, resulting in a slightly increased possibility _ }
of discomfort and sickness for the short-haul passenger.
The vertical ride acceleration can be improved by changing the wing planform as indicated in figure
136: aspect ratio has a small effect whereas wing loadirg (W/S) has a major influence. As shown, the V
short-haul airplane can be made comparable to the 707 by increasing the wing loading from 320 to
_t 450 kg/m 2 (65 to 90 psf). Other influences not shown, which change wing-lift curve slope, as does 0 '
aspect ratio, are wing sweep and wing flexibility. The Wichita study (ref. 11) goal of t_.03-g RMS O
vertical acceleration is not achievable with practical designs of wing platform and wing loading.
!
I
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:_ " Z
'" _ ¢< OBJECTIONABLEuJ THR SH LDS FOR
•"J PASSENGER RIDE
uJ 0.20
© °<
_1
-, 0.15 PERCENT OF
> PASSENGERS
:EV) / OBJECTING
G ¢ TYPE 80
0.10 m DHC-6
G ZDC-6 TYPE 50
_°_ _ 0.06 -
WITH 20
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
PREDOMINANT FREQUENCY (C_)
O
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0.24 -- 1.8 M/SEC (6 FT/SEC)GUST
\ -t
0.20 -
0
o.16 - _ ioC
uJ BOEING BASELINE _--'_
-4
uJ 767-77_., CRUISE
U
I <:
-J 0.12 -- 707, CRUISE _--_
uJ _.j
1
_. ¢n 0.08 -- t ASPECT
" _ / RATIO ""_,
° " " 0._I - '_
,,,j
;; o- I I I I 1 I KG_A2 _%._)0 100 2OO 300 4OO 5OO 8OO
I I I I I I I (,_F)
0 2O 40 6O 8O 100 120 _ -i'}
WING LOADING AT CRUISE.W/S
Figure 136 Ride_Quality Trade Study-Vertical.;tide Quafity with Design Vertical Gust 0
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The uddition ot +a ride control syt, tenl <R('S) can show 'j con,,Iderablc reduction in the vertical t+", oI'
a short-haul transport. Figure 137 is rel'lotled from reference II and shows the vertical acceler,fl,on
reduction with R('S us a ftn'lCtton of vertical uusI vdocity encountered at cruise conditions I the stud.,,
airplane is the detlavilland I xsin Otte,. 30-passenger. short-h,ml transporl _s_tll chdr,t_.lenql_ similar
L-" to the present study configurations . fhe ride-control s)stem pr_H_o.,ed m tile 1,z,'lchlt,_stud) can bc
• adapted for tilt' short-haul JJrplane. \"¢rllcal acg¢ler;.ltlOll l'ecdb,_ck frol!l accdero,nclcr,, lllOl.llllcd
near the e.g. will deflect ailerons and spoilers s)mmetri_.all) h) cause a direct hft chan ue ,rod ¢omp_'n-
L sate for the lift ch,angc caused b) the _ust. Pitch rate t'eedl_ack From either a ralc g) re or an acceler-.J omcter will dellect elevators to illailllillll IFHll dlld C()lllr_CllS;Jlc tile pitching lllOlllVlll illcrt2lllellt,s c;.iLls.ot_t
by the _ust and the wing-control surI'_Jc¢,,. ' 1,i_,syst_'m al,,o Js sho_sn in figure 137.
(L' 6.6.2 GI'STLOAI) ALLEVIAFION
L Active COlllrO] Sy._telllS Call1 be used It) reduce ntrtictur;ll ll'_aterl;.l] n..gtilrelllelltS ,llld con,,cquentl}' air-+.' plall¢ Ol+W. -['hese xveieht rcdtt_.tlOlls Call occur as ,, result o¢ tile ,tpplicatlon el ,t nl:meux r ;_ll,_gust
load alleviation s V.stelll. d f:ltlgUe red_lcllt,ll ,,,,+stein. ;llld a flutter Sill+pres,,lOt1 ,,)sic'ill l lie 111agnltudc
f'x of the payoff for the_,e n)qettl,, 1', scnslllxe to both the conl'iuurahon ,.h;lracterlsilcs ,rod the desicn
J II: 1";",1o11. I
CONTROL
I SURFACE
VERTICAL GUST2.1 M/SEC
O 0.15 IELEVATOR ACTUATORSICOMMAND (--"'----'----_ 61::
JtWHEEL' --
_A / I COMMAND_'-'I _A AIRPLANE
0 =" I I (_ LA_ DYNAMICSZ _
0.10
@ i
..--"" uf_ i AILERON RCSONLY0.06 ,- -'"".. -_"" A;LE ON AND
ELEVATOR RCS
(_ .... _. --"" ""'" AI RPLANESENSOR_
• ACCEL¢.ROMETERSFORVERTICAL
ACCELERATION FEEDBACKTO AILERON
_ AND SPOILERS
FWD MID AFT FORPITCH RATE FEEDBACKTO ELEVATOR
PASSENGERLOCATION
i Figure ;37 Ride Cot'tr_l Sysm'n
ie
] 97801413]-] 80
+ !

.J (,:)
KW (HP) KG (LB) [_ POWER ._.
-150 '1500 l WEIGHT _ iDISTRIBUTED _'__
_:_JHYDRAULIC
_O (3 lAP, SERVO,T, PUMP
50 lAP, VALVE,
.50 250 500 ACCUMULATOR _'_T
0 0 (: '
Figure 140 Power snd Weigh: Comparison of Distributed-vs-lntegrated Actuator Package
=,ovo ¢
BRUSHLESS AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURAL (_._MOTOR _ INTERFACE .i
iJ }RAKE iASSEMBLY /f_ }
,! L]" _ _
.' i
DIFFERENTIAL PLANETARY _ t.LECTPOMAGNETIC/.a
ACTUATOR OUTPUT U i! i
OUTPUT STAGE BRAKE ASSEMBLY _ ,_;
FITTINGS .:.,__
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6.7.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
O Although tlS¢ of CICLtricull.x pox,,crcd flight control,, would reduce the total l+t+v,,.,r icqutrcmc,+t ol
:ICltt,llillg the flight ,:ontrol ,,urface,, b+xehmhlating the hydrduhc sx,,tcm, electrical pox_cr rcquircmct+I
O will be incrca,,cd. All electric s'+,tt, m alrplanc,, may tint, II-+(;S It+ .,,upply all tlormtll t_tfllt\allplane
clcctrlcal poxver I11 'addition ,_, supl+l.xing dcctrlcai pox_cr to the X+ll'Ig de-iclng _,._+,+[Ctll ,llld fl,ght
control s._stcm+,,, lhe II {; re+hines the l+tmction of electrical poxvcr generation and engine starting.
O mhich rcdutes the tltmlbcl of dcccssories required on the engim', i'ach It.(; has a capacit._ of satisl'x ing- [tllcllla\illlun airplanelectrluiIpox_crdcnland. i
+t+_+_ One po,,,,,ibMt.x t,, the u,w ,,t a hlgn-frcqucncx, multq+ha,,c, l+rtt,,hh:,,,,ac +encr:flor drlx cn trorn the m,lttl _k.] I ct+um¢ tt_ +,,ul+plxpox_.cl It+ .! lrctltl_.,ncy generator xxhosc outp,._t i,, a preci,,ion, thrce-l+ha,c, It 5 200- ixolt. 400-11z aircraft i+,ou,or, tl',.IIlg tile c.xcloconx crier principle. Fhc ,.'xch+conx c. t,'r conduct,, power it+
i+" _ both dil¢CIlOll:,, and t+pcrttte,, in tile cngitlC-,,tartlllg lllOdc u,ithout tmdtw dOnlplic:+lliOlls, l)urmg ct;ginct......' Martulg. 400-II] power t,, ,,upplicd to the cot1,,tanI lrcqucllC+X + tcrtninals of the COllxcrtcr from clthct + ,m
e\tcrnal .,,ource or onboard .XI't'. l'h¢ 400-II/ power conxcrled It) the variable t'1"cqUellC+'+and variable i
C xolt,lge reqtllred bx the gcllqr',ll,+roperating a> t|motor. I} t
Another method of producingaircraftelectricalpox+oristo usea 270-Vdc generatordrixenby the I
++-'_+ main engines.Fileadvant:.gcof thissystem isthe produclionof 270-Vdc forthehigh-I+Ox+cr-denland I
_ .) I1ighl control nurfacc,,. 1"he ge,wrator ,,upl+M,.'d wlth 270-Vdc power operates a,,, a motor for :,.lartln_
the engines. Mere iwl-dcpth ,,tudx In l0tltlJred It+ dclermlnc 111++"optlmtml power gcnt'talitlg cqtfiplnet+t L
O for this new technology short-hatfl tran.',port.
6.7.3 AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
O bleed air is m the air-cycle cooling packEngine high-pres+;ure nomlally
required to produce cooling
and also to provide cabin xcn t ilation aml p ressuri,,'at ion. l-.lect rio-motor d riven, sire pie-bootstrap, ai r-
cycle packs may be use,.l in place of conventional air-cycle packs. The advantage of this system is thatG
J a high-pressure air source is not required to operate tile air-cycle pack nor for cal,in pressurizaticm. The I'
electric-motor-driven au'-c._cle machh_c dcllxers compressed and conditioned mr for cabin air condi- f
O t joining and prensurila lion. I,
During ground operation, cabin recirculation air is cooled in the air-cycle packs and supplied to the
cabin. In flight, engine fan air is boosted in pressure and cooled in these packs and used for cabin air-
(_ conditioning and pressurization. Flectric power from a ground power supply or engine-driven gener- !,
ator is used t'o" powering the bootstrap air-cycle packs. The system schematic is shown in figure 142.
6.7.4 POWERED WHEELS
A wheelwell-nlounted APLI would be ideal for use of powered-wheel concepts. Hox_cver. since the
..+:t _'_ short-hjul transport operates primarily from small under-utilized airfields, the use of powered wheels
__ _ would result in little, if any, fuel savings and was not pursued under till contract.
II @ ,,,
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,E GINE_
ENGINE FAN AIR _-
_"' RAM COOLING AIR _ _ _"
ECL C1
( j
CABIN RECIRCULATION AIR _-.,.._*
=.
;_ LEGEND: *
;'_: _ MODULATING SHUT-OFF VALVE "--
I _'_ COOLINGPACK HEAT EXCHANGER
CABIN _ AIR CYCLE MACHINE ( "CABIN _. : "
_- AIR E_ WATER SEPARATOR ,
SUPPLY CABIN AIR &, FAN
_:"i_ OUTFLOW _VALVE _ '
.!
Figure 142 Powered, Simpl_Bootstrap, Air-Cycle Cooling Pack L ) :_t
6.8 ADDITIONAL LOW-COST CONSIDERATIONS ,,
C) ' _ "Three additional non-advanced-technology items were considered for cost reduction, windshield _i
design, airplane interior arrangement, and the auxiliary power unit. -_
', _
6.8.1 WINDSHIELD DESIGN
Selecting the windshield for a new airplane involves a set of trade studies. A windshield can be flat or d"'_ _.,';'"
curved, made from glass or plastic, and can be dried/de-iced by a variety of techniques. _ •'_!
Flat windshields usually have better optical properties and cost one-half to one-third that of a similar
curved windshield, but curved windshields are easier to integrate into the curved cabin section and tJ
usually result in less drag and a quieter cockpit.
Plastic windshields are lighter and cheaper than glass, but have unsatisfactory wear chat,,cteristics.
Windshields with a protective layer of glass laminated over the plastic iaav¢ had delamination problems
during thermal de-icing, caused by the dift'erence i;; thermal _xpanst,'m rates.
@,
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The selected windshield design was based on engineering judgement, using the results of past airplane
O programs and current windshield technology. The windshield selected was of curved high-strengthglass with electric de-icing. A windshield using this new glass was as strong and light as one of plastic,
but requires less maintenance. A curved-windshield design was selected over a fiat design because the
S3000 to $5000 price lbr curved glass, even when multiplied by 200 airplanes, was judged to be lessthan the cost of additional design and construction hours, and fuel Fenalty lbr the additional drag i
and weight caused bv a flat windshield design. The design is shown in figure 143. !
O 6.8.2 REVISED INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT
O The baseline airplane was sized for 50 passengers at a standard 86.4-cm (34-in.) pitch. However, exam- iination of advanced int :riors and of average mission blocktimes indicated that a nonreclining seat and
revised 81.3-cm (32-in.) pitch seating arrangement could produce a superior interior arrangement with
an equal comfort level. This revised interior, shown as figure 144, results in a reduction in body length
O of 0.71 m (28 in.)
O
O
°
• REDUCEDDRAG (
O • QUIETER COCKPI'I
• REDUCEDMAINTENANCE WITH NEW
HIGH-STRENGTHGLASS
G • REDUCEDCOCKPITSECTIONCOSTS
®
0
0
Figure 143 Curved.Glass WindshieldArrangement173
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6.8.3 AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
The use of an au×iliary power unit (APU) normally is optional for each airline: the manufacturer pro-
rides a place only tor the APU installation plus a small weight penalty for APU provisions. Tile excep-
tion is tile dedicated APU. which is required to be working tbr the airplane to perform certain opera- _.,_ )tions. Tile historical economics of an APU versus the possible use of a ground power umt (table 24)
are such that a dedicated APU was not considered for the advanced short-haul airplane.
! (!
. ! I F41 7 --_
! ....... ,- / II '
:: ! I ( i_
' I _j"] !
";"1 I ...... ' X II STA '
:; I t_0 _--_-_-"FTF - -
¢ ,
Figure 144 Fifty Passengersat 32.Inch Pitch Configuration ;S_,
i.
Table 24 Ground Power Costs I _.
o,o o,u tilli,,ow. o.sE.OASO.NE,,,0
ii i
1-kWhcost $0.022 $0.03 $0.07 $ 0.98 C )
1-kWhconsumption(gallons) 0.07 0.08 O.15 2.6
737 10-kWhrequi'ement $0.22 $0.30 $0.70 $ 9.80 C _
727 20-kWhrequirement $0.44 $0.60 $1.40 $19.60
707 25-kWhrequirement $0._5 $0.75 $1.75 $23.60 O(if installed)
74740-kWhrequirement $0.88 $1.20 $2.80 $39.20
i ii O
! Thecosts listedin thetlble donot includermdntermncecostsfor GPUI andAPUs.
-- 174 @
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O 7.0 EVALUATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
O 7.1 SUMMARY
l'his section pertains to the evaluation phase of tile contract, task II!. where tile features of the ad-
O vanced short-haul airplane are selected and the final airplane configuration of this phase of tile stutt._is defined (model 767-845A). This airplane, after being cycled and rebalanced to meet all performance
and deszgn requirements, becomes model 767-845B, which is compared to tile current-technology
baseline airplane [model 767-774C, fig. 40). This comparison allows the evaluation of the impact of
O advanced technologies (within the low-cost constraints) on short-haul transport performance and
economics.
7.2 SELECTION OF AIRPLANE DESIGN FEATURES
The following low-cost design features were selected for the advanced short-haul airplane:
• High wing location using over-the-fuselage motmting to eliminate penetrations of the pressurehull
O • External main-gear mounting to eliminate tile keel beam and other gear-bay components thatpenetrate the pressure hull
_ • All fuselage doors located in the constant-section portion of tile body to minimize design andfabrication hours: both port and both starboard doors are interchangeable
Q • A standard seat pitch of 0.81 m (32 in.) was selected to size the fuselage resulting in a 0.71 m I(28 in.) reduction in body length with no sacrifice in passenger comfort when nonreclining seats i_
are used as standard equipment _
Q • Three-quarter-length duct nacelle to reduce propulsion no,.,e, as discussed in section 6.5
O Tile following advanced-technology features have been selected lbr the advanced short-haul airplane: ,
• Bonded-aluminum primary structure to reduce part count and manufacturing hours Isee sec. 6.2
O for estimated results)
• Advanced trailing-edge lugh-lift devices, including double-slotted Fowler trailing-edge flaps and
O drooped ailerons.
• Curved-glass windshields using advanced high-strength glass for reduced weight, drag, and design
0 complexity
-- • Automatic power reserve (APR)
O
O 17s i
O
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Certain features were selected for marketing and/or customer-preference reasons. They include'
i
• A body width having a 3-m (118.l-in.) diameter to allow the airplane to carry LD-3 containers \.. i
and/or passengers on a single floor level (combi-option capability). This wider body also en-
hances tile ability to carry palletized cargo for utility freighter or canier-on-deck-deliver_, _, ',
•_ missions. _.. i ,i
T
• Two large entry doors and large carry-on-baggage storage bins to minimize through-stop ground
time _,
: Because of the limited scope of this study, several advance-technology items with potential for signifi-
cantly reducing initial and/or operating costs could not be analyzed sufficiently to be included _,_this (._
_ firplane. "1i, utilization of these items, which are listed below, will be postponed for later study, and
:. ! are discussed in section 8.0, Research and Technology Recommendations.
-.! • Advanced-composite primary structure
• Fly-by-wire digital control system
J • Advanced integrated avionics with digital data systems and proptdsion controls _...
• _i • NatHral-laminar-flow wing and tail surfaces
l
• Wing-tip devices (both low-speed and high-speed) ( r
• Vee-tail empennage
_?I 7.3 ADVANCED SHORT-HAU L AIRPLANE DEFINITION
ii!'i A general arrangement drawing of the advanced short-haul airplane, model 767-845B, is shown in ,_
i figure 145. The airplane is superficially quite similar to the basepoint airplane, model 767-774B •.
(fig. 33), but actually contains many design features selected to reduce operating cost. A detailed (-
_--L-_ description of the model 767-845B follows. _.,.) ._
' _*_ 7.3,1 GEOMETRY _ ,
The model 767-845B has a revised interior arrangement (fig. 144) and increased body diameter (fig. '_!
146) discussed in section 6.8. Both of these features facilitate passenger/cargo and pure cargo opera- ",
tions with this short-haul configuration. _ .
Table 25 contains detailed-configuration geometry characteristics, as well as specified characteristics ,.-
for the landing gear and engines. Further detail of the main landing gear is shown in figure 147 and of ( )
t the nose landing gear in figure 148. The engine and nacelle details are identical to the 3/4-length duct
_ example shown in section 6.5.
• (9!
l*-
I ,,. C')d*l]
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j MODEL 767-845B50 PASSENGERS
RANGE 1400 KM (750 NMI)
TOGWT 22 140 KG (48 820 LB)
_u,s_,_oo.,o_
_.. ASPECT RATIO 10.0 |
( ) ENGINES (TWO)CF-34 - I "
"4
L_
©
©
Figure 145. Advanced Short-Haul Airplane, Mode/767-8458
0
Q _'_
O
O
- 0 Figure _46 Short-Haul Transport Cargo System177
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Area, m2 (ft2) 56.3 (606) 18,6 (200) 13.2 (143) _Aspect ratio AR 10.0 5.0 1.8 _,, ,
Taper ratio, X 0.275 0.50 0.40
Sweep at c/4, red (deg) 0.0794 (4.55) 0.175 (10.C) 0,175 (10.0) i- =_
L )Incidenceat SOB, rad (deg) 0.052 (3) - -
!!" Dihedral. red (deg) 0 018 (1) 0.122 (7) -
_ _i_ Root t/c, % 15 12 11 |'
i_:__i Tip t/c, % 12 12 11 %-,J
"_ "i MAC c, m (in.) 2.629 (103.5) 2.0 (78.7) 2.875 (113.2)
i.: I SPAN b, m (in.) 23.727 (934.15) 9.637 (379.5) 4,877 (192) { )
;;,_ii Tail arm, m (in.) - 10.622 (418.2) (10.216 (402.2) -_
_: "_:t Tail volume coefficient, V - 1.334 0,101
: _ LANDING GEAR NOSE MAIN
Number of wheels 2 4 ( _ ')
Body station, m (in.) 2.92 (115) 10.67 (420)
Spacing,m (in.) 0.36 (14) 0.46 (18) (
Tire size 24 x 7.7 32 x 8.8 '_ '
BODY ()
Length 23.37 m (78.67 ft)
Diameter 3.0 m (9.14 ft) { _)
PROPULSION ENGINE (,_ '.
Thru=t SLS 35.6 kN (8000 Ib)
Bypassratio 6.3
©
Table25 Model/67-8458 Configuration Geometry 0
-m 0 ;i
,,, © !i
r.
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Figure I48 NoseLandit_ GearArrangement
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WE,O. ANOBA'AN. ()
The results of a weight evaluation on the thumbprint mission-sized 767-845B indicates an operating
empty weight of 14 320 kg 131 570 lb). Weight analysis approach is 'he same a:; that discussed in sec-
ti_,n 5.6. I. but adjusted for advanced technology and configuration differences. The gro,,s weights are _
:... tile result of the detailed mission analysis shown in section 7.4.5.
'" Figure 149 confirms the results of a balance analysis she :ing that the airplane has acceptable load- 4[
ability within the specified center of gravity range dictated by stability and control considerations. ,I
This loading range also provides for conceptual OI:W e.g. tolerances including the efft'ct of possible
customer variations. Baggage allowance per passenger and cargo compartment definition arc the _amc [_
" as tho,,e previously e.,,tab!ished (.,,ec. 5.6). It should be noted that the small MAC length associated with
, thi_ _ize wing demands an accurate positioning of the wing on the body and makes airplane balance
i. sensitivetobothweightandc.g change.,. ()
7. s
devices from those of the baseline or trade study airplanes.
The higt,-lift devices include a double-slotted trailing-edge flap Ifig. 1501 with large Fowler motion q)
Ic'/c -- 1.362) to obtain good low-speed lift characteristics without a leadinl_ edge device. A plain-
hinge, contoured-nose flaperon is used as a drooped aileron, as discussed in .section 6.3. The nominal t'-_
droop is 0.20 rad t 15 degj. L.)
The airfoil nose section is contoured to give high-stall angles of attack and prevent the leading edge t-
from stalling before the trailing edge. L pl
Analytical studies recently ha,_e shown that the stall lift characteristics of the original _,_ri._ble-camber
baseline airplane {767-774AI may be difficult to achieve. This considera- ("'_COV_ flap system t|Sel,_ on the
tion and the complexity of maintaining ex;,:: aerodynamic contours for tht previ,., ., system were
the reasons for changing to the current large, double-sl_tted Fowler flap.
7.3.4 SYSTEMS O
"[he sys;ems in the advanced short-haul transport are identical to th,,_e defined lb." q" ._ .,. _ech- 8,_
noiogy baseline airplane, with the following exceptions:
i
• The APU is optional, not standard equipment f_
• The horizontal tail is trimable, not fixed
• The ailerons have d,'oop capability and no longer have manual reversion 0i • The air conditioning is located in the wing fairing and is driven by electric motors, as discussed
-- 1 in section 6.7
-l' o
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Table 26 767-8458 Weight State"_ent
MASS WEIGHT MASS WEIGHT
O ITEM (kg) (Ib) [ ITEM (kg) (Ib)
Structure Fixed e_luipment
_j W'.Hi 2420 5330 InstrumenTs 90 200Horizontal tail 450 1000 Surface controls 223 550
Vertical tail 320 710 Hydraulics 140 320
Body 2950 6510 Pneuma_,cs 130 280Main landing gear 990 2170 Electrical 600 1330
Nose landing gear 150 330 Electromcs 150 320
Q Nacelle and strut 750 1650 F light provisions 220 480Passengeraccommooations 1400 3080
Total 5030 17 700 Cargo handling 70 160
O EmergencyequipmePt 210 460Propulsion Air conditioning 210 470
Engine 1430 3160
AntHcing 100 220
Engir_ accessories l 90 190 Total 357----0 7870ine controls 5 0
S_rting system 40 80 Paint
Fuel system ?.10 460 Exterior paint 50 100Thru t re_,rser 200 4
Total 2020 443,)
O MA55 W[IGHT
II i_ I
(kg) (Ib)
13 670 30 100
Toud manufscturer's emrty wei_lht
Standlrd and of)erational ,terns 670 1470 i
ITotal operational et_pty weight 14 340 31 570
Maximur_ t_xi weight 22 390 49 250
Maximum bcJJce-releas_weight 22 350 49 170
Maximum taming weight 22 350 49 170
Maxintum zero fuel weight 19 010 41 820
@
@
III
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-.' =_ _ 7.4 ADVANCED SHORT-HAUL AIRPLANE SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
-! _ In thi_ _cction the advanced sllort-haul airplane configuration selected (see. 7.31 is sited to meet spe-
+. _ cific tm_,ltm ,-eqt,ren'ent_. it_ technical characteristics are defined, and a mission analysis i._presented.
:+ t)
'_.,_u "_.4.1 MISSION RULES
• it) %l/e prt.,x lOl.l,,, ,lIll+ldt]e'_. l.t'..
t
J
' ()_.:__ • Pa5lo,:J : 50 passengers. 4535 kg ( 10 000 lb t
' _ • l)c_,_n raq,e : 1400 km ('_,0 nmi)
:_' i • t-'._R I:mdm,.:field length _]OGI_,'. wet)_ 1370 m (4500 ft) ()•: ! • |AR t.',kcoff field [e_lgth (SL. 32°C. 00OFI _< 1370 m (4500 ftl
& ' -:I
--_'1 • Cruise Math number : 0.70
.__: Antwoadditiona!constraint _as placed upon the advanced short-haul configuration in that it was to use iC :-34 a, q.oteorod ,.io.,.r st ( )
f::c The llight profilc an'd m,s._ion r,des for the thumbprint airplane s,zmg remained unchanged fro,,, that __
_,,._ used previously. (L ')
i_ 7.4.2 AIRPLANE SIZING
•=4_ " The des_en.,,clcct:,m char| t\_r the "advanced short-haul airplane is shown in figure lgl. . Note that the
_.,j] takeoff and la_din_ constraints line_ were not used to sele_.t the airplane design characteristics. The
_:- final al.q.,laHc dc._gn parameters were chosen by. selecting a fixed engine size. (CF-34 turbofan) (') _:
_,_ 35.t.-kN (_000-1b} SLS 1 (unm,talledk and by fuel volume considerations. The usable fuel capacity for
tile "_t_7-,_,5B :_ir_tanc with 0()¢_1"t2 of 'vmg area) is 3630 kg (8300 Ibk The wing is built in three sec-
i h,ms. two a_e outboard of the engine struts. The absence of fuel from these outboard sections ehm- (') !
--_i mates the co_t aml _eight of additional access panels and wing sealant, thus leading to a lighter, less
expensive _ i,,::
"ii t-_gurc 151 shows that the block-fuel contours have shifted far to the left and slightly down compared _)
i to design chart., ;or previous airplanes. The change in i'/W is due to an improvement in climb and
cruise-thrust r,tings announced by the manufacturer. General Electric. The reduction in W/S for mini-
4_
mun_ block fuel relative to that shown on the 767-774B sizing chart is due to change in airfoil charac- t[,-J_)
il teristics tbr the tw,, configurations. The airfoil section used on the 767-774B had a design C! of 0.57at a t/c of O.12. Calculating the corresponding d sign CI for a thre dimensional wing with a MAC t/c
of0.137 requires extrapolation. Another airtbil section, which had also been windtunnel tested, was _'i)
• available and had a design of CI of 0.48 at a t/c of 0.141. The second airfoil was selected for the final
airplane to red,,:e errols in scaling airfoil properties and give the final result more validity. But, the
combination of mcr,.ased profile drag for the thicker airfoil and a lower design Ci combined to reduce _,_)
maximum L/D for the same wing area from approximately 16 to about 14. Airplane maximum L/D
could probably be m_prove4 by increasing the design CI for the thicker airfoil.
,.
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MODE L- 767-845BPAYLOAD " 50 PASbENGERSSTILL AIR RANGE = 1389 KM (750 NMI)
CRUISE MACH = 0.70
O
.J
C_u. ,_oj3 DESIGN POINT
CLR _'_ o0.5o _.o $ z
\ ii +,
o ,o,:\i0.45 "_ BLOCK /
g\ G I _v .,._,,,,
_ ..><'_7-,.-%"",/-_._ ._Z..'_C_"-_-_ -_'--- :__ ..,o_
© °'=
0.30
_ ' " _ _ _ '_ .... _ KG/SQ M300 350 400 450 500 550 600
O I ,_ • ., _ _ _ t I LB/SQFT60 70 80 90 100 110 120
Figure 151 Advanced Short.Haul Trm_sportDesignSelection Chart, Model 767_45B
The block-fuel contours on the sizing chart show the effect of the increase in profile drag. The combi-
nation of increased lift-dependent profile drag and lower airfoil design C! tend to minimize block fuel
at lower wing loadings (i.e., larger wings that increase maximum L/D and decrease CDPMIN).
The design point shown on the sizing chart (model 767-845B) is W/S = 393 kg/m 2 (_80.5 lb/ft2),
T/W = 0.328 and TOGW = 2,. 145 kg (48 8.0 Ib), which results in SW = 56.3 m (606 ft ), and SLST
iO =35.6kN(80001b).These airplane characteristics produce a FAR TOFL (SL, 32°C, 90°F) and a FAR landing-field length
I (wet) of approximately 1250 m (4100 It).
-"1 _M
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3_:("_ Figt,rc152sho_'.,,theeff,:ctot"wingloadingonsi,,.'andperfom,ancecharacteristicsfor:,onstant L );";' ! t`n_mt' slzt`, lhcsc cur_t`s inthcatc thai slidltl_ lught`r wing Ioadings might be desirabit`, but this would
•" , i reqmre mcrc;L,,cd landing ('I_Le., le,tding-cdgc dc_ ices ).
" (t
'_ ':_ The pa}load range curve for lilt" 7(_'7-845B Is .,,hown ill figure 153. '|'he decision to limit tut`l to the -
'i_. ;' v, ing ct`nter _ection h_J._,,overly limutcd ol'fdt`sngn range capability. Later studit`s should examine
_!!_] wht`tht`radditional fucl',hould bcc:lrrwdintheoutboardwingorinfueltanksinthewingfamngs, as _)
i_,7_!_i in tht` Shorts S1)3-3()(?:i
Ot'fde,qgn takcolf l_t`rfonllancc is shown in figure 154. (.)
MODEL 767.846
PASSENGERS= 50 ( )STILL AIR RANGE -=1370 KM (750 NMI)
CRL;ISEMACH ---0.70
(1000 LB)10(X) KG PROPULSION"" 2 CF'34 ENGINES SLSTuNINST = 35"6KN (8000 LB) L I)
51. 23.01" {1000 NMI) 1000 LB
50- 22s =o_o8_ (,)
22.01- ocu.. 10
O 48 (1000FT, IO00M L )
_ _,._ _ ,0._ •
" _,=_',o.o/-
•'_ 46 21.0l- _ 5 32 ,, =| / (d _=_ ".'r ) "
t
° I- ,=so,,;er"30 13.5__ i!
, w_ 3.0
z_ __ _UE_ _i_ooo_r_o50"5 2,01., _ 8 2.0_
' oo._- o_ =..- ,._< 0.7 _" <O.a 4
a- =.jO.6 _" u.v.-_ 1.0 KG/SQM
_u_O.e ' ' ' ' '350 400 450 500 KG/_QM2 0.5 360 400 450 500
, , i do(LB/SQ FT) , . , , t_(LB/SQ FT) 070 8O 90 1 70 8O 9O 1
WINGLOADING WING LOADING O
Figure Ir_ Effectof Wing Loading 0
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O 5_ 4535KG (10000L0) _C'/./.. MODEL-7678450
L_. RESERVES = 5%
TOGW _ 45-MIN EXTENDED CRUISE
_'_ 105 KM (_00 NMI) AL TERNATE
O _ MISSED APP¢tOACH
_ 4o
_r_d_ TOTAL WING FUEL
Z '_,,,_ _ CAPACITY WITH CENTER
O _<',__ SECTION FUEL AND DRY
BAYS OUTBOARD OF ENGINES
= _\\0 :: "g _t \
" \<
_,o_ \
/
! I ,_ I I 100 KM0 ,. 10 20 30 40
STILL AIR RANGE
G 1.,_ _ I l , I(IOCNMI_
0 5 10 15 2_0 25
Figure 153 Advanced Short-Haul Traneoort-Payl_ _ Range
O MODEL 707- 845B
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 32°C (90OF)
APR USED
"_'*I _ (1000 FT) (1000 M) AIRCONDITIONING OFF
r_
14F
• ///
_ PRESSUREALTITUDE. U IFT) // / /
"9]) : '
0
0 | , | ,A i = J I , _ I , 1000KG
1B 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
O ! • , I ,_ J ,, i i, , i |(1000LB)
32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50
BRAKE RELEASE GROSSWEIGHT
Fibre 154 AdvawcedShort.Haul T_keoff Performance
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_'*'_I 7.4.3 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS )
- _,_ 7.4.3.1 Aerodynamics
_J i_ The high- and low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of tile model 767-845B are shown in figures 155 " '
_ :'_i through 158. i'hc high-sp:cd drag polar and parasite drag breakdown is shown in figure 155. The i,
,_.q maximum high-sl_ecd L/l) at Math 0.74 is 14.3. Low-speedC L versus alpha, both in and out of ground ) ,
?,oGi effect, is sho_,n in figure 150. The Iow-_peed takeoff and landing polars are in figure 157 and 158.f respectively. _.
i_:_ of 1.07 at a TOGW of "__145 kg(48 820 Ib) produces a V_ _ /
:. _ The second segment lift coefficient ('Lv _ .. _
"??:t'," of 204 km/hr (110 keas,. 1"he corrc_po,iding L/D at V_ was 9.6, which includes the engine-out wind- (,__ mill and yawing drag increment (ACI)_ of 0.0075. The forward trimmed e.g. limit for th low-speed )
_, pertbrmance is _ "'".
_i;].: 7.4.3.2 Propulsion (.j)
v.'. The CF-34 engine mstallcd takeoff thrust versus Math number used in the airplane sizing computer
_.':_- program is shown in figure 159. l'hc installed climb and cruise performance are in figure 160 and 161, C )
"_::_ respectively. All the data shown is for a nominal 1/2 length-duct peripheral lined nacelle. The 767-
•_._o_j;_:J 845B configuration ha.',a 3/4-length duct that should improve cruise thrust and SFC approximately (LI%. The 767-845B was l_erlonnancc sized using the nominal l/2-1ength-naceile-data, which may pro- )
___ vide a small perlbnnance margin.
7.4.3.3 Flight Controls ()
The horizontal tail was sized by the e.g. range requirement of 0.26 MAC (fig. 102). This cstablished _
_:; the forward e.g. limit at 0. !25 MAC for takeoff rotation and aft e.g. limit at 0.385 MAC for dive stabi- (()
"_ iity. The aft limit was determined using handling qualities SAS with a T._ = 6 second limitation iden- .
tical to that used on earlier trade study airplanes.
The vertical tail was sized to meet minimum engine-out control speeds, VMCair, VMCgroun d, and _)
minimum directional stability, Cr/_ (0.I 15 per radian). Engine thntst was assumed to be increased ii10% due to APR. Vmcg was a::,sumedequal to V I 175 km/hr (95 keas). O
7.4.4 NOISE
The 767-845B airplane community noise is less than the proposed Rule NPRM 75-37C at all of the 0
measuring points. The ooise estimates are based upon the TOGW, 22 140 kg (48 820 Ib), and commu-
nity heights and speeds generated by the thumbprint computer program. Table 27 summarizes the Qnoise characteristics of the short-haul transport with a 3/4-length peripheral-lined nacelle.
@
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ITEM REFERENCESIZE f PARASITE
O DRAG "-'(FT2)WING 56.3 m2 (606 FT2) 3.890
BODY 23.37 m (76.67 FT) 5.806
O HORIZONTAL TAIL 0.6 m2 (200 FT2) 1.303VERTICAL TAIL 13.2 m2 (143 ST2) 1.157
TWO (NACELLE + STRUT) 8000 SLST 1.360
O MAIN GEAR FAIRINGS - 0.754WING BODY FAIRING - 0.414
Q f TOTAL - 14.684
CD =_/SW - 0.02423
&CD (TRIM) _ 0.0002_(FLAPTRACKS) 0.00009
_ CDPMIN - 0.02460
®
@ °'r _=°'"°'=°"
o.t /,-/@ _ _
0.4 -
,* iii '
0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.050 0.055 0.060
_ Figure 155 High-Speed Drag Oolars, 767-845B
0
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MODEL 767-845B
.,'4 TRIMMED (,_!
i] CgAT 0 12MAC
•_OW,NO_o_ _o_D_V,C. (.:
ED_3EFLAPS
AR = 10.0 , • CF/C = 0.35 t,-
CL /CL = 1.10 • CF'/C =0.376 L_
MAXlG/ MAXwT
CL /C L = 1.10 "-
SFAR/ MAXIG .(_?
C:I 2.8 _F = MAIN/AFT/AILERON, RAD (DEG) i0.44/0.88/0.26/(25150/15)
0.35/0.65/0.26 (20/37/! 5)
0.20/0.40/0.26 ! 15/23/15) (,_ •:_
_| 2.4
0.175/0.175/0.175(10110110) _,:,._)
2.0
f., ,'
CL 1 _,_ FLAPSUP _(_"_) -
1.3VS _-
t
°
1.2 i::
1.2 VS
0.8 _
"' FREEAIR @"--- --'- G OUND EFFECT : ,_(h/b = 0.197)
0.4
l * ,;
0,1 0.2 0.3 RAD i_::_
O : :'_
0 4 8 a 12 16 20 DEG L_:!_
Figure I56 Low-_)eed Lif_ Curva 0 '_
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O MODEL 767-845 |TRIMMED
Cg AT 0.12 MAC _
O l'
GEAR UP
HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM
THRUST EFFECTS FOR LEVEL FLIGHT • NO WING LEADING EDGE DEVICES
SRE F = 56.3 SQ M (606 SQ FT) • DOUBLE-SLOTTED FOWLER TRAILING-
O EDGE FLAPS ._AC/4 = 0.08 RAD (4.55 DEG) • CF/C = 0.35 L
• CF'/C = 0.376 I!AR = 10.0
O CDPMIN * C'/C = 1.362
= 0.0247 • AILERON DROOP TO 0.26 RAD (15 DEG)
CL /C L 1.
O MAX1G/ MAXwT 10
CL /C L = 1.10
O SFAR / MAXIG
O 16[ 6F = MAIN/A"r/AILERO RAD(DEG)
Q .
O.175/0.17510.1
110/10/101
0 LID 120"2610"401026115123/15)
_la 0 10 0.35/0.6510.26 120/37/15) -
O 0.44/0.88/0.26 (25/50/15) -- /
• ' I
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
157 AdvancedShort.Haul Low.Speed Takeoff Performance Envelopa
Figure
191
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LMODEL 767-845B )TRIMMED
CgAT0 12 MAC
;. GEAR DOWN j_-
,. • THRUSi EFFECTS FOR LEVEL FLIGHT i
AC/4 _ 0.08 RAD (4.55 DEG)
AR = 10.0
,, CDPMI N - 0.0247
_'_ i
'_ I ACDGEA R 0.037 _ .
-1 CL /C L = 1.10
, , MAXtG/ MAXwT (.._.'i!i:: l CL /C L = 1.10
HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM
- 'i • NO WING LEADING EDGE DEVICES
_:' "t • DOUBLE-SLOTTED FOWLER TRAILING"
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t, Table27 Noise Characteristics
_-_ MEASURING ALTITUDE SPEED . NOISE, PROPOSED RULE
POINT m ft km/hr kta$ EPNdB NPRM 75-37C,
C EPNdB
'i
/ Takeoff 785 2570 235 t 27 84.0 89.0(no cutback)
I Sideline 245 800 235 127 85.5 94.0 :j
(L.._} Approach 120 394 239 129 96.0 98.0
,f- Note: Nominal noise estimatesare shown; appropriate design/demonstration tolerance required for
certifiable/guarante_ levels.
(d) t
Detailed mission analysisfor model 767-845B is documented in this section. The 50-passenger,
1390-km (750-nmi) missionrequired 3.7% more block fuel and an 0.7% increasein TOGW over that
C) by parametric thumbprint analysisflight profile areestimated the method. The mission and rules
shown in figure 163 and general airplane characteristics and performance are shown in table 28. The
payload-range capability is illustrated in figure 164. TOGW, block fuel, and block time versus still air
O are shown in figure 165.range
The off design range capabdity is limited by the fuel volume limit at about 00% maximttm payload.
O All limit oftXdesign mis,,,ionswere flown at a cruise :altitude of 10 670 m (35 000 ft). Extension of thefuel tanks past the engine strut to the third outboard rib station would add approximately 1300 kg
(3000 Ib) additional fuel capacity. Thi,; would allow the fuel volume break to accur at 60% payload
C) and increase range approximately 740 km 1400 nmi):it 60"; payload. Additional volume and rangemight be obtained by in,,,talling tanks in the wing-body fairmgs.
The advanced short-haul airplane, model 767-845B has a fuel utilization of 0.033 kg (0,136 lb)fuel/
passenger mile for the design mission.
_) 1 Rules and Reserves7.4.5. Mission
The mission profile and rules depected in figure 163 are based upon previous studies of short-haul
_) operations, meet current provide substantial reserve margins for the localThese rules FARs and
service short-haul semnents. The alternate 185 km (I00 nmi) mission used in the reserve allowance
was calculated with a climb and descent speed schedule identical to that used tot' the main mission.
O The alternate mission peak altitude with a payload of 4500 kg (10 000 lb) is 7320 (24 000 with
m ft),
74 km (40 nmi) flown during the climb and the remaining 110 km too nmi) flown during descent and
approach. The equivalent range of the enroute cruise allowance of 0.75 hours is 556 km (300 nmi). A
O plot of reserve fuel requirements for the rules defined in figure 163 is shown in figure 166, The designmission requires a total re.rye fuel allowance of 1198 kg (2641 Ib).
O 197
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7.4.5.2 Mission Block Fuel and Block Time
Mission block fuel a:ld block tinle l\)r tile !00'i_ and O0"; ma×inmnl payload (fig. 1(_5)are at slightly
higher levels than those shown on the ttlUmbl_rint desigt_ selection chart. This difl\'rence ts attributed
to the sliglltly difl¢rent climb and descent performance characteri.,,lics for lilt' 707-845B airplan,., rcla- J["'k ;.
tire to earlier allowance estimates from other airplane rtudlcs. The 7(,-_-_45B uses a quantity of fuel i
equal Io al_l_rOxlmatel.x 3' ; of the !()( ,%_,'1o chmb Io _.'1'111,_),lll tlttde, lln,, cllml_ ftlci ll|tlt',ls¢ relali_e [
lo the _".o", IO(;W tltl;llllll _ u_ed ill lhe "'illulllbprlnl,,'" allov_cd lilt ;llll_l,lllC Io 1"1x,ll ,_,higher iillll;.ll _'_ ]
cruise allitude for the dc,,ign mi,,,qon dl :1 ,dtghll.x Io,,_¢r initial Math iluml'_cr (0 (,_. i
!t All nlission range data were calculated for a standard tla) and tllose exceeding 400 km t250 nlntl were _-,.
flown at 10 (_70 m (35 000 fl) at a M,Ich nUllfl_cr : 0.70. Shortcr ranges w,:rc ilown at an _'ltitt:dc and v_,- !
Math mtmber that kept the cruise portion of the mission a snlall percentage of the total r,ulgc. The
' flight profile procedure approxullates a climb-descent profile for missions ol less than 4(_0 km (250
il ore. tD_._ Table 2t_ is a design mission sumnlary and detailed breakdown in scgmen! legs, distance, tinlc, fuel, ,r-.speed, .altitudes, and weights. Table 30 lists the block fuel ,ind block time for several still-air ranges | }
with a design payload of 4540 kg ( 10 000 Ibsi and 50 passengers. A common clinlb descent speed
_ii] schedule (table 31 ) was used for all mission and reserve segment distances, t_"_-. A coninlon climb and descent speed schedule study was used for the 50-passenger 13t)0 km (750 nmi)
design inission. This was done to check the validity of Ihe initial speed schedule shown in table 31
and figure 1(_3. Increments in dilnb alld d¢.'_CCllIspeeds of 334 to 482 knl/hr (180 to 200 ke;.ls)incombination with Math nut]lbers of 0.55 to 0.70 were analy/cd in tile mission analysis progra'n. The
n:sults showed that the base conlmo,l-speed schedlde of 4(18 km/hr (220 kcas) a_d 0.¢_0Math was
0., ,, of the nliniluum block l'uel and I% of the minimum block time. t'twithin _""
The takeoff perlkmuance Ik)r model 7()7-845B airplane is sllown in figures 1¢37and 1(}8. Takeoff field
length for a 32°C (()O°F) day versus brake release gross _,vt'ie.hl I.fig. Io7) was calculated with APR _-"%
- available and air conditioning off. The off-design takeoff i}erformance described in figure 108, field
length versus field elevations shows thai a full payload-range luissiot_ can be flown froni the majority
of the airports served by the regional airlines on a 32°C (00(11:) day. Tile short-haul airplane flown
__ with a full payload for a stage length of 1100 m (O00 nmi) can operate out of approximately 90% of t.J
the same set of airports. Gunnison, Colorado, one of the most difficult airports to operate from due
tO its high densily allitude, liinils tile takeoff grossweigh! on a . _ _ _t)O°F) day to about 18 (}40 kg
(41 100 Ib). rh!s gro_,_wciglll would allow a payload of 25 passcllgel_ Io be flowll 55(} kill (300 nmi). U
The design mission breakdown (table 29) shows the relative time, fuel. and distance lbr the various
mission _gment legs. The initial cruise range factor was approximately 14 800 km (8000 nmi). At _,.j|
i0 660 m (35 000 It) ICA the available cruise thrust limits the Math to 0.687. Cruise speed is adjusted v
to Math 0.70 within the first 315 km ( 170 nmi) of the cruise leg and is held constant at Math 0.70 for
the remainder of the cruise setonent. I['_
@
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Table 28 Advanced Short-Haul 767_458, Characteristics and Performance
TOGW 22 298 KG (49 168 LB)OEW 14 317 KG (31 570 LB)
_-'f_i_ BLOCK FUEL 2313 KG (5101 LB) :
'%LJ
RESERVES 1195 KG (2641 LB)
Q MISSION LANDING WEIGHT 20 050 KG (44 211 LR)WING
!_r_'< Sw/bw/MA C 56.3 M2i23.71 m/62.63 m (606 FT2/77.8 FT/8.62 FT)
AR/Ac/X/t/c (R/T) 10/0.79 RAD/0.25/15/12% (10/4.55 D EG/0.25115/12%1
C_ EMPENNAGE
SH/LH/V H 18.23 m2 /10.62 m/1,334 (200 FT2/34.85 FT/1.334)
Q Sv/Lv/Vv 13.04 m2/10.21 m/0.101 (143 FT2/33.5 FT/0.101)
BODY LENGTH/DIAMETER 23.38 m/3.0 m (76.7 FT/118 INCHE3) I
t
E
Q PROPULSION !
!
ENGINE TYPE/NO. BPR CF-34/2/6.3 "
Q SLSTuNINST 35.6 KN (8000 LB)T/W 0.33
W/S 393 KG/m 2 (80.6 LB/FT 2) ',
ICAC/MACH 10 670 m (35 000 FT) i__
O AVERAGE CRUISE ALTITUDE/MACH 10 670 m (35 000 FT) 1!RF 4 52 Km (7840 NMI)
() L/D/CL/C D 13.4/0.44/0.0328 t!SFC 0.0196 KG/SEC-KN (0.69 LB/I-IR-LB)
=
_ CDPM IN 0.02460
FAR TOFL, SL 190°) 1296 m 14250 FT)
(_ CLv2/L/Dv2/V 2 206 KPH (1,96/10,1/111 KEAS)
CLApp/L/DApp/VApP (1.3V,) 1.5317,661206KPH(1,7617.151111KEAS)
IO OEW/TOGW 64,2%
RES/TOGW G,4%
i O ,M, ,.,,
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': I_ = STILL-AIR MISSION RANGE = =
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'i-*:'. l, -= BLOCK TIME, FUEL = I _ RESERVES
i (,*::' 1. Taxi Out 6. Descent ---
_ '" • 5-min taxi thrust • Decelerate to descent Mach
2. ?'_keoff • Descend at 0.60 M/220 keas (,,._• Field length performance per 7. Approach and Landing
FAR Part 25, sea level, 32°C • From 15 m (50 ft) to sea lev.*l ,
190°F) 8. Taxi In .
" • To +11 m 1+35 ft) at sea level • 4-min taxi thrust (_)_. : • 1-min takeoff thrust
_,: 3. Climbout Reserves _ :
• Climb to 457 m (1500 ft) i
.._ 9. Extended cruise allowance C- !1 • Accelerate to climb speed of • 0.75 hr at end of cruise, weight, _ :"407 Km/hr, 220 keas 457 m and best.altitude and Mach number "
• . (,500 ft) 10. Missed Approach i'_
4. Chmb • 2-rain at takeoff power C ;
• 407 km/hr, 220 keas/0.60 M I "
• Accelerate to cruise Mach number 11. Climb
• 407 km/hr 1220 keas)/0.60 M
5. Cruise
• Initial cruise-determined by level 12. Descend O -,iflight, maximum cruise thrust, at • 0.60 M/407 km/hr (220 keas) ::,'!"
altitude cruise Mach +,
• Procedure-constant cruise altitude _:)
• Cr,,i_e at 0.70 M 0 i'_
Figure 163 Flight Profile, 767-8458 Mission Analysis Rules
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Figure 164 Short-Haul Model 767-8458, Payload vs Range
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. An airfoil with a higher design C L, together with a higher wing loading, could provide a significant
improvement in cruise range factor (5 to 10%). This would reduce the block fuel about the same C'a ount, 5 to 10%.
:. ', The design mission of 50 passengers and 1390 km (750 nmi) has a fuel-burned efficiency of 0.033 kg C_"!_._ (0.136 lb) fuel burned/passenger km (nmi). The average specific range at l0 600 m (35 000 ft) and
"!i'i: Math 0.70 is 703 km/kg 10.172 nmi/lb). At a mission distance of 370 km (200 nmi), the fuel usageincreases 32_ to 0.44 kg (0.18 Ib)/passenger km (nmi).
Table 29 Summary Data for Design Mission
Ramp weight 22 339 kg (49 248 Ib) Block fuel 2314 kg (5101 Ib)
Break release grossweight (TOGW) 22 302 kg (49 168 Ib) Extend cruesetime 0.76 hr
Payload 4536 kg (10 00O Ib) Stdl air range (BAR) 1400 km (750 nnIi) O
OEW 14 320 kg (31 570 Ib) End crmse speed 747 km/hr (403.5 ktas)
DEW + payload 18 85 (41 570 I ) Block time 2.25 hr
Extended crmse fuel 752 k9 (1658 Ib) H
Fhght to alternate fuel 446 k9 ( 983 Ib)
Reservestotal 1198 kg (2641 Ibl
LEG LEG NAME DISTANCE TIME,] INITIAL. WEt_HT INITIAL INITIAL ALTITUDE FINAL WEIGHT FINAL FINAL ALTITUDE FUEL WEIGH] O
NO. km nmz hr kg Ih MACH m ft kg Ib MACH k0 Ib k9 Ib
1. Tam out - - 0.083 22 339 49 248 - - 22 302 49 168 - - - 37 79
2. Takeoff - - 0.017' 22302 49 168 - - 22260 49074 - - - 42 96 I '_
_L__'I:1 3. Chmbout 2.8 1.4 0,012 22260 49074 0.182 11 35 22228 49004 0.186 460 1500 32 70
"_,._"
,4;__ Accelerate 2.8 1.5 0.009 22228 49004 0.186 460 1500 22205 48954 0.342 460 1500 23 50
_:_1 4. Climb 241.7 130.5 0.416 22205 48954 0.342 460 1500 21540477_0 0.600 10670' 36000 666 148(5 f_w..
_!:' Accelerate 53.3 38.8 0.077 21 540 47 488 0.600 10 670 35 000 21 450 47 290 0.688 10 670 36 000 90 198 U#'_ 5. Crmse 911.9 492.4 1.226 21450 47290 0.687 10670 35000 20154 44431 0.700 10670i 35Q00 1296
'_'-' 6. D-celerate 8.7 4.7 0.013 20154 44431 0.700 10670 35000 20150 44425 0.600 10670 35000 4 6
Descent 159.5 86.1 0.302 20 150 44 425 0,600 10 670 36 000 20 070 44 246 0.352 460 1500 80 180
7. Approach 8.5 4.6 0.020 20070 44245 0.241 460 1500 20054 44211 0.234 11 50 16 34 U
8. Tax=m - 0.067 20054 44211 - - - 20025 44147 - - - 29 64
g
Table 30 Block Fuel and Block Time 0
STILL-AIR RANGE TOGW BLOCKFUEL BLOCKTIME CRUISEALTITUDE CRUISE %DISTANCE O
km nmi kg Ib k9 Ib hr m ft MACH IN CRUISE vI i i i
1390 750 22 606 49 618 2314 5101 2.250 10 670 35 000 0.70 66.7
W1020 650 21751 47953 1763 3886 1.741 10670 35000 0.70 54.9
660 350 21207 46753 1218 2885 1.240 10670 35000 0.70 32.5
460 250 20038 46160 950 2095 0.989 10670 35000 0.70 8.0
370 200 20 804 46 866 814 1795 0.847 9140 30 000 0.65 20.2
200 106 20 526 46 252 536 1181 0.582 7320 24 000 0.52 0.0
O
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MISSIONRULES
• 2 MINUTE MISSED APPROACH
• 185 KM (100 NMI) ALTERNATE _ i
• 0.75 HR EXTENDED CRUISE
AT BESTALTITUOE AND MACH,
AND END OF CRUISE WEIGHT
100 LB 100 KG _._
++'<.o,o,' f,c oos C. i
18 8
0" ' (2uu 12 )
w 10
+?I o
?t ==- ©
_ 26
mm 24 11¢¢
22 _o 0I-
,, :_,,;o _' :oo,o,; :, ,,, , 01000
•i I I ,, I I I I I I (1000 LBI
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0C Table 31 Climb and Descent Speed ScheduleSEGMENT I SPEED ALTITUDE
ii
{_._ Climb 410 km/h (220 keas) - 0.60 Mach 460 m (1500 ft) - CruiseAccelerate 0,60 Mach - CruiseMach Cruise
C Decelerate CruiseMach - 0.60 Cruise
Descent 0.60 Mach - 410 km/l_ (220 keas) Cruise- 460 m (1500 ft)
(_
C
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 32°C (90°F)
_ (1000 FT) APR USED14- 1000M IR CON ITIONING OFF
-4
Q 12-
_ 10 - -3
-2
<
u_
-1 S.L.
0 '-
I I I I 1 I I I I I (1000 LB)
m 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 48 48 60
i BRAKE RELEASEGROSSWEIGHT' Figure 167 767.8458 Takeoff Performance
m
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-I 7.5 OPERATING ECONOMICS
: 7.$.1 OPERATING COST ELEMENTS g
II Direct operating costs (IX)C) were calculated using 1977 local-service-airline cost coefficients and pre-
liminary computer-generated thumbprint performance data. An airplane study price was used to U
approximate the influence of airplane investment on the airplane operating cost. Table 32 lists the
basic ground rules for the Boeing 1977 DOC coefficients and table 33 compares the 1967 ATA and
the 1977 Boeing DOC formulas. Engine-maintenance costs for the high-bypass TF-34 engines were t:]
calculated from previous high-bypass cost data. Mission prorde and reserve rules are provided in figure
35.
__ ., 0
0
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Figure 134 presents the DOC elements for ,'l 270-kin (150-nmi) trip as a percent of total DOC, using
C 1977 rules and an airplane study price of $5 million, which is tile target price for tilt: current configu-) ration. The actual airplane price, and c st. is indeterminate until ll cost r duction studi s arc com-
pleted, Airplane maintenance is the mo,,,t costly element on a percentage basis, reductions in mainten-
C ante cost will provide almost twice the payoff in total DO(" as compared to either fuel cost or depre-ciation. Noteworthy is that high-byl_,lss-engine maintenance amounts to alm st alf th total mainten-
ance cost. Through engine operating cxpcrlence, It has been found that high-bypass-engine mainten-
C ante is significantly reduced when the engines are operated at reduced thrust. Trade studies evaluatinginstalled thrust, required thrust, and engine maintenance for oI, timum total DOC arc re,_ommel_ded.
C
Table 32 Basic Characteristics o1 Boeing 1977 DOC Coefficients
_ App_lcabtltty U.S. local service, U.S. domestic trunk, U.S. international trunk,,i ii
Mtss=on prohle 1967 ATA with revised taxi, air maneuver, end a=rway d,stance factors
C Utdlzatlon Approximately 95% 1967 ATA
O Cru=se wocedure M0nlmum cost constant M, step chmb
Crew expense Function of grossweight and speed
G} Fuel price 35¢/gal. U.S. domestic, 42¢/ga1. U.S. mtercont,nental
C) Ma,ntenance Mature level ma,ntenance based on data,led analys;sEnD,he hne ma,ntenence labor is ,ncluded m engine maintenanceLabor rate = $9.70 manhour
Burden = 200% of d=rect labor
illllll
Depreoetion 15 years to 10% on a=rplane and spares
,,,,,,
) Imurance 0,S% year b_sed on flyaway price
Spares (_k eorfrorne I_lce
30%en_neprice
O Nonre_mtm factor 2% added to fuel and emintenence for nonrevenue flying
i
e
(p
20?
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Table33 Domestic DOC Formula {Turbofan)
AT.& 1967 .... BOEING 197.7. _,_
Crew pay
2-man crew 0.05 (TOGW/1000) _ 100.UO (29.E7 Fw + 2,838) FW + 19.80 8-'_'_
3-man crew 0.05 (TOGW/1000) * 135.00 (33.54 Fw + 3,483) FW + 29.70
Fuel ($/U.S. gallon) 0,10 0.35
Nonrevenue factor 1.02 on fuel 1.02 nn fuel and maintenance
tJMa,ntenance formulas for perametrlc analys=sonly
Airframe maintenance (cycled 6.24 Ca/106
Material ($/CYC) 0.05 Wa + 6 - 630 0.260 (Wa/1000) J_";
Direct labor (MHiCYC) 1000 Wa + 120 0.07345 (Wa/1000) 0"7900 t_.
i •
Airframe maintenance (hourly) I_
.t
Ca/lO 6 )Material ($/FH) 3.08 0.208 (Wa/lO00)
J
Direct labor (MH/CYC) (0.3  0.037/103)Ne 0.35 Ne
.... iJ
Engme maintenance (cycled _ Low bypa_ _--_
Material ($/CYC) 20.0 (Ce/106) Ne [0.145 IT/1000) + 4.60] Ne
Direct labm (MH/CYC) _,0.3+ 0.37/103) Ne 0.50 Ne
C)Engine maintenance (hourly [_ Low bypam
Material ($/FH) 25.0 (Cell06) Ne [0.135 (T/1000)  6.80)Ne
Direct labor (MH/FH) (0.6 + 0.27T/103) Ne l--t
Burden (MM/direct labor MH) 1.8 2.O
%.JMaintlc_nce labor rate ($/MM) 4.0 9 70
Inmtn_nt sparn ration _¢-_
Airframe 0.10 0.Q6 ij
En41in= 0.40 0.30
I {yemtJ% residual) 1210 15/10i i ii i
IIH rite
. !%of torsi Wice/Vewl 2.(; 0.6
il iBm II L _
Utilizztlon (Mock Curve: U - BLK HRS tmTb U - 40_0 t.).... 1 +630
(hours/rut) YR I +
Tb * 0.06
(16 tr_ck_ maximum) _1_
i i V
CI - lirhlme IX= Ill MH - rainbows _ 2_ nmvevenue
¢, - _r_ w_lz_n, ($) No - .o, of _lln_ f_6"tminck._l,din
(exclud_n9 rmms_) T - m level _tati¢ 1_7 ATq ml_ntln*
CYC - cycle thrust (its) m_¢=eClUatlom V '
FH - flight hows Tb - block time (hn) ,-MH - manhoon t
,o, 0
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7.5.2 COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS
C) Airlines have particular system environments and the resulting operational requirements may signifi-
cantly influence an econonnc comparison of one airplane with another. Airplane r.':ngeand rupway
(,_ compatibility and enroute p.:rfonuance have economic worth th::. ,s a function of the l,articular route) system; these differences arc not appreciat d i generalized operating-cost con:pansons. Airplan
design and operating differences must be recognized when comparing anrplanes by price-per-scat, price-
-/,,-hi_, per-pound, or other unit prn¢lng measures, tlowever, comparing the direct operating ,'osts of airplanc._L__.. under generalized operating condition._ based on reasonable, consistent ground rules prowdes one
accepted measure of relative economic mcrlt.
£/ The 767-845B is compared in figure lot) with other airplanc_ on the ba._isof price per ._cat. ripest
comparisons are based on standard ._ating configurations: however, seating equivalency at approxi-
(_.i mated equal passenger-comfort levels also must be considered. As an example, the VF¢,'-O14 _ p ,:-sented at 44, seats, which provides a seat pitch of 0.775 m 130.5 in.L The ,;eating comfort might be
more comparable at 40 seats at a pitch of 0.853 m 133.O in.). A_ 40 s,',rs, the VFW-oI4 price per seat
C increases l'ro,n $ !05,000 to $ I Io.000 ( ! _J.5'; ).
140 ,I, 11177 PRICES
.,_ • MI,"IED-CLA.gkS SEATING
1_ 116,0i
\ _ 100010o !I
i
@ ---_ dO 75.0r- .oi
_....27
o , i IX '"• . = [i.]
_) Figure Prio_,,per.SeatComparison169
_j Figure 170, I7 I, 172. and 173 arc DOC comparisons of airplanes both by cost-per-mile and cost.pez-seat mile. in these comparisons, it must be considered that the CV-b80, DC9-10. and 737-100 are
used airplanes at low prices and that the SD3-30 is an unprcssurized, less sophisticated airplane. Fig-
ure 174 compares the airplanes on the basis of fuel efficiency.
Table 34 provides airplane IX)C comparisons at the base 270.km (150-nmi) operating distance as well
as a listinl of DOC elements.
i
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7.5.3 ECONOMIC SUMMARY O
The 767-845B DOC estimates are very encouraging. The study airplane is competitive with current Cj
airplanes while possessing performance advantages that have economic value as a function of differing
airplane operational requirements. Follow-on research to further reduce scheduled-service operating
costs is recommended. Detailed trade studies between maintenance expense, performance parameters, t_l-_
and airplane )rice are required to optimize airplane economics for the design mission.
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126 - • 289 KM (160 NMI) AVERAGETRIP .d_,.*
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25'" 10 t 34"_ _'i i _30"6 _'_33"0 28.4 i!iii_ _'.0 01!_ ; !o i Oi,
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SEATS O !
Figure 174 Fuel-per_eat Comparison ,
Table 34 Direct Operating Cos_ 0
AmPLANE METROIt SD3-30 VFW-614 OHC-7 BOEING CV-580
tDENTIFIER NEW NEW NEW NEW 767-646B USED
0(No.) er_pnes 121TPE-331(2)PT6A-4S (2)RR M4SH (4)PT6A-68 121CF-34 _21AL-5010
StudyWice,1977($M) 0.875 1.46 4.64 3.75 S 4
Seats 16 30 44 50 _ 56
Blockfuelko (Ib) 250(650) 450(990) 940(2070) 707(1559) 753(1680) 720(15W))
UtilizationIt ATA rlntp. nmi 150 150 150 150 150 " 150
a, hrs/t_ip(ATA) 0.82 1.07 0.7 0.930 0.72 0.79 _ I
b. hrs/ye_ (_uttKI) 2906 3073 2811 2963 2828 2883
trips/year 3643 21172 4016 3208 3928 3649
DOCekJfnents,$ trip %,/Crew 91.98 128.11 119.66 137.17 131.63 119.16
Fuel 29.31 62.76 110.30 83.07 87.92 84.72
Airfrm directmalntenMce
Mater,d 12.16 6.63 19.14 17.19 19.87 19.43 d_
V10.67 12.35 26.26 30.77 19.M 27.78
EIIgifl_dJrICtrfl4in_HIMl_
M_ml_l 10,12 10.83 10,38 19,26 32.87 40.94
LiNe 6.68 6.26 11.04 11.26 14.26 30.39 K-_!I
vBurclm 34.63 37.24 74.68 11426 67.64 116.34
Inlwlc_e 1.33 2.63 6.78 6.84 6.36 0.66
Depreciation 16.37 33.81 77.33 77.48 84,12 16.78 A
Total 212.68 292.21 463.49 486.38 464.73 466.0e
DaUersAtmlmmile 1.238 I.(184 2,687 2.704 2.684 2.638
Cents/ASM 7.716 6,847 6.107 6.407 6.388 4.711
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7.6 EVALUATION OF ADVANCED DESIGN FEA'IURES
O Those features that showed promise for reducing initial and/or operating costs are evaluated for rel,
tive merit in the following section.
C 7.6.1 ADVANCED STRUCTURES AND LOW-COST DESIGN FEATURES
C As part of Boeing's cost assessment of the Wichita MDT reference airplane, a part count and produ-cibility assessment was made for this type of configuration. This assessment assumed a manufactu:ing
technology and design sophistication very similar to the current Boeing commercial transport fleet.
,,,r'_ The partcount and complexity was high enough to raise the cost assessment to a level where the Mbi"
was considered to risky for the potential market.
An analysis of the Wichita MDT identified high-cost areas which were studied to identify design im-
that would simplify the airplane and still meet the for the
provements requirements potential market.
The result of that effort was the second reference airplane, the model 767-759B. This airplane could
O meet the manufacturing cost goals, but had inadequate overall performance. The best design features
of both reference airplanes were combined using current assembly technology coupled with state-of-
the-art metal bonding technology to significantly reduce the part count and assembly time of a short-G 'haul airframe. Figure 175 shows the relative part counts between the MDT reference airplane, the
conventional-technology basehne (model 767-774C), and the advanced-structures trade study airplane
(model 767-774B). Note that the systems changes are not the result of simplification but the result of
better _.vnfiguration definition. As can be seen in figure 175, a very significant reduction in the esti- tmated part count has been accomplished.
Only two of the four airplanes shown (see fig. 40) were costed using the same ground rules. Thesewere the 767-774B and 767-774C, which had a 16% cost differential (total recurring cost).
7.6.2 ADVANCED AERODYNAMICS
As can be seen from previous sections of this study, the choice of airfoil section, wing loading, and
high-life devices appears to be very important to a successful short-haul airplane. The baseline airplane(767 774A), using an airf il with a design C 1 = 0.57 (t/c = 0.12), optimized at higher w g loadings
and produced better perfo,'mance with a leading-edge device. The final airplane (767-845B), using a
O base airfoil whose t/c was closer to the average wing thickness and desi:;n C 1 = 0.48 (t/c = 0,141),optimized at lower wing loadings where a leading-edge device is not required. An advanced airfoil
should be designed to maintain the higher design C 1 while maintaining the desired cruise Mach number
O capability at the higher thickness ratios. Obviously, additional trade studies are required in this area.
®
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SYSTEMS SYSTEMS O
SYSTEMS CJ
i
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STRUCTURE STRUCTURE STRUCTURE STRUCTURE
OI
Figure 175 PartCount Comparison
0l 7.6.3 ADVANCED FLIGHT CONTROLS
i
I
t Advanced flight controls items investigated included relaxed stability (aft e.g., and lifting tail), gust 0and maneuver load alleviation, ride control system (RCS), and use of a vee-tail configuration.
Of these items, the one that appears to have the most cost-effectiveness potential for use of small, 0
]_ short-haul airplanes is the Vee-taii. The horizontal and vertical tails are sized for maneuver, not stabil-ity: the structure is predominately minimum-gage construction so gust and maneuver load alleviation
reasonabled°esnot appearridecomfortt°producewithoutmUChaRcS.Weightsavings and wing loading appears to be high enough for O
Use of a Vee tail produces an estimated parasite drag reduction of almost 3% and total airplane cost
reduction of 1%. If the airplane was sized to meet the same mission constraints with a Vee tail, the 0
i
reductions in drag and cost would be even greater. Again, continued trade studies in this area are
indicated.
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G 7.6.4 ADVANCED PROPULSION
(_) [Ne t:t" an ad_an_..,', rut boprop (prol,fan) engllte on a ,,mall. short-haul airplaue on a t_ pical 150 nnllflight appear,', to prod ce a ,,a_ing_ m block fu l of 20 to _0',. l l,_ i_,equi_ alent to a 4 to (¢; redtic-
tlt_ll m 1)O(, 11"all else is equal, llu,_ may not be tile case. Under assumptions of flus stud}', the air-
_i" Iq,m_"OEW ha', mcrea_ed 3 to 4';. _ tuch mcrease_ airframe imllal and maintenance cost.,,: and propul-yit_ll s_M_.'lll nlalrl[_.'nLtnce with an advanced turboprop etlglne i.,,a major Hflknown. Current experience
indicates a maintenance increase of o_er 10'_; for turboprop engines, wh_le Hamdton Standard and
- Allison data for a;l advanced-technology-propfan i.,ropulslon ullit indicate propulslorl s_sh, m mainte-
n ulce might aclually decrease ,di_htly relative [0 tin advanced turbofan (ref. _1. Note that 10'_ change
in engine maintenance Is almost equivalenl to a 2'; change in DOC for the current airplane.
C) The other advanced propulsion item, reductio'.l of engine maintenance costs, must be considered. For
tile current airplane, a 20'_ reduction in maintenance cost could be worth an incremental million
dollars in selling price. Obviously, engine a_ld prop fan maintenance are high-leverage items and should
,_ be c\_lllllned in greater depth. I
7.6.5 ADVANCED SYSTEMS t
_ The introduction of advanced bonded stru_ _ule, I_ redu_:e tile airframe structure significantly ha_ left [
[
I
sx,_tem._ as tile largest categor3 m airplane recurring costs {fig. 3q and il6). Obviously, systems are a
Q prime candidate for cost reduction, but tile advanced short-haul airplane has all current-technologysystems. This is because in a preliminary design study of this type, the weight and costs of certain
parts of the airplane are based on historical da_a and are not dellned in detail. Systems fall into this
category and current cost-estimatmg techniques u_e historical dollars-per-pound and hours-per-pound
Q to estimate system costs.
To gain cost savings credit, advanced systems must be defined in much greater detail so that estimates
G of changes in and labor hours be made. Because all interact to
weight can virtually systems some
degree, the best results will be achieved when the airplane's systems are completely reworked, instead
of approached piecemeal. A study of the aircraft systems is recommended in section 8.0
@
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8.0 RESEARCHAND TECHNOLOGYRECOMMENDATIONS
0
Areas of technology that should be studied in more depth to further reduce the initial and operating
O costs of the small, short-haul transports are found in five major technology disciplines: airplane sys-tems. aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, and noise. Although this study has used a short-haul
transport as a basis for comparing cost/benefits of various technologies, these findings are applicable
C) also to all civil transports in service to date. An outline of the recommended areas of study for thesetechnologies is given below.
) • SYSTEMS
• Define the benefits of advanced technology airplane systems for reduced costs
• Determine electric vs hydraulic and pneumatic cost trades
• Develop flat panels/integrated cockpit displays
C) • Develop mini-computer data transfer management (e.g., fiber optics) :Evaluate these three items for lowest initial and maintenance cost potential '
F"
|,
O • AERODYNAMICS
• Develop airfoil designs appropriate for short-haul transport applications
O • Investigate alternate flight control concepts (e.g, Vee-tail and other multi-control surfaceconcepts)
• Study engine/airframe integration problems of proposed short-haul propulsion systems (e.g.,
O propellers and high-bypass turbofans)
• STRUCTURES
Q • Develop bonded-structure analysis tools
• Validate analysis with tests of selected components
• Establish inspection and repair techniques
• Determine bond life under realistic environmental conditions
• Develop structural integration of propulsion system and airframe
• PROPULSION
• Study advanced turboprop, prop fans, and high-bypass ratio fans
• Develop cost-effective on-board performance diagnostic systems
IO • Study offset inlets for advanced turboprop blade system
• Investigate integrated engine and flight control
II® ,,,]®
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• NOISE
• Develop noise-reduction technology for curfew-free operation of short-haul transports _'_,)
8.1 AIRPLANE SYSTEMS Ir_'
_t_p
Recognizing the high costs of airplane secondary power systems and the maintenance costs associated
with them, an all-electric systems airplane has been proposed to meet the low-cost requirements of the -"-
study. The following trade studies arc recommended to define tile all-electric system: _,_
• VSCF vs 270 Vdc electrical system le,_
• Fly-by-wire and power-by-wire vs conventional control cables and hydraulic system
• Digital data management with microprocessors and fiber optics for communication links vs the
conventional analog/electrical/mechanical communication links f'_
• Redundancy in the fly-by-wire and power-by-wire flight control systems
• Flat panel multi-function displays vs conventional displays for the flight deck A_"_
L,j• Emergency power system and requirements
• Environmental control system
The results of these and other studies will show cost comparisons of the all-electric vs the conventional _J
system in use today.
8.2 AERODYNAMICS TECHNOLOGY U
Several airfoil and wing design studies arc proposed to take advantage of the potential technology to d-"_
,I improve the short-haul airplane performance/operating economics. Specific wing/airfoil and aero- U
dynamic/performance study items include:
• Wing-tip devices optimized for takeoff L/D improvement O
• Appropriate airfoil design for short-haul design lift coefficient, Mach number and wing structure
• A compromised airfci.l that maintains good high-speed drag characteristics while substantially f_
improving the leading-edge stall angle obtainable without LE devices
• The effect of advanced airfoil design thickness on airplane weight _,nd drag performed in con-
junction with optimizing the wing spanwise thickness taper distribution
• Design and testing of low-drag airfoils (natural laminar flow) at full-scale flight design conditions
(Re, M) using bonded-aluminum construction to build the full-size model
• Optimum integration of advanced turboprop/high bypass ratio turbofan propulsion systems for
high and low speed (especially takeoff and landing with engine out) flight regimes
• A conformal variable-camber leading-edge device designed to improve stall lift coefficient, help to
maintain natural laminar flow at off-design conditions, and let flexing skin shed wing ice
Flight control studies should include the use of a Vee-tail, spoilers for roll control allowing trailing
edge flaps to extend to full span, and the use of other multi-control concepts with their integrated tk$
effect while used with a fly-by-wire all-electric system powered airplane.
218 0
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8.3 STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY
C) Tile investigation of several bonded structure development tasks are required to widen tile use of
bonded metal structure in primar.v structure applications in commercial as well as military field
These development tasks include the following:
• Stress anal:'sis methodology and allowables
• Analysis verification testing
• Fatigue testing
• (.'rack propagation and fail safety
• Damage tolerances
• Corrosion test and prevention
• Lightning strikes and electromagnetic problems
fi • Sound attenuation
• Inspection repair/maintenance
• Durability
1_) , Jointdesign
• Fastener installation
_) The structural integration of advanced propulsion concepts. (advanced propellers, high-bypass ratio
turbofans), and the relative weight effect to the baseline concept should be studied. This study also
should include the structural concept and weight trades when done for different materials, and con-struction techniques.
8.4 PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
Advance propulsion system concepts and integrated propulsion design may provide substantial ira-
provements in fuel burned levels and overall operating economics for the short-haul transport. Specificsystem concepts that should be considered are:
• Advanced turboprop, prop fans, and high bypass ratio fans
• The inlet total pressure recovery and flow distortion characteristics at the face of the turbo-
shaft engine should be investigated lbr offset inlets in the flow field behind advanced turbo-
prop blade systems• Structural integration of engines and nacelles to improve initial TSFC and to reduce engine
• deterioration due to engine case distortions
O • Integrated engine and flight controls to reduce pilot work load and hnprove engine and air-frame performance
O • On-board engine diagnostics system to aid in tracking and retlucing maintenance costs
219
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" !I Short-haul transports, by virtue o:" their high-frequency of takeoff and landings and lower altitude
• . operation, provide a more severe engine envmmment than do long-range aircraft. To obtain a low D" _
._ direct-operating-cost short-haul airplane, it will be necessary to minimize the influence of cyclic engine
-* ii operation through improved engine operating techniques, improved engine nacelle structural integra-
i tion, and improved engine monitoring. Selection of the engine configuration and engine cycle param- r-,_
J eters also will have an important bearing on the system costs, and trades must be accomplished that
it balance fuel consumption against engine complexity and maintenance requirements.
C C: *_ 8.5 NOISE TECHNOLOGY
The overall economic viability of the short-haul airplane may require a high utilization rate. The utili-
zation rate may be increased by using the aircraft at night however, night operations at many airports
could require noise reductions to a level that make the airplane lYeeof any curfew limits. A list of
several technology study items that could reduce noise arotmd the community area are: _-_.
K.J
Jet Noise mixer/mixed flow and mechanical design
• Core and Turbine noise number of stages, high temperature linings d_'_
X.J
• Fan Noise -Bypassing of boundary layer, noise/performance trades
• Inter-Relationship of Safety and Noise Abatement impact on certification
Technology el'torts to achieve low noise should emphasize: q['_°_
• Design of quiet prol0ulsion pods with priority on part-power conditions CI_
• Improved takeoff and landing aerodynamics
• Reduce core and fan noise through design and development of linings /-'-,_
L.,.;
• Innovative design and operational procedures
Passenger cabi.1 and cockpit noise levels should be addressed complimentary to studying methods of I'_1
reducing exteri(,, noise.
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